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.
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D C hosts Jessie’s Cup DCSA kicks
off food drive
DONATIONS
NEEDED
BY AMBER YATES
Chronicle staff_________

Want

to help out the
the
in
Oshawa area? Are
you in the spirit of giving to

needy

Pholo by Nicholas Short

BUSTIN’ IN : Lady Lords guard Leigh Garbatt makes a break into the key
against a Georgian defender In the first game of the Jessie’s Cup. For full coverage check out page 41 In the sports section.

others?
You can help by collecting food for the DCSA
drive.
food
Christmas
Melanie Williams, viceof
president
Administration, is co-ordlnator of this year’s drive.
Williams has decorated
boxes with Christmas wrap
and placed them around

the college. Boxes can also
be found at the Whitby
campus, Simcoe building
and Student Centre.
"We want to raise as
much food as we can," said
Williams. "We want everyone to give all they can."
Any students who are in
need of a food basket must
fill out a form. The form
can be picked up at the
DCSA office from Kathryn
Bremner, office manager.
All information is kept confidential to protect the student’s identity.
The food drive runs from
Nov. 19 to Dec. 13 with
deliveries being made on
Dec. 22. Students wanting
to be a volunteer driver can
contact Melanie Williams a)
the DCSA office.
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Whitby showc as e s c amp u s
BY DEREK LINDSAY
Chronicle stall_______

Durham College Whitby
campus held an open house orf
Thursday, Nov. 13, to showcase courses and give students

a chance to get information
from booths located around
the main floor of the building.
The open house is held
every year at the Whitby campus.
"It gives us a chance to
showcase wliat we have to
offer here," said Sandy

MacDonald Director of the
School of Skilled Trades and
Apprenticeship. "All the courses that we offer in this building
and the different departments
we have within the building
are on display. There will be
people available to hand out
material ^s well as explain to
the people the prerequisites or
any other information they
would like to know about what
we have here."
This open house has been
put on every year and is very
well attended. "We do marketing for it every year to make

sure the community is aware it
is there," said MacDonald. "All
the schools in the region have
been informed, Durham public
and separate school boards.
We had calls from the
Kawartha, Pine Ridge boards
and sent information up there
and it has been well publicized
in the papers. As well as the
sign we have out front."
For this event it was estimated that anywhere from 500 to
600 students and parents
would attend, based on last
year’s turnout.
"The faculty and the staff
really work to make this an
absolute showcase; so it really
does demonstrate the ability
that we have in this building
to provide a state of the art
training environment," said
MacDonald.
The event started to fill up
at 6:30 p.m. and the floor of
the building was packed with
parents and students. The people who walked around saw
Corvettes and motorcycles
that where supplied by
Brooklin Cycle and Pine Ridge

Corvette Club.

Pholo by Oerek Lindsay

1964 STING RAY: This classic car was on display at
the Whitby campus open house. It was supplied by
Pine Ridge Corvette Club.

The open house did what
the school hoped it would do
for high school students and
parents interested in the courses and opportunities that it
would open up.
"I found out about because
my mom drived by. It was
pretty good and I learned a lot.
It was very informative," said
Tyier Green, a grade 11 student
from Eastdale Collegiate.

Durham students were also
involved to help inform students and parents about where
they could find what they were
interested in.
"This a great way for students to get informed," said
first-year Public Relations student Kyla Stutt.
Overall the event was a success and promoted tlie good
name of Durham College and
the education it provides.
" Lots of people are clamouring to get into courses
here," said Durham College

president Gary Polonsky.

SCULPTURE: One of
the showcased welded sculptures made
by Peter Taylor.

About PC’s Whitby Campus
The building as it is now has been there since 1993.

Whitby offers 17 apprenticeship and skills training programs.
There Is variety of post-secondary school programs, including welder-fitter techniques, heating ventilation and air conditioning techniques, power engineering technician, electrical
techniques, automotive technician service management and
mechanical techniques (precision machining or industrial).
Also they offer fire emergency service and primary care paramedic.

There are 1,000 students a day in the school ’arid just as

many at night.

’

There has been a 41 percent increase in post-secondary
enrolment, which is up from 38 per cent last year.

Athletic complex op ens in 2005
BY CHRIS MURPHY
Chronicle staff

two after that there will be about
10,000, all of whom are citizens that
deserve service."
Many other students attended the
council meeting to help show the
mayor and councillors that a new athletic facility would be worthwhile.

Calling all swimmers, tennis, soccer and hockey players. The new athletic complex will be fully open by
2005.
Construction of Durham College
"I brought as many students and
and the University of Ontario athletes as I could to council to make
Institute of Technology’s new athletic a bigger impact," said Tranter.
"I think it really helped." Durham
facility will start just before
Christmas.
College Athletic Director Ken Babcock
Once the new facility is built, on also praises Tranter for her efforts in
the north side of Conlin Road, it will .obtaining the $8 million contribution.
be a new and exciting addition to the from the city. "’
"She has been absolutely marvelfast-growing University of Ontario
Institute of Technology and Durham lous in speaking up and representing
the student body," said Babcock.
College.
"Contractors will start to level the Polonsky gives the students credit for
soil within this month," said Bruce the idea of building a new athletic
Bunker, who is the Director of Special facility.
"We are always asking students
Projects for the college.
In August, Oshawa city council how we can improve their college
agreed to help fund the athletic com- experience and an answer that had
plex with a contribution of $8 mil- been popping up lately was about getlion.
ting a new fitness centre," he said.
"It took some saling; city council
The Durham College president
always wants to keep taxes down, so notes that it’s also the students who
there’s that priority on the one hand, will decide what the new facility will
but there is also the priority to serve include.
people," said UOIT and Durham
"We are about to hire a firm to
meet with students to see what they
Colfege President Gary Polonsky.
A big reason that city council want in the new complex," he said.
"We don’t want to guess what stuapproved the funding of the complex
was because of the presentation made dents want; we want to base our deciby Polonsky and DCSA President sion on data."
Babcock says the students at
Becky Tranter.
"Our case was simply that we have Durham have it good, especially now
over 6,000 students that are also citi- .with the new university and athletic
zens," said Polonsky. "Next year centre. "If I was a student I’d be really
there will be closer to 8,000, a year or amazed and feel pretty good about

-

what I get for my value," he said.
Students will be able to look forward to parts of the new athletic complex next year, as the championship
soccer field and tennis courts will be
ready to use in the fall of 2004.
"We have selected a contractor to
build the tennis bubble, but we
haven’t awarded the contract yet,"

said Bunker.
"It will give us a year-round tennis
facility," said Ken Crosina, a coordinator of the new facility and a
founder of the Oshawa Tennis
Association’s elementary school pro.

have been no complaints from citizens who live in the area where the
complex will be built.
"There have been no complaints
from citizens in the area," he said.
"Everybody I’ve talked to is very excited." Along with state of the art equipment and facilities the new complex
will have lessons and camps for students and citizens.
"We are a teaching and learning
place above all else," said Polonsky. "I
imagine there will be lessons and
.

camps."
Crosina

agrees with Polonsky that

lessons and camps will be available
Crosina will be the racquet director for willing patrons. "There will be
for the new complex, the same title weekly kids clinics, adult clinics,
he holds at Oshawa Good Life. "I will leagues and camps for-tennis," he
be overseeing all of the tennis activity said.
in the new athletic centre," he said.
Other sports that could have possiThe new tennis bubble will have ble lessons and clincis are hockey,
six clay courts that will be covered by swimming and other pool and skata plastic roof so tennis can be played ing-related sports, because a rink and
12 months a year.
a pool are high possibili^i-’s for the
The tennis centre, as well as the complex
entire athletic facility, will be avail"I think students will want some
able for use by citizens of Durham skating rinks, a pool and probably a
Region as well as students.
great intramural gym with an indoor
"It is in the city’s financial interest track, and I’m sure they’ll want a new
as well as moral interest to keep citi- fitness centre," said Polonsky.
zens happy and to keep the college
Production for the possible rink,
prosperous and growing," said pool, track and fitness centre should
start near the end of the 2003 school
Polonsky.
Ward seven councillor John Neal year.
"I would guess the rest of the facilrealizes that the facility will be a great
addition to the ward and the city.
ity will begin construction in 18
"It’s a great upgrade in recreation months and it will probably take
for the city," said Neal. "Now there about 15 months to build," said’
will be a proper athletic facility on the Polonsky. "So just over 2 1/2 years
north side of the city." Neal said there and it should be finished."
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The new fac e o f e ducation
ting new books, computers
and more space."
Rashid works as an assistant to the library supervisor
at the circulation desk. He
also believes that the library is
getting too small for all the
new resources coming into the

NEW LIBRARY
WILL OFFER
THE BEST IN
MODERN
LEARNING

school.
"The new library will also
be better organized and allow
easier access to information,"
said Rashid.

John Dumrattacoco-^-

ycsirrent nistory student,
used to work at the library
through the work-study pro-

BY ROB^TOLSON"
You may have noticed a few
changes to Durham’s
library. This is just the start.
Within two years the library
will have its own building
with many new features,
including a fireplace, new
computers and more.
The new library will be
ready in September 2004, and
minor

will be an integrated university and college library in a new

55,000-square-foot building.
It will be 10 times bigger
than the current one. Six hundred to eight hundred seats
will be available for students,
compared to the 200 now.
One hundred computers will
also be available at the new
library, compared to only
about 30 now.
Everything, including the
furniture, win be moved to the
new building when it’s ready.
A lot more furniture will also
be needed. A self-checkout
machine will also be added.
Starting as an evening
librarian at the college in
1975, Susan Barclay-Pereira is
now the dean of learning

resources.
"At other libraries that have
self check-out systems, only
about 50 per cent of the students use them," said Barclay-

THE NEAR FUTURE: This an artist’s conception of what the new facilities at
Durham will look like by 2004. A modern library Is just one of the many changes
future students can look forward to.
first opened in 1967 when the
Gordon Wllley Building was
built.
Recently the entrance has
been moved to the right of the
school’s South Wing entrance.
Other changes Include a new

bibliographic

instruction

teaching
for
classroom
research skills to students.
This is a class often required as
a part of the curriculum.
There are four librarians who
can deliver the classes. Faculty
members also attend the classes.
The student card is used as a
valid library card. A student
can sign up to a maximum of
six books at one time, said

Barclay-Pereira.
"Although there are no late
to have contact with a librari- fees, if a student does not
an in case they want to ask return the resources they have
them about the book they are borrowed by the end of the
semester, their grades will be
checking out."
When the library moves held until they do so," she
into its new bigger building, said.
Besides books, the library
more librarians will be added
in addition to the 12 current offers students many other
resources, including calendars,
ones.
maps and magazines in both
being
is
building
new
The
designed by the architectural print and electronic format.
The audiovisual equipment
firm of Diamond & Schmitt.
It will be three stories high. is found in the media service
At the ground level will be a department on the second
’
cafe entrance, the library floor.
The books purchased for
lobby, a central sky-lit staircase, and a large circulation the library are: based on the
curriculum. The librarians
desk.
choose the resources with sugor
all
floor
On the second
the books will be displayed in gestions from the faculty, said !
the same organization as the Barclay-Pereira.
The library can be a great’
current library.
On the third floor will be a source of knowledge if you’
’
combination of areas, includ- know how to use it properly.
diffiis
student
having
a
"If
a
and
area
lounge-type
a
ing
culty finding what they are
quiet area for study.
our
"Informal seating, a fire- looking for, they can ask said
librarian,"
reference
place, a cafe where students
can buy drinks, soups and Barclay-Pereira.
Because of the noise created
sandwiches will be added,"
students discussing work
new
by
"The
said Barclay-Pereira.
and
using the printers, the
welcommore
a
be
will
library
second floor is reserved
entire
ing learning environment
studying and readfor
comquiet
on
with more emphasis
fort and visual developments." ing.
A seminar room is also
Durham College’s library
Pereira.

"Most of the students prefer

Now Dumratt works
part-time through contract.
"I think that the new library
will add a lot of much needed
space, especially for the double cohort," he said.
Dumratt believes that the
recent changes to the library
have been beneficial.
"Since we moved the
entrance we have a lot more.
space," he said. "It’s great that
we are located so close to the
new computer commons. If
all of our computers are being
used, people can just go
there."
Carol Mittlestead is the
associate librarian of collections for Durham College and
Her iob mostly
DOIT.
Involves the electronic aspec
of the library, including th

gram.
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binding, receiving, and processing of the magazines.
Coleshill’s job has many difthe library administrator and ferent parts, but this may all
give up their student card change when the new library
until they are finished with is built and ready.
"Because the new library
the room.
The library has become will be a lot bigger, the jobs
much more technology based, will become more specific,"
with thousands of electronic said Coleshill. "I probably
books for students to access. won’t be doing all the differYou can sign out an electronic ent jobs that I am now. They
book for three hours and print will hire different people to do
each individual job."
out pages.
The librarians get a lot of
A great new program this
for their specific areas,
said
Books
24-7,
input
called
is
year
Barclay-Pereira. You can get to says Coleshill.
"There is a lot of behind the
Books 24-7 by going to
www.durhamc.on.ca/library. scenes planning with doing
The first page you enter is something like this. Even
called E-Books, where you things like where to put the
enter your student number. light switches are planned out
This will take you to Books 24- and discussed."
A big part of Coleshill’s job
7.
"Books 24-7 is easy to navi- in getting the new library
is researching the type
gate," said Barclay-Pereira. ready
machines and
checkout
of
curricu"There are some great
lum based books. The faculty security systems that may, or
and students have sent many may not be upgraded.
Coleshill is in charge of
e-mails saying how great
Books 24-7 is and how much it managing all of the student
workers at the library.
has helped them."
The student workers are a
The college also has another
Net
called
very important part of the
online program
Library, which offers more staff because they help to get
all of the little things done
general electronic books.
Including Durham, 24 of and they also add a bit of flair
college to the staff," she said.
community
the
Currently, there are four
their
money
libraries pooled
to get a good deal from the student workers at the library.
distributor for Net Library and To become a student worker,
Books 24-7. The online pro- you apply through work-study
grams can be accessed 24 or through small contract
The library is
hours a day. There are thou- positions.
sands of periodical articles and allowed three students at eight
course-related links for stu- hours a week or two students
dents. The college provides at 12 hours a week.
Emadur Rashid is a student
the technical support and the
library provides the content, worker through the workstudy program. He has been
said Barclay-Pereira.
Laurie Coleshill, head of cir- working at the library since
culation services, looks after the summer and expects to be
what’s coming in and going there until May. He is also in
out of the library security- his second year of Electronic
wise. This includes the sign- Business at the college.
"The new library will be
ing in and out of materials
from Durham’s library. She really great for the students,"
also looks after the ordering, said Rashid. "They will be getavailable for presentations and
group study. To book the
room, students must contact

Web site and electronic book’s
"I think students have ar

adequate knowledge about the
electronic resources at the
library, but it could be better,"
said Mittlestead. "Because of
growing up on the Internet, a
lot of students don’t see the
difference between our specific site and other Internet sites.
They don’t evaluate each site

enough."
The library has run workshops in the past. They have
also had library orientations
with classes and faculty helping in the education about the
electronic component of the
library.
When the library moves
into the new building, many
changes will be made.
"The quantity of databases
alone will increase dramatically when we move to the new
library," said Mittlestead
"Because of incorporating th(
university, the type of databases will also change."
The university will be intro’
ducing nine different pro.
grams which bring with their
their own set of books. On tor
of the university materials
updated- books and nev
resources’ will also be addec
each year, said Mittlestead.
"We are trying to projec
five or 10 years down the roac
because if things grow the wv
they are supposed to, we wil
have to build an add-on to thi
new building," she said.
Mittlestead is happy abou
the current library’s new ori
entation room.
"The orientation room i
great. Previously I wouli
teach classes from the middl
of the library and that didn
too
sal
well,"
work
Mittlestead. "The new librar
will have several orientatio

rooms."
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D C i s a s re a dy as c an b e
DURHAM COLLEGE
IS PREPARED FOR THE

DOUBLE" COHORT
Around Durham College
most people don’t need to
have the term double cohort
explained to them. We’ve all
been hearing about the
potential crisis in education
facing those first guinea pig
students of the Tory government’s experiment in education. Unfortunately what
we’ve been hearing most
often is either fear mongering or political spin.
What’s needed is clarity on
the issue; clear answers auout
what the problem is and
what is being done about it.
Yes, there is going to be a
dramatic increase in applicants to post-secondary programs as the last class under
the old OAC curriculum
graduates at the same time as
the first class of the new four-

year.
How dramatic?
The honest truth is, no
one really knows. The double
cohort has been estimated to
possibly be as large as
290,000 graduates. However
this year saw a province wide
increase of almost seven per
cent, versus last year, in college enrolment alone. This
has been largely attributed to
students fast-tracking to beat
the crunch.
Yes, there will be students
unable to get into their first
choice of program or school.
This is not a new situation.

Every year highly popular
programs with fixed or limited space are oversubscribed.
Many students don’t get into
their first choice of program
at their first choice of school.
Yes, the government has
contributed large sums of
money to help with the

problem.
Perhaps the least helpful
of all information available
on the issue is the provincial
government’s announcements of heroic investment
to avert the crisis and save
education. If the double
cohort is actually a crisis in
education, it is one they created.
’Meeting the needs of the
double cohort’ is a common,
pat phrase in discussion of
this issue. But, what are ’the
needs of the double cohort’?
Quite simply their needs
are the same as any other
post-secondary school students: Access to quality education.
This begs ttie question: Is

there really a crisis?
Not at Durham College.
Where some schools, due
to lack of funding, initiative,
foresight or planning may
not be able to meet the challenge, Durham College has
been fortunate enough to
have had the fiscal means, as
well as the forward-thinking
leadership, and vision to be
able to rise to the challenge.
As one of the fastest growing colleges in the province
Durham has been aimed on a
course of growth and expansion for years. Look at the
long campaign to bring
UOIT into being.
Equality between the old
and new credits when applying is a major concern for the
effected students. Durham
has taken a firm position
that both will be given equal
weighting.
"A place for you," the slogan on Durham’s ’03 -’04
course calendar, is indicative
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of their oolicy of guaranteed
access. This does not mean
all students will be accepted
to their first program choice.
However, no qualified student will be turned away;
there will be a place for them
in some program.
To which effect Durham
has launched 14 new programs. These new programs
will help accommodate overflow in related programs.
New programs mean new
teachers.
Teaching staff is probably
the single best indicator of
in
education.
quality
Durham operates on a student service ratio of one
teacher for every 28 students.
With a projected enrolment
increase next year of 15 per
cent Durham will need an
additional 35 teachers to
maintain that ratio, and they

are actively recruiting. In
addition work is being done
to prepare teachers to teach
of the new curricu-

Graduates
Beyond

With room for 214 more
students than last year, the
expanded residence, completed this fall, can house
656 students and had vacant
rooms this semester.
Between fast-tracked students this year, overflow
applications from universities, students who may take a
year off to avoid the crunch,
cal capacity.
nobody can truly predict
At the Oshawa campus, what next year’s numbers are
the new Justice wing, going to look like. But whatIntegrated manufacturing ever they are, it would seem
centre and South wing, all Durham College is on the
open a year before next right track to deal with them.
September’s crunch, have
given Durham a 30 per cent
Neil McCallum
increase in student space.
That translates to an increase
in capacity of over 2,500 stu-

teachers is the
basic need for the physical
space to accommodate students: labs, computers, and
classrooms.
The Superbuild I project,
which came in ahead of
schedule and under budget,
was concerned solely with
expanding Durham’s physi-
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Ima sine there were no guns
er is discovered in a Canadian home, the perse
threatened must be careful how to approach the s
nation.
"You are only allowed to use reasonable forc<
said Sergeant Debi White, facilitator at Durha
College, meaning that when in danger, a person m
only use tlie amount of force necessary to remo

Michael Moore’s documentary film Bowling for
Columbine raises an interesting’question. What is
the difference that allows Canadian culture to be less
wrought by homicide than our neighbours in the
United States?
Moore uses news clips and interviews to place the
blame on the media. While Canadian media is
depicted as a calm, evenly balanced source of information, he depicts U.S. news reporting as sensational and slanted with fear mongering reports bent on

Insuring that sponsors make more money.It may
seem odd that commercial Interests would benefit
from fear considering they typically use sex to sell
their products, but a study done in 1974 by Dutton
and Aron shows that arousal is universal in dire situations.

In the study, an attractive man or woman
approached people crossing a suspension bridge
(swaying over a north Vancouver gorge), asking
them to conduct a survey. After, the surveyors
would leave their telephone numbers with the subject. The same study was then conducted on a low,
solid bridge. Those crossing the gorge were most
likely to phone, and one of the conclusions of the
study was that fear arousal also resulted in sexual

Shelley

arousal if the
opportunity
p rese n ted
itself.
With
that in mind,
it is likely that
aroused
an
public will be

them from danger.
In some states, including Michigan, the origir
law reads that "every person has a right to bear an
for the defense of himself and the state." In otistates the original law carries a tag, reading that "t
right of the citizens to bear arms in defense of tliei
selves and the state shall not be questioned."
Amendments have allowed legislation to
imposed to highlight victims rights, but it is still p<
sible in some states to kill someone just because t
situation seems threatcning.This type of logic chez
ens the value of life.
If it is a right to own a gun and a right to fire it
another liuman being, it is much easier to do so.
In Canada, the privilege of gun ownership can
revoked, and consequences make people pause
think about their actions. Encouraging ratlor
thought means better decisions.
According to Government Technology magazil
homicide rates have been dropping in many U
cities over the past decade as mayors begin to recc
nize the problems that contribute to crime. Previc
New York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani moved X-rat
shops and theatres from populated regions to ind
trial zones. He also hired anew police commlssl(
er, William j. Bratton In 1994, who dismantled
structures that allowed police corruption to feste
Giuliani then appointed deputy commissio
Jack Maple who said tliat each crime should be tn
ed as if "it happened to your mother", making sor
thing as simple as spitting worth attention. Serk
crime in New York lias dropped 40 per cent sir
1993, with the number of murders below 1,000 ii
population of eight million people.
There is no cut and dried solution to the probh
of violence no matter where it happens.
The murder rate in New York City is still e4
times higher than it is in all of Canada, but at Ie
they are improving. The right to bear arms does r
need to be revoked, but sliould be clearly defir
and expanded to protect the rights of potential \
i

Michael Moore

war of 1812 to warn the British forces that the rebels
were planning an attack. There have been scandals
along the way, but our government lias been quick
to dismantle anything breeding bad behaviour in an
by effort to protect our peacekeeping image.
swayed
The U.S. revels in stories aboutjesse James, Bonnie
sexy ads on television.
Moore
and
rates?
Clyde, Bugsy Malone and Butch Cassidy, all
How docs this relate to homicide
also points out tliat fear causes a defensive mentality notorious criminals who killed for their ambition.
that encourages people to purchase firearms and use The actions of the:-? and other such outlaws reprethem.Homicide rates were higher in the United sents the independent, underdog spirit of the U.S.
States than Canada before television, so there must After all, the American Revolution couldn’t have
be other reasons for the difference. According to the been won without the rebel forces that refused to
book, When Detroit was Young, by Clarence M. fight in the organized British form. Rather, these
Burton, in the year 1920, there were 743 murders in men dressed in casual clothes and hid in trees to surthe Michigan city alone. During the same year, prise the enemy. It was following the Revolution
Statistics Canada reported 57 for the entire country. that the constitution was formed guaranteeing
One reason for the difference may be cultural. Americans the right to bear arms.
The right to bear arms was intended to ensure that
While countries such as Japan also have a violent
citizen felt safe from the tyranny of governeach
does
not
on
glorify
take
modern
history
their
past,
a
has
ment, so there could be no military advantage tims.
violence in the same way as the States. Japan
If the United States wants a lower homicide ra
violent history of war and eats up brutal animae and against the people. The context of the law and its
who abuses their right at the expense
U.S.
anyone
the
in
violence
fueled
has
what
is
American cinema, but builds temples for meditation timing
who is not a threat should have th
someone
million
7
documentary,
Moore’s
to
According
cities.
their
throughout
with no cliance of ever owni
confiscated,
firearms
handguns.
including
Canada’s heroes are sacrificial characters such as Canadian homes have firearms,
a
the
as
again.
murder
gun
for
well
as
is
equipped
Canada
and
was
just
for
Metis
the
rebellion
Louis Riel who led a
As in Canada, strict gun laws would make the c
executed for his efforts. Laura Secord is another icon States, but our right to bear arms is not guaranteed.
of
a life much more expensive.
intrudan
that.If
reflect
laws
the
and
It
a
is
the
privilege
who perilously slipped out into the night during

Jordan

Durham Region seeing more crime
Watching the cases of the sniper in
Washington and Virginia, murders in
New York and California and even the
recent gang-related shootings on the
weekend of Oct. 27 in Toronto, citizens of Durham Region can feel
relieved that these aren’t things that
we have to experience.
It may not be a high area for murders but crime is on the rise in all of

Durham’s municipalities, especially in
the Ajax and Pickering area, which has
seen an increase in street robberies.
Durham Region consists of eight
municipalities with a total population
of over 530,000.* In 2001, crime statistics were up over both 1999 and 2000,
with a total of 3,412 assaults, 3,086
break and enter, 1,158 drugs related
crimes, 10 murders, 378 cases of robbery and 661 reported cases of sexual
assault.
From 1996 to 2001 there was a 13.6
per cent population Increase, and the
population rose by over 72,000
people. In this time, Durham saw an
increase in their crime statistics as well.

Assaults were up 14.73 per cent, break Dundas Street in Whitby.
Recently, the Durham Regional
and enters were up 4.33 per cent, roblaid 120 criminal charges
Police
and
cent
34.5
over
per
were
beries
up
auto thefts were up almost 17 per cent. against 22 Young Offenders regarding
Durham’s population grew when these street robberies. Seventeen street
crime grew in places such as Toronto robbery incidents have been solved
and Scarborough. People moved to with these arrests, but there are several
more that go unsolved.
Durham to escape that.
Children are
but as Durham’s populaapproached at
being
tion started to grow,
and
local
parks
so did our crime staStephanie
schools as they try to
tistics.
ride their bikes and
This year, Durham
scooters. Perpetrators
Region has seen more
Perkins
carrying knives and
street robberies than
guns are taking cell
ever before, against chil
and money.
phones
and
dren, men, women
There have been two instances
during all times of the day, according
to the Durham Regional Police. where guns have been shot off In
Parking lots, schools, and convenience schools, and children have been sexustores are among high areas for the ally assaulted in school washrooms.
Parents are afraid to let their chilrobberies to take place.
There are currently more than 20 dren out to play, even during the day.
unsolved street robberies in Durham And after dark Is certainly out of the
Region, like the one that occurre in question.
Nowhere is safe anymore.
March when a woman’s purse was
People have to be afraid everywhere
stolen as she waited for a bus on

they go. Women are afraid to take
bus alone or walk to their cars in pi
ing lots.
Children and teenagers are afrak

go to school or play at the park. A
tolerance policy for anyone carry
knives or weapons of any sort is
place at most Durham high scho
but this is just for the students atte
ing the school.
What about the outsiders that
quently cause problems?
We know that the Durham Regic
Police are trying to get the crime r
down, Dozens of local and regic

groups

and organizations have b
and enhanced to keep
with the increase in crime.
It But with Durham’s populai
growing so quickly, (it is estim<
that it will be at 970,000 by 20
more policing is needed.
It’s impossible to think that Durl
Region could ever be free of crime,
it would be nice to drastically Ic
the statistics, at least to what they \
like five years ago.
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PINTO.
There is a time and
place for everything
And you thought your job was hard.
ha’e no control over traffic. If tlie traffic is
Bus drivers put up witli a lot of crap every heavy the buses are going to be late.
1 was on a bus about a month ago reading
day and no one really notices. I think we take
them for granted. If you stop to think about it my book when a lady was extremely rude to
tlie driver. The bus was crowded with school
you might just agree with me.
If you have ever worked in a customer ser- kids and they were laughing and talking loudvice related job you know that dealing with ly. The lady pulled the cord to signal she wantpeople some days can really suck. See this is ed to get off. The driver didn’t hear and drove
how it goes. Tlie customer has had a bad for past her stop. Tlie lady yelled to the driver to
whatever reason and they come to your job. stop and when they did, lie said he was sorry.
They wait in line, which puts them in a worse But that wasn’t enough for her. She bluntly
mood. So when they finally get to the counter told him to f*** off.
When did we as a society stop letting people
they blow up at you for no reason.
This has happened to me more
make mistakes? The driver apoltimes then I can count and it
ogized, what else could he
isn’t fair. But I suck it up life
have done?My impression is
that the drivers have to put
isn’t fair right? You liave to
Rebecca
remember that you have a job
up with a lot. Everything is
to do so you shrug it off and
their fault. At least that’s
Harris
doit.
what passengers think. If they
What would you do if you
sit in gum it’s the drivers
had to handle being yelled at and
fault. It could be, but it’s not
blamed for things you have no control over possible for the driver to check the bus every
every day while at the same time watching traf- five minutes. I won’t even get into the fact the
fic and still make sure the bus runs on sched- gun shouldn’t have been left there in the first
ule?
place. Riders should follow the rules. There is
It can’t be easy. Bus drivers do it every day, no food or drinks allowed on the bus, but how
and we aren’t any help. Just step back and many people follow those rules?
think about it, because 1 know I’ve done it
Now I will admit that sometimes the drivers
more than once. You’re running late, you get get a little ill tempered .md sometimes they
to the bus stop and the bus isn’t there even may even get impolite, but how much are they
though it is supposed to be. When tlie bus supposed to take?
arrives how friendly are you to the driver, or
If you do have a legitimate complaint then
would you just caU and complain to head by all mean make it. Call the Oshawa or
office? Is it really the driver’s fault?
Whitby Transit offices and tell them what tlie
Contrary to popular belief tlie bus drivers problem is.

Can you tell fact from fiction?
Remember back when you
were a kid, and your parents
would tell you to not do certain things like touching the
stove, playing with matches
or running with scissors? It
wasn’t meant to ruin your

fun; they were just looking

out for your best interests.
As adults we can look back
and fully understand why our
parents acted the way they
did. In fact, we will protect
our own children when the
time comes.
Now, remember that kid in
class who was starved for
^attention? Remember how he
would do something over and
over again, even though he
was warned not to? He would
do it until the teacher freaked
out at the entire class and
would punish everyone for his
actions? Didn’t you just want
to kick that kid’s ass?
A handful of teenagers
deserve to get their asses
kicked by approximately 4
million viewers of the hit
MTV show Jackass.
Quicker than the Flash,
Sen. Joe Lieberman told MTV
to reform the show or take it
off the air. Star Johnny
Knoxvllle wasn’t impressed by
this idea because it took away
creative freedom.
"The most objectionable
things will be taken out." said
Knoxville. "All the funny
things will be gone." He threw
in the towel shortly after.

It’s kids like Jason Lind who
ruined it for the rest of us.
jackass pulled off the air in
one foul swoop after teens
recreated stunts they saw on
the show. Lind’s mother
screamed bloody murder after
her teenage son Jason doused
his clothes with gasoline and
lit himself ablaze imitating a
stunt he saw on Jackass.

Jessica

,

Wilding
Unlike Lind, Knoxville wore a
fire retardant suit and had
professionals on hand in case
anything went awry. A warning blankets the screen before
the show even begins and in
big bold white letters on a
’solid black screen states that
the stunts shown are performed by professionals under
supervised conditions and for
no reason should be recreated
or imitated in anyway. Not
only is it there in black and
white, but it is also read to the
audience, so illiteracy is no
excise.Jackass was a television
show, and is now a movie
meant for mature audiences.
Well, immature enough to
find it funny, but mature
enough to not copy what they

see. People should take the
responsibility for their own
actions. That is why in society
we have laws to follow and if
we break those laws we are
punished. These kids watched
the show, complete with a
warning, and chose to ignore
that warning. The punishment for that should be getting hurt. Maybe, just maybe,
they won’t do it again.
Knoxville and his show
Jackass were in no way the
epidemic that some parents
have made it out to be.
Knoxville does not encourage
his viewers to try any of his
stunts or make up their own.
He shows the entire planning
process as well as interviews
the professionals he has helping him. After performing the
stunts, they show the kind of
pain Knoxville goes through.
His open wounds, gashes and
scars are shown up close, raw
and bloody to give the audience a clear idea of the impact

of such stunts. He is not, nor
does he pretend to be some
sort of Superman. He breaks
bones, rips skin and bruises
himself severely, just as any
human would.
Jackass shouldn’t have
been forced off the air. Why
deny the millions of fans
because of stupid stunts
teenagers did? More importantly, .why deny Knoxville
from doing what he loves?
Being a damn good jackass!

.

Time is of
the essence
Is

it just me, or is time going by really fast lately?
arc only two weeks left until exams, six
weeks have flown by since midterms and by tlie middle of

Already there

December, we will be home for Christmas. Wtierc lias the
gone and how do we fit everything in?
Planning our time and prioritizing our tasks all take
time. The challenge is fitting in the necessities and personal stuff while juggling tlie demands of school, a steady parttime job and family life. Weekly chores like groceries and
banking all need their specific time. It is the "little" extras
that get pushed back due to
time constraints. Where
do I find the time to get | ,j_.
my hair coloured and \f \| Leilaili
cut? That task can take
up to three hours. Dirty
Privett
laundry is piled high,
demand
attention
pets
the moment I walk through
the door, and outside tlie leaves on tlie ground still need
raking. Don’t forget sleep. Being sleep deprived doesn’t
help the stress level.
Daylight Savings Time occurred about a month ago on
Sunday Oct. 27 at 2 a.m. For one day it was nice to think
that we had an extra hour to spend. Many students our age
spent the night partying in liopes that bars would stay
open an hour extra. They didn’t. Then because we usually
forget to turn our clocks back before we go to bed, we wake
up one hour later than it really is. Suddenly Sunday is a
brand new day.
The year is quickly racing to an end. There are only 29
days to Christmas and it is time to start shopping if you
want some savings. The Christmas season brings with it
the hustle and bustle of people rushing all over to get
things done in time for celebration. The new year will
bring new ideas, hopes and dreams.
Last year, Jan. 2, I wrote a yearly timellne for 2002. It
included trips I hoped to take, birthday and wedding
events that were coming up, and family activities. It Is
interesting to look back and see what happened in contrast
and how I spent my time.
Time. We are programmed to function on a 24-hour
clock. It tells us when to do certain things and keeps us on
track, moving us along from one day into the next.
So what time is it for you? What are you doing or going
to do with your time? And do you really have the time to
read this column?
time

My take on Avril
Avril Lavigne is 17 years old
and she is new on
the
music
scene. With

However, Lavinge lias com-

mented
in
interviews
that she has
every novice
never said
Sabrina
mus i ci a n
she was a
comes
the
punk or a
Albis
flood of comskater
but
ments, and
despite this
from
opinions
Much Music
the public, critics and fans had an open debate questionalike. Most seem to find that ing her authenticity. How can
Lavigne has talent, is pretty anyone challenge her genand that she’s remarkable at uineness when music these
song writing. There are people days is flooded with manufacthat have dubbed the tured and fakepop music.
Canadian rocker as a faker, a
Lavigne’s music may not be
punk wannabe. People say she a hard-core punk, in fact, it’s
isn’t a real punk, that she is more pop rock but Lavigne’s
too honest and that she is attitude is pure punk because
always getting into trouble.
she speaks-her mind on everyHow is someone who is thing, she writes her own
acting like a complete individ- lyrics, she doesn’t lip sync and
ual from her attitude to her she can really play guitar and
clothing be a punk wannabe? skateboard. Peopfe also pick
Punk is an attitude not a trend on her sense of style because
you can just follow. It’s a state she wears men’s ties. Since
of mind. Punk is speaking when is style not supposed to
your mind, believing what be unique?
you want and it’s rebelling
Personally, I prefer some
against things that bug you. diversity.
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J ob s e arch ing m a d e e asy
By Susan Watts

Chronicle staff__________

For some young people getting a job and making some
money is more important
than getting an education,
but job searching can be difficult.
Finding the perfect job that
best suits your abilities and is
what you would like to do
seems almost impossible.
"Our goal is to address the
high unemployment rate
youth arc currently experiencing," said Kirn Lutes
McKay, co-ordlnator of Job
Connect for Durham College.
Connect provides
young people with the knowledge and skills tliat arc needed to find and keep a good

Job

job.
"There is no charge to utilize Job Connect’s services,"
said Lutes McKay. "We are
funded by the Ministry of
and
Training,
Colleges
Universities."
There are three specific services
provided by Job
Connect, said Lutes McKay.
The first is information
referral services.

Resource centre offers job
help services to students
By Susan Watts
Chronicle staff

Tuition costs arc rising
each year for post-secondary education.
It can be really difficult
for a student to make
enough in the summer and
during reading week or
Christmas vacation to support herself during the
school year.
Job Connect is a service
that is provided by the
Ontario government and is
dedicated to supplying
Ontario’s youth with jobs.
Although the services
available are only applicable to young people who
are not attending school

"Anyone who is looking for
a job can utilize any of the
resource services that are
offered," said Lutes McKay.

there are also services available to students.
"Job Connect provides a
summer job service," said
Kim Lutes McKay, co-ordinator of Job Connect for
Durham College.
"This is a job placement
service that assists students
returning to school in
September with summer

employment," said Lutes
McKay.
Through Job Connect
students also have yearlong access to part-time and
full-time job postings in tlic
resource centres, said Lutes

McKay.
For more Information
contact Kim Lutes McKay at

"Types

of information
available to this level are
resume writing, labour market trends, career specific

information and how-tointerview information."
Students have full access
to all of the information and
referral services and resources.
"Last year the IRS component of the program had over
21,064 people utilize the services," said Lutes McKay.
The second service is
employment planning and
preparation (EPP).
"In order to access this
level one must meet the eligibility criteria, which Is: be out
of school, have work training,
be between the ages of 16 and
24 and not be eligible for El or
Workers Safety Insurance,"
said Lutes McKay.
At tills level the client is

assessed, any problems are
discovered and an action plan
is put into place by a counsellor to find -employment.
The third service is job
development placement support. The criteria for this service are the same as employment planning and prepara-

nent offers/assists with providing entry level jobs for
those participants that continue to face barriers for
employment.
We have assisted 3,043
unemployed young people

find employment through

EPPandJDPS.".
Job Connect is available to

the young people in Durham
and
west
Region

Northumberland County.
Although being out of
school is a requirement to be
assisted with employment
planning and preparation and

job development placement
support students who are
about to graduate can look
into Job Connect to ensure
that they will have some kind
of job after graduation.
"If tlicre are graduates who
are experiencing difficulties

employment then
they should visit the Job
in securing

Connect resource centres to
see if we can assist them," said

Lutes McKay.
For more information call
"Eligible participants may Job Connect at the Durham
be referred from EPP," said College Oshawa Campus at
Lutes McKay. "This compo- (905)721-3093.
tion.

Scholarships available for all students
By Roxanne Thompson
Chronicle staff

There are many ways to
make a student to feel good
about their academic career doing well in classes, getting

good grades and complements
from professors - but none can
compare to winning a scholarship. Durham College awards
these scholarships yearly to all
students, first-second-thirdyear.
Each school within the college has a certain number of
scholarships to award with
values from $500 to $5,000.
The number of donations is on
the rise so there are more
scholarships available.
The
college’s athletes
haven’t been forgotten either.

They can receive their own
athletic, scholarships. These
have an extra requirement:
students must excel in both
intercollegiate sports and their
studies. The value and quantity are the same as others.
Donations from businesses,
service organizations and individuals put money in the program and make it possible for
these rewards. Without the
donors there would be no

scholarships.
"I received a call from a
woman, she was in Ajax/
Pickering hospital, and had a
nurse take a special interest in
her and basically save her life,"
said Durham’s Special projects

Betty-Anne
co-ordinator,
Biyth. "She’s fine now and
has made a donation in her

name, Lisa Long."
Duane Stockley, a nursing
student, won the Lisa Long
award for outstanding commitment to patient care and
couldn’t be more proud.
Donations go where the

donors would like to see them

go.
For example, an. engineer
might donate to an engineer
program or General Motors
might donate to an engineer
program. Health facilities may
donate to the nursing program.
Or donations can be made
with no specification and be
put where college sees it’s
needed.

In November, at each award
are
donors
ceremony,
acknowledged for their donations.

"Donors can make as many
donations as they’d like, to as
many different programs as
they’d like," said Biyth. "And
we’ve had a significant raise in
the number of donations."
Although donors can specify where they would like their
donations to be placed, Biyth
tries to get them to remember
programs other than skills
training, technology and business.
These programs usually
receive the most,
Donations can be made two
ways, an annual contribution
to cover the cost of tlie current
school year award or a onetime lump sum contribution
to the college.
This donation is kept in an
account and annually money
is taken out to cover the current school year award.
The three top students with
the highest academic achievements in each program are
awarded $500.
They don’t need to apply;
the college automatically submits the names.
Selection depends on firstyear marks.
Students, registered as full

The Ontario government
There used to be a set
makes colleges and universi- amount that a student could
ties set aside a percentage of receive but because not everylast year’s marks.
Notice for selected students tuition fee increases to apply one is in the same financial sitare mailed out in October and to the bursary program.
uation and some students may
Names of bursary winners need more than others there is
the awards are presented at the
scholarship ceremony in are not published because no longer a limit.
General
are
bursaries
assistance is based on financial
November.
At convocation in June, need rather than academic offered to registered college
students in financial need
graduating students with the accomplishment.
the
There are three types of bur- throughout
year.
highest ranking receive one of
Submission and deadline
six medals ranging in value saries.
Entrance bursaries are information is available on
from $500 to $2,000.
The college also assists stu- awarded to each local high Campus Pipeline.
Then there is the Ten
dents experiencing financial school, carrying the value of
difficulties by awarding them the current tuition fee for the Percent Fee Revenue Bursary.
bursaries.
year (up to $4,500).
Funding for this comes from a
The high school’s guidance percentage of tuition fee
For some students who
receive bursaries, it means the office selects the student, one increase that the Ontario govability to finish their program, with a G PA of at least 2.0, and ernment has made colleges set
pay off debt they have accu- submits the application form. aside.
To assess a student’s finanThese bursaries are awarded
mulated through the year or
pay the rent for the rest of the cial need counsellors look at a on an individual basis and stunumber of things. The first dents in this situation are ususemester.
There are students who sit thing is to decide if there is ally exercising their last
in class and miss lectures another way for the student to chance for financial assistance.
because the only thing they get through without the burBiyth wants students to
can concentrate on is if they’re sary.
know that they are there to
"We’d rather find some- help, and can help, and that,
going to lose their apartment,
have the phone and cable cut thing else, like a part-time job, unlike other bursary programs,
or have to drop out of school before we jump to the bur- Durham College likes students
and get a job. A bursary can saries," said Bonnie Pickard, to meet face to face with a
take the extra burden off their financial aid officer.
financial aid officer.
"It’s much more personal
shoulders.
The college has many differDurham College awards ent programs and seminars to and comforting to have person
more than 700 bursaries a help students budget their to person conversations."
For more information visit
year. A committee goes over money.
Financial aid officers like Student Support Services
the applications and selects
recipients based on financial Pickard are one of the many office, B205, or go to the Web
t
e
i
need.
options. She hopes students s
,
Funding for this program will start to realize what a big www.durhamc.on.ca/camcomes from individuals, orga- help this assistance can be.
pusjife/studentservices/serIf a bursary is the only vices.html.
nizations and corporate donachance for sucsess, the next
tions.
There are also links to other
These donors may choose step is to decide the degree of sites with information on
what program their donations the emergency.
thousands of scholarships,
assist and what the value of
"If we get a student who has bursaries, grants and fellowthe bursary will be, ranging had an unexpected funeral to ships available to students.
$500
from
to
$4,500. deal with or some other major Alternatively, contact BettyAnne Biyth at 905-721-3111
Donations can be made in two financial emergency, they’re
ways, an annual contribution going to get as much as we can ext. 2429 or e-mail to bettyor one lump sum.
give them," said Biyth.
anne.blytli@durhamc.on.ca
time, in their second or third
based on

year are also eligible
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B eing h e althy is numb er 1
By Alison Bell

cat vegetables and protein are
with carbs," added Zuzarte.
"There are complex carbo-

Chronicle staff___________

Sex, food and sleep are topics that are of particular interest to college students.
Information on these other
subjects was provided at this
year’s Health Fair, which took
place Nov. 18 in the Pit,

hydrates and simple carbohydrates," said Griffin. "A simple carbohydrate is something
you might find in a chocolate
bar. It boosts your blood sugar
right away, and then you’ll
crash."

First-year nursing students

Complex

presented the fair, held from 9
a.m. until 2 p.m.

Photo by Alison Bell

HEALTH FAIR PARTICIPANTS; from left, Jennifer Elliot, Kyla McKendry, Melanie
Hanley, Kristen Sawyer .

helps people who want to be
helped," said Elliot. "They
send out packages of information and offer a lot of great
help."
"The health and wellness
centre is also another place to
go," added McKendry, who
ders are a common occurrence was handing out sugar-free
among students. Many stu- candles and fruit. "Every little
dents simply do not get bit helps."
Both members of the group
enough sleep, due to stress
and anxiety. Students can are really enjoying their procontact Oshawa’s sleep disor- gram. They look forward to
der clinic for help, said Bell.
helping people and working
In addition to sleep, many with them one-on-one.
students are affected by eating
"It’s a lot of hard work but
disorders. A member of the it’s worth it," said Elliot. "I
group who chose this issue love it."
had personal reasons to
Conveniently next to the
research this topic: she once eating disorders booth was the
suffered from anorexia.
nutrition booth.
In their
"I was suffering from research, Angela Griffin and
anorexia about five years ago Donna Zuzarte found healthy
so I knew some background
information," said Jennifer
Elliot. "I needed help, and I
figured some other people
may need help, and this is a
good way to help them."
"Anorexics think only in
black and white," said Elliot.
"It’s either good or bad you’re fat, which is bad, or
thin, which is good."
"We researched diseases like
bulimia and anorexia, but we
also did reading about laxatives and diet pills and just
how dangerous they really
are," said Kyla McKendry.
"People don’t realize that it
takes a whole bottle to work
for you."
"The addiction can become
really serious. People die."
The group’s presentation
was weH researched and well
presented. The members were
well informed about the wide
variety of topics revolving eating disorders, in addition to
being passionate about sharing their knowledge.
They handed out purple
ribbons from the Anorexia
Disorder
and
Eating
Association. The theme was
"accept yourself, accept others," said Elliot.
Students seeking anonymous help with an eating disorder can access information
at http://www.anred.com.
"It’s an organization that

car. If she doesn’t have time
to eat at home, she has a cereal bar on the way to school or
work.
Most people’s heaviest meal
of the day is dinner. Instead,
more food should be eaten at
the beginning of the day, leaving the body time to work it

recommendations for students.
"It’s not so much you
shouldn’t eat this way and
you should eat that way," said
Griffin. "The fact of the matter is a lot of people don’t
have a healthy diet, but there
are still some good choices to
be made."
For’example, not a lot’of
students eat breakfast, which
is the most important meal of
the day.
"Eat anything," encouraged
Griffin. "Even if it’s leftover

off.
"You’re better to get your
carbs out of the way first thing
in the morning because then
you have the day to burn
them off," said Griffin.
Both students were well
informed about the implications of carbohydrates on the
,

pizza."
Breakfast helps your blood
sugar, metabolism and brainpower.
"It boosts your spirits." she
said.

average diet.
"I’m a carb addict," she
said. "It’s hard to get the
proper balance of protein and

Zuzarte recommends keeping food for breakfast in her

carbs."
"So many of the ways we

Employment agencies are an option
By Nadia Rodway
Chronicle staff

Not sure where to start once you grad-

uate? An employment agency

is an
option.
Recruitment officers from six employment agencies were on campus Nov. 18,
giving students their options after grad-

uation.

Accountemps, Adecco, B-Wyze,
Minacs, Kelly-Scientific, and Office
Team all had representatives on hand to
discuss starting positions and options
with students.
The recruiters all agreed on the skills
needed to be successful in the industries
they represent.
"The aptitude to learn, a team player
and an open mind, because the area you
are interested in might not have available openings at the time," said

Accountemps

representative

Brian

Soden.

Accountemps, which deals with
accounting and finance placements,
recruits for consulting divisions, legal
divisions and desktop publishing
groups.

Adecco branch manager Melanie

Seymour says where students start their
career is up to them

"You must have humility when you
walk out that door, because even
though you have that piece of paper
that says you’ve graduated, you don’t
know everything yet. It’s a continuous
journey and you must be open to what
the journey says," said Adecco manager
Melanie
Seymour.
Students also heard that those who participated in a co-op program had a
greater chance of getting an interview.
"Consider co-op before you start your
career, it’s a great avenue. In a typical
entry level position, employers are looking for people who have had some experience in the market, but again it also
depends on a fit attitude," said the
Accountemps representative.
Emma Case of Kelly Scientific discussed how hard it is to get into the scientific field. She charts a typical career
path for graduates. Most grads who
enter the food industry can .expect to
begin .in packaging, moving upward to
technician and on to scientific research
and development.
Adecco, which staffs office personnel,
was the number two employer of choice
in Quebec last year.
"A lot of the entry-level positions in
Durham Region are mainly data entry,
customer service, call-centre, help desks
and purchasing departments," said
.

Students were required to
choose a topic about health
that relates to students,
research it and put together an
Information bootli.
"We’re promoting health,"
said Jaran Lailey, whose group
focused on sexual issues. "We
chose basically whatever topic
we wanted, signed it up and
researched it."
Available at the sexual
health booth were pamphlets
about safe sex and disease.
The "Safer Sex Menu" pamphlet was taken the most by
students.
"Everyone always takes that
one," said Sarah Plummer, a
first-year Nursing student.
"It’s very explicit."
"It’s part of our curriculum," said Sarah Bell, another
Nursing student. Bell and her
group chose sleep as their
topic of interest. Sleep disor-

carbohydrates

boost blood sugar gradually.
Griffin compared the pattern
to a wave.
"It will last throughout
most of the day."
Both students also knew
about the types of fats.
"Monosaturate fat is the
good fat," said Zuzarte.
"You especially want the
polyunsaturates because that
lowers the bad cholesterol and
Increases the good cholesterol," added Griffin.
Additional information at
this bootli included Canada’s
food guide and a "recipe for a
good night’s sleep." Griffin
recommends drinking the
mixture of skim milk, banana,
honey cinnamon and nutmeg
one hour before retiring.
"Having warm milk before
bed helps calm me down," she
said.
She also had tips to offer on
eating out; for example, substituting mustard for mayonnaise is a way to cut out saturated fat.
"If you go to McDonald’s,
have a grilled chicken instead
of a Big Mac," she said.
Next to the nutrition booth
was the hygiene booth.
"It’s an important issue for
socialization, said Lorraine
Aspen, also a nursing student.
The booth also provided
many tips for students, including money-saving ideas.
"Choose generic brands,"
said Amanda Glass.

Adecco’s Seymour.
She cautioned students that even
though companies like GM that pay
good money for general labourers are
hiring, students should really think
about whether the money is worth forfeiting their diploma.
The recruiters all agreed that while a
permanent position in a student’s field
might not be immediate, employment
agencies will keep them busy. They offer
different positions that will give the
experience employers like to see, as well
as give the student a better idea of where
they would like to end up.
Seymour from Adecco told students
who would like to work locally to keep
an eye on commercial property that has
been sold. The city clerk will be able to
tell which company purchased the property, and sending out a resume before
that company announces it’s hiring is
always a plus. Students can contact B205
to get a list of the employment agencies
but should know that the entry-level
positions being offered are the same
being offered to non-grads. But with
baby boomers packing it in, commented
Soden, markets including the unpredictable financial sector are expected to
open up in about three years. Students
are encouraged to contact the agencies
directly for advice and mentoring.

S tu d e nt p l ac e ment h e lp s
as well as

MORE THAN 70 PROGRAMS
AT DURHAM OFFER VALUABLE

ate from tlie Public Relations
program at Durliam College,
completed her 15-week internship at Power Budd, a law firm
in Toronto. She worked in the
marketing and communications department at the firm,
which allowed licr to use the
skills that she learned in tlie
two-year program at tlie col-

INTERNSHIPS AND HELD
PLACEMENTS BEFORE GRAD

lege. She worked Monday to
Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m,

By Stephanie Perklns
Chronicle staff

For students at Durham
College, leaving the program
with a diploma and experience
in their related field is their
ideal goal upon graduation. A
field placement or internship
gives them something to put
on fheir resume, contacts, and
maybe even a permanent job
opportunity. Field placements
are an asset to every program
at Durham College, and a
valuable part of the student’s
experience.
Over 50 per cent of the
courses at Durham College’s
Oshawa campus have field
placements or internships as a
requirement of graduation. In
the 2003-2004 school year,
Durham will be offering more
than 70 programs that will
give students hands-on knowledge and skills that employers
.demand. They can be anywhere from 30 hours to four
weeks to an entire summer in
the related field, depending on
the course.
"I think that placement is
probably the most underrated
subject in the course," said Bill
Merriott, Advertising program
co-ordinator at Durham, "and
one of the most valuable."
In the Advertising program,
students must complete a minimum of four weeks of fulltime placement, and they
have several aspects of the program to choose from. Merriott
says they try to match the students’ wants, needs and likes
with potential placements,
and they have dozens of companies that they deal with

every year.
The majority of students do
not get paid, said Merriott, but
usually 10 to 15 per cent of
students will be hired by their

placement following graduation

from their program,

depending on how good the
economy is at that time. Even
if they are not hired, the students have started building a
network of contacts for jobs in
the Industry, which will help
them in the future, and it’s a
learning experience.
"One of the things they
learn about is: Is this job. in
the area that I’ve chosen, for
me?" said Merriott.
For preparation, for the
placement, students must
complete a fieldwork seminar
course, which teaches them
resume writing, cover letters,
Interview techniques and
searching for a placement.
Merriott says he has never had
a student who couldn’t find a
placement, and It’s been a rare
occurrence that a student has
not passed placement, which

they must do to graduate.
They are evaluated by their
employer and the teacher and

and made tlie commute to
Toronto every day. She wasn’t
paid for tlie work tliat she did
initially, but received money
for her transportation and an
honorarium when she completed the placement.
"It was a great experience,"
said Hollidge. "I think every
course should give students an
opportunity to do an internship or a placement because
it’s very practical and useful."
Hollidge felt that she
learned a lot at her placement,
and it made her think more
about what she wanted to do.
The law firm didn’t have an
opening at the time of her
graduation but, because of her
experience in the field, she
was able to get a job as an
event co-ordinator for concerts

receive either a pass or fail, but
no number grade.
Students in the Accounting
program at Durham College,
however, do receive an actual
grade for their placement, and
20 per cent of it is based on an
employer evaluation. Students
in this program must complete
20 working days from October
to April to graduate from the
program. They also must have
all subjects from the first two
years, and a GPA of 2.0 or

higher.
The goal of the placement
in the Accounting program is
to get tlie students experience
in accounting services at various organizations such as
manufacturing, service, industry and government organizations. Most of the businesses
that they deal with are local
and field placement co-ordinator’ for tlie accounting program, Bob Bryanr, says that
they are always looking for
new organizations for the students as well.
"It’s a step for the students,"
said Bryant of the placement.
"They get some good experience, the environment and a
feel for the department."
They also have several students who get hired on by
their placements upon graduation, which they complete in
their third year of the program. The course has always

many other careers.

Courtncy Hollidge, a gradu-

Photo by Stophanio Porkins

and events at the Air Canada
Centre. It is related to her fiek
of study, and she’s having a lo
of fun as well.
"It’s hard for students t(
find a job after graduatior
with just a diploma," saic
Hollidge. "But if you have

COURTNEY HOLLIDAY: A Public Relations gradupractical experience, employate from Durham College currently employed at the
ers
will see that and give you a
Air Canada Centre.
chance."
had a field placement compo- placement that his students
Students who haven’t comnent in it, and has been very do. They generally have good
their placements yet,
successful for several years.
ut will be in the near future,
experiences at the organiza"We don’t get too many bad tions that employ them in the are looking forward to it as
reports," said Bryant. "It’s pret- summer before their second well.
ty good feedback."
year and are often asked to
First-year
Sports
Jim Hopps, program co- come back for their final place- Administration student Ryan
ordinator of Professional Golf ment summer.
Scott is anticipating next
The Canadian Professional year’s field placement that he
Management at tlie college,
has similar thoughts on tlie Golfers Association is request- must complete in order to
ing that no one graduate from graduate.
the program without at least
"I’m excited to experience
770 hours in the industry.
what I hope to be doing after
"The industry is demanding graduation," said Scott. "But
higher standards," said Hopps. no matter what, it’s great to
"They’re finding in other PGM have the opportunity to develcollege courses that students op contacts in the field."
are graduating and don’t know
He would like to get into
the business side of it. They the managing and marketing
don’t know how to relate to aspect of the field, but knows
customers, ’marketing or inter- that he could change his mind
communication by the time comes to choose
personal
skills."
Right now, Scott would lov(
son for about an hour and a
Which are exactly the an experience with the
half. I will really get to know
things that students experi- Toronto Maple Leafs, th(
them and their tastes and
ence at placement, whether Oshawa Generals or th(
skills and what they want
they work on a golf course or Pickering Panthers, and hope;
the resume for."
in a .golf store. They get the to be hired on afterwards, i
Clients get the opportunihands-on skills they need and the organization turns out t(
that employers are demand- be what he was looking for.
ty to have a say in their
resume.
ing. Students are also required
"I will develop someto keep a binder and a journal
of their experiences, which
thing, they get a copy of the
draft and make any changes
becomes a portfolio for them
and I will revise it until
upon graduation. They also
must complete the placement
they’re happy," said Lean.
A story in the Nov. 19
"It usually takes two drafts."
in order to graduate.
issue of the Chronicle
The Career Shop has a fee
"It’s a big part of the course
misidentified four individfor resume preparation.
because it’s so important," said
uals as members of the
Charges vary depending on
Hopps. "Unless they get expeDurham College board of
the client’s needs.
rience in the real world, all the
governors. They are actuVisit the Career Shop in
book learning in the world
ally members of the
the Simcoe building of the
isn’t going to make them
Ontario
Council
of
Oshawa campus to book an
hirable." Students need the
Regents for colleges of
appointment.
experience if they want to
applied arts and technolohave a career in the PGM field,
gy-

Sleted

Job connect helping
find DC students
extra cash for school
By Susan Watts
Chronicle staff

We’ve heard it before and
it’s beginning to sound
redundant, but it is very
important to consider when
you graduate from college.
To get a good job you
need to have a good resume.
The Career Shop at
Durham College can prepare
a professional resume for
anyone looking at getting a
job, said Jan Lean, Career
Shop co-ordinator.

"Some people just can’t
be objective about themselves, said Lean, "so I will
write a resume and a cover
letter for them."
"I will interview the per-

Correction
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Overcoming anxiety
need to focus so that you can
answer all the questions completely. It is also a good idea to
be prepared before going into
the test. The following are tips
to help prepare for and write
tests.
Many of us leave studying
to the last minute. If you follow these simple steps studying won’t be hard to do.
First you should attend all
classes so that you don’t miss
any important information.
It’s also good to keep a person-

anxiety of preparing and
studying for at test. She often
has to upgrade or recertify to
keep up-to-date. As a professor
she knows what the students
are going through and sees it
clearly on test days.
The students are panicky,
and looking over their notes
minutes before the test.
Faye Marlatt, an advertising
student, waits until the last
minute to study for a test. She
usually studies at home and
doesn t suffer from test anxi-

Next you should regularly
and your palms are cold anil
sweaty. They start shaking as review the lecture materiaf.
you draw blanks to questions. You should also set up a study
Sound familiar? For many schedule and follow it.
You should study in a quiet
that’s what test anxiety is like.
It’s a condition that affects area without any interruptions
many students before or dur- for a couple or hours with a
break.
ing a test or exam.
Fran Jeffery, a professor
Jeffery says, "It is good to
who teaches computers at the study at the time of day you
college, regularly gives the test are most alert."
Now that you are prepared
preparation and test taking
strategies workshop. In the for the test it is time to go and

make’s notes to scan over. She
reviews her notes and assignments at least once before
tests. Marlatt says she tries to
listen more in class and attend
"This time of year test anxiety is really bad," says
the
Marlatt,"
professors
should communicate more
with one another."
Renee Bodashefsky, a
mature student, attended tlie

to overcome test anxiety.
One way to help is giving
^ourself lots of time on the
lay of the test.
You should not have to race
o school to make sure you are
here on time. It will make
rou rush through the test and
<eep you from focusing. You

ful tips on how to prepare and
write a test.
"I think they are very valuable. I think I will go home
and study the notes given."
said Bodashefsky. "I was
stunned how to write a test
after being away from school
so long."

STUDY FOR
TESTS AND
EXAMS THIS
SEMESTER
By Amber Yates
Chronicle staff

Your heart beats rai
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to read over it, then answer all
the questions. If you don’t
know an answer a guess is better than no mark, said Jeffery.
When you are finished writing the test take time to review
your questions.
Jeffery knows all to well the

regularly.

DCSA offers 1 6
clubs for students
By Susan Watts
Chronicle staff

Do you and some of your
friends share a similar inter-

about the club and its intenand
tions
fundraising
ideas."
The DCSA provides up to
$500 to clubs that can give

wnn me same
Need is determined by
ideas?
The DCSA provides stu- looking at the club’s prodents at the college with the posed use of the money.
"If funding is being
opportunity to start up a
club and get noticed by the requested," and Marconi,
"state what the funds will be
rest of the student body.
According to Karen used for and what amount
Marconi, DCSA’s Vp of you think is reasonable to
Student Affairs, 16 clubs are receive."
The DCSA makes the
approved to operate at
Durham and almost all are final decision as to whether
they will support the proup and running.
"We are still getting posed club.
This is discussed then
many requests for clubs and
hope to continue to increase decided at an executive
the students’ interest in meeting, said Marconi.
Potential clubs for this
these clubs/’ said Marconi.
The process to register a year are outlined on the
DCSA website.
club is easy.
Some of the ideas include
"Once you have an idea
stuaents

art club, comedy club,
your idea drop by the DCSA dance squad, Mechtronic
office to pick up a club Engineering Technology

application and policies and
procedures," and Marconi.
"When returning the
application," said Marconi,
"attach a cover letter
describing in more detail

student association and
artists and musicians soci-

ety.

For more information.
contact Karen Marconi in’’
:
the DCSA office.
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Hecht said Sharpe successfully used artistic merit as a
defence, and that the law didn’t necessarily change, but
was interpreted in a completely new way.
"The legislation created a
loophole for pedophiles," said

Chronicle Staff

of child
pornography sat in the dark
for many years as a storm of
uncertainty loomed over the
current laws. Winds of controversy lashed at the media
and lawmakers, while citizens
voiced outrage across the
country against Sharpe and
the crumbling child pornography laws.
Sharpe was eventually
charged on two counts of possession of child pornography
and two counts of distributing child porn. His punishment: four months of house
arrest.
Two areas of the law
allowed Sharpe to build a
defence: the age of consent
law and the arUstic merit law.
Both were the subjects of this
year’s White Ribbon Against
Pornography Week.
The campaign ran from
Oct. 22 to 29.
Canada’s age of consent is
14, one of the lowest in the
world, according to Barb
Laing, a member of
People
Durham
Region
Against Pornography. This
low age has raised a lot of concern from Canadians, forcing
many local groups to start
petitions urging the provincial
government to change the age
to 16 or 18. The age of consent in most U.S. states is
between 16 and 18. In
Australia, New Zealand and
Britain the age is also 16.
"I think it should be raised,
personally, because I don’t
think a child at the age of 14 is
really in any position to consent to having sex," said John
Mclean, head of the Durham
Child
Police
Regional
Unit.
Pornography
According to Mark Hecht,
co-founder and senior legal
council for Beyond Borders,
an organization that says its
mission is to ensure global justice for children, the age of
consent was used as a defence
in the Sharpe case.
A 14-year-old child can
legally consent to sex, but
must be 18 to have pictures
taken of them.
"At 14, you can consent to

The

subject
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year-old child could consent
to sex, why couldn’t they consent to having tlieir picture
taken.
His argument successfully
turned the machinery of the
law in his favour.
"If a 14-year-old consents,
now that 14-year-old can have
their picture taken," said

.

"It becomes addictive and
desensitizing and they act out
on it," Laing said. "Very rarely
docs it end tliere. I really think
they set a dangerous precedent."
"My personal opinion is
that there is no such thing as
artistic merit when it comes to
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teens experimenting with
their sexuality. For example, a
16-year-old and 17-year-old in
a consensual sexual relationship would not be breaking
the law. The law is meant to
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sonable," said Kantautas.
"Once a child turns 16, they’re
no longer covered by the
Child and Family Services

Act."
Kantautas said a parent is
protect against adult preda- legally responsible for their
child until the age of 16, and
tors.
She said the current age of this is in conflict with the age

the Durham Laing. "It’s the 40-year-old’s
Against word against a kid’s."
People
"It’s our responsibility to
Pornography. "One mistake
pass laws, and provide some
can ruin their lives."
Laing said the age of con- protection," she added. "Do
sent law must be changed to they know about treatments,
be consistent with the rest of diseases, or how to pay if they
Canada’s age-based laws. She become pregnant? Does a 14believes the age of consent year-old know how to do
this?"
should be raised to 18.
Lynn Kantautas, head of
"It’s the inconsistency in
the current law with ages," the Durham Regional Police
said Laing. "Within the hierar- Sexual Assault Unit, also
chy of laws, family and crimi- thinks the age of consent
want,
you.
anyone
sex with
should be raised.
male; or .female, as.’;16ng as nal, the age, is closer to 18."
"In my personal opinion, I
the
that
raising
said
Lalpg’
than
they’re not younger
age.to 18 wouldn’t criminalize believe 16 would be more reayou," Hecht said.. of

gaflery.

4’.

.

consent law cracks the foundation of Canada’s existing
child protection laws.
Hecht.
The UN’s definition of a
This means, he said, that
children between the ages of child is anyone under the age
14 and 18 are not protected, of 18, and is in conflict with
and slip through a hole in the Canada’s age of consent law.
She added there is nothing to
legal system.
"Our law should not allow protect a child who is coerced
for a 14-year-old to consent," into giving permission, or
said Hecht. He added that our lacks the wisdom to underlaws should not allow this to stand their situation.
Hecht says an adult can
be used as a defence by
legally possess pictures of a
pedophiles.
He said the current law child between the ages of 14
allows a child of 14 or older to and 18 as long as there was
legally consent to sex with an consent, and the images are
adult. The law doesn’t have an for personal use only. If the
age restriction on the other pictures are distributed in any
way, charges can be laid. He
person involved.
"They don’t have the matu- added that the hard part is
rity or wisdom to be making proving that pictures were disthese types of decisions," said tributed.
"This is a grey area," said
Barb Laing, a local activist and

member
Region

and his paintings were eventually hung in a Toronto art
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Hecht.
According to Laing, in 1995
an artist named EYi Langer
slipped through the loophole
of artistic merit after painting
sexually explicit pictures of
children with adults. It was an
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of consent law. Parents are
torn away from their parental
powers, and are legally helpless if their child is involved in
a sexual relationship with an
adult, she said.
"You are still responsible for
them, but they can go have a
sexual relationship with an
older person and it’s legal,"
said Kantautas. " I think if the
age was 16, it would be better
for parents."
Laing said most children
who .are abused by an adult
end up in group-homes with
their self-esteem destroyed.
"They feel dirty and guilty,"
she said. " They have no self
worth, and carry it for the rest
of their lives."
"If we raised the age of consent, we would plug one of the
loopholes in the current legislation," said Hecht. "It would
make us united in an international obligation to ensure no
kid is harmed." He said
Canada is dragging its feet in
terms of building its legal
muscle to tackle child sex
offenders.
"We’re quite far behind,"
Hecht said, " in raising the age
of consent to 16,"
Another law said by
activists to weaken Canada’s
existing child protection, laws,
and encourage: the abuse pf
children is the notion of artis.
.:,’.’,.
tic merit.
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In 1995 Canada’s tough
child pornography law came
under attack. The battleground was the Supreme
Court of Canada, which was
challenged by one man. In tlie
aftermath the laws emerged,
according to some activists,
weakened and full of holes.
John Robin Sharpe challenged the system by claiming
tlie law violated his constitutional rights.
He was found in possession
of self-authored manuscript:..
stories and drawings all
depicting young boys. He was
also in possession of photographs he had taken of children while visiting foreign

someone having sex with children, or depicting an adult
having sex with a child," said
Mclean.
"If you write stories in a
personal journal or draw a picture, as long as no one else
sees it, and It’s your own personal and private thoughts,
they’re (tlie Supreme Court)
saying that that Is okay," he
said.
"As soon as you publish it,
or make it public it no longer
becomes your own personal
thoughts, and as far as I’m
concerned and the way the
Supreme court rules, is that it
does then become child

pornography."
Laing says it is up to the
police to determine whether
the material has artistic merit.
Since art is subjective, this
area of law is vague and lacks
the necessary sharpness to
successfully protect the rights
of children, she said.

Many activist groups, such
Canadians Addressing
Sexual Exploitaition and REAL
women of Canada, believe
that the concept of artistic
merit should be completely
removed from the child

as

pornography law.
But Hecht said this wouldn’t be a good idea. He believes
the law should be repaired,
and used as it was originally
intended before the Sharpe
trial.
He warned that it would be
unwise to completely remove
artistic merit from the law,
since this would teeter on the
edge of thought control, and
bring us a step closer to criminalizing someone purely for
their ideas.
"The Supreme Court interpreted the artistic merit law in
an entirely new way," Hecht
said.
He added tiaat this "broadened the defence considerably" and distorted the original intent of the law.
"The legal system isn’t in
touch with the average
said,
Canadian,"
Laing
"They’re afraid the law won’t
be politically correct, and in
doing so are putting kids a<

risk."
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Internet s afety imp ortant
had told Bill about the chat
group and the planned meeting, so he decided to accom’
pany her.
When they arrived at the:;
restaurant Bill was shocked, s

PARENTS
SHOULD BE
AWARE OF
DANGERS

Two young girls, sisters
around the same age as Mel,
sat waiting. Next to them sat a ’
39 -year- old man who had
driven all the way from Ohio
to meet them. A wave of relief
crashed through Bill, and he
instantly threw away his plan
to sit at a faraway booth so he

,

called Durnam
tOpIe-" Agalh^

BY MICHAEL
COLANGELO

is on a mission
to protect’ children from
adult predators Stalking the
depths of cvber-space and
from the piles of Internet
pornography hiding beneath
the surface.
The group donated a book
to the college library as part
of the White Ribbon Against
Pornography week of Oct 2129.
The campaign is meant to
raise awareness on the issue
of child pornography and

Chronicle Slatf

The boy sits in front of his
computer, eyes locked as the
screen throws a thin veil of
light over Ills face. Click. The
mouse crawls beneath his
hand as he moves (lie cursor
over the bright screen.
Click. A hidden window
pops open, revealing a cliat
room. The boy looks around,
but no one’s there. His mom
and dad are downstairs. His
lights are out, and his parents
Internet safety, v
think he’s asleep. The faint
glow of tlie computer burns a :
hole in the darkness, and
shadows stalk the walls. The
X-Rated-World, and offers^ ^ardaN’ewlra.lDean
screen flickers as the electron- ^"ways^. parents-can ^idtect^^:<^pje^<rf^hft.»»opk,c|pri^
ic messages of strangers drift
yraphy^cm^tHeThtCTne^^^^^.^^so’^do^te
into the boy’s room.
"Do you wanna meet?" A ^^.The;boo^^hy,D»^ari^^Cas^

?Rho(o^.MitwColanortto

PrdteSin& %ur o£ild% 4. ^^^KEEPIN&KIDSSAFEs^SU^iS^^
ofAeii^lnfl^

man asks.
This is an all too common
scenario. The Internet is still
relatively new, and until only
recently has existed on the

of
the
law.
sidelines
Lawmakers have recently
begun to address the many
dangers and legal loopholes
associated with this emerging,
and quickly growing technology. Those who wish to harm
children can leave the public
parks and playgrounds and
reach right into the children’s
bedrooms while remaining
unseen.
This poses a big problem
for parents and police. Many
local activist groups such as
Canadians
or
C.A.S.E,
Sexual
Addressing
Exploitation and the Durham
Against
People
Region
Pornography have lobbied for
tougher Internet laws in the
hopes of flushing out cyberstalkers, and cleansing the
Internet of child pornogra-

P^"There’s

^t^t.^htldremfroni^ri^^^^^
Dobscrti.* J ":^ ^^^^^^^T.^ha^iyia^
-"^’We’re-ppllttca^activtst^^^yiaeiv^^

peopi^gai^^Pomog^n^^
^^tbe^l^pCTOography^law^
^e’yeAobbied’torchaogem^an^^^^^^^
/

weak child protection laws,

t Studies have
shown that the
majority of kids
stalked on the
Internet are 15 to

16-___

?

Mark Hecht
sex everywhere,
and it’s being seen at a
younger age," said Barb Laing,
a local activist with the which were eroded by the
Durham
People famous John Robyn Sharpe
Region
" case, allow the age of consent
Against Pornography.
Children are curious, and law to be used as a defense by
their parents are at work."
cyber-stalkers.
"Studies have shown that
According to Laing, the
biggest dangers lie hidden in the majority of kids stalked on
the dark corners of Interriet the Internet are between the
It is there. ages of 15 and 16," said
chat rooms.
beneath the stream of elec- Hecht.
He said the reason for this
tronic voices that child predators cast an electronic lure is that most 15 and 16 year
into a sea of curious children. olds have a computer in their
In June, Bill C-15A was cre- room, or have access to one at
ated to tackle the problem of their high school, and that 16
Internet luring.
and 17 year olds can drive.
"The new law basically says
According to John McLean,
head of the Durham Regional any crime in the criminal
Police Child Pornography code against children is still
Unit, it is now illegal to lure a illegal on the Internet," said
child, under the age of 18, Hect.
He added that crimes comover the Internet for the pur-

mitted over the Internet are
considered stronger offenses.
Hecht said Bill C-1SA "put a
spin" on the existing laws,
and "didn’t go far enough."
"It barely scratched the surface," he added.
McLean said another modification has helped toughen
the existing child porn laws.
Before, it was illegal to download child pom. Now the law
has sharpened its claws, making it illegal to even access the
material. He said that if a window pops up advertising a site
containing child porn, and
you click on it, you’ve just
broken the law and can be
charged. But if you accidentally logged onto the site,
you’re not accountable.
According to Hecht, the
law now carries the burden of
proving that a child porn site
has been intentionally
accessed. He believes, as well
as the organization Beyond
Borders, that the law still
needs ironing out.
"What message are we

sending with ineffective
laws?" he asked.
So what defense is there for
parents to safely protect their
children?

There is a wide variety of
filtering software out there.
The software is "not infallible," Hecht said. It can block
both illegal and legal sites, but
will sometimes weed out good
information. For example,
software blocking against sex
sites will also raise a shield

tion.

"It’s important for parents

to know of any such meetings
so they can be involved," said
Bill. "Being involved with kids
14 or 15 years old is essential
because they don’t have good
Bill added that the Internet
has been an invaluable tool
for his daughter, and that as
long as it’s used wisely and
the channels of communica-i
tion aren’t clogged, the benefits far outweigh the negative

-

poses of sex. But Mark Hecht,
Senior Legal Council for
Beyond Borders, said the new
law only protects those under
the age of 14, Canada’s age of
consent. He said Canada’s

.

judgement."

".spid Susan’^^etI^tic6^^i^aI£..?P^
J; founder^bft; Durban^ Itegiolriw |F^ogi^li^lffitt^^^^^"^

%^Cdtde&-of-thfr;bob^^y^^^e^
,-,....,_.-, .»,t._..,..»,,,....;-, -’"^...^("..I^.’^’...,-;!^’^^;1,^

could sit with them.
"I made my presence more
prominent," Bill said. He
added that Mel didn’t know
the man’s age prior to tlie
meeting.
Tlie man stayed and took
part in tlie discussion. Soon
after tlie get together, the man
vanished into tine darkness of
cyber-space and was never
lieard from again. Bill has no
idea what the man’s intention
was, but he realized the
importance of communica-

,n
.i;

.

aspects.
McLean Said another
against sex education sites. A important tip is to not allow
child who is curious about sex kids to have computers in
or is researching sexually their rooms.
or
transmitted
diseases
"Keep the computer in a
researching about sexual pro- common area," he said.
tection would be denied "Know what your kids are
access.
looking at."
McLean also suggested setting guidelines for kids, and
making them sign a contract
Keep the compromising not to visit certain

puter in a common area-Know
what your kids
are looking at.
Det. John McLean
One of the most important
things a concerned parent can
do is keep the channels of
communication open, and
become computer literate.
"Speak to the kids, and be
sure to know enough about
computers so you can be
responsible," said Hecht.
Retired Durham College
Administrator Bill Swan is a
father who has experienced
the benefits of being involved
in his daughter Mel’s life.
A few years ago when Mel
was 15, and a fan of the musical Les Mis, she found other
fans over the Internet. This
communication went on for a
while, and the group eventually decided to meet at a
restaurant in Toronto. Mel

sites.

If you walk into your
child’s room and he suddenly
switches to another screen,
you know he’s probably hiding something he added.
"Be open and discuss," he
said. It’s also important for
parents to be aware of the
dangers lurking out there.
"Parents think some sort of
safety exists," Hecht said. You
wouldn’t allow your kids to
invite a stranger into the
house, or talk to one on the
phone. The Internet is no dif-

ferent.

Computer literacy is
extremely, important for parents, since most kids these
days know more than their
parents do, and know tricks to
hide information.
According to Laing, we
must all recognize and deal
with the problem as responsible citizens.
"You can’t have blinders on
.in a democracy," she said.
"What you see will at some
point have an effect on someone else."
Note; The name of Bill’s claujjiitcr liils
lieen changril.

.
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The battle to protect our children
BY KRISTIAN PARTINGTON

combat.

Chronicle staff_______________

Smog hovers over the city of

Around the world, the
exploitation of children is a phenomenon that is growing at a tremendous
rate. The World Wide Web makes it

Bangkok like the prowlers in the streets easy for people who find pleasure in
there who lurk in alleys and peddle child pornography to connect with

their young prizes to tourists seeking to each other and trade their wares.
satisfy their twisted desires.
"I get five or six calls a day," says
Pat Pong, the red light district in Det. John McLean, the lone officer on
Thailand’s city of angels, advertises sex the Child Pornography Unit of the
the way Baskin Robbins posts ice cream Durham Regional Police, "sometimes
flavours and, until you witness it first- more."
hand, it is liard to comprehend how
In a small room at the back of the
deep-rooted the sex trade is there. On police headquarters in Oshawa,
Pat Pong, degradation lives on the McLean sifts through images of chilstages of strip clubs where the girls - dren engaged in explicit sexual activity
some just tweens - put
and he documents each
on shows for middleone, a compilation of
aged white men. The
evidence he’ll present
girls are high on Ya Ba
to the courts in pursuit
or Thai Stick - perhaps
have to
of a conviction.
a way to numb their
He has had cases
the
punish
pain and mourn the
since he started his job
childhood that was
in
make
1999 in which
robbed from them the
10,000
images have
them regulate
minute they were
been found on a comforced into a life of
Police in
the content of
puter.
Toronto
found
depravity. Away from
400,000
their
Pat Pong, in hidden
images in a recent case.
corners of tlie vast city,
One image classified
It’s hard to say wliat is
as child pornography is
Pih-Ji
Harvin
all McLean needs for a
happening to children
stolen
from their
conviction, though. In
homes to serve as toys
the last three months,
on the shores of the South China Sea.
five people in the Durham Region have
In a condominium in Toronto, a been cliarged with possession of child
quiet man - the type who keeps to pornography and the last three all
himself - sits at his desk up-loading pleaded guilty.
"It’s pretty hard to build a defence,"
images of young children, involved in
unthinkable sexual acts to another said McLean. "When I go on to do a
man in Germany. They share images forensic examination of a computer
of victimized kids the way most people that shows or depicts images that have
been downloaded of child pornogratrade music.
Child pornography is not just an phy, that person is in possession of
epidemic that breeds in far away places child pornography."
He said the laws are black and white.
like Thailand or Sri Lanka; it is on our
In July, the Canadian government
doorsteps, it is in our back yards and
with each new advance in computer toughened its laws making transmittechnology, it gets more difficult to ting, exporting, or possessing with the

" You

servers,

pages.

;

Student presidents
vote on fee increase
Cbnt’d from page 1

stand it," said Sacha Ghent, presiWhereas students currently pay dent of her first-year General Arts
$20 for membership to the fitness and Sciences class.
The increases will be good for stucentre, outside members pay $225 a
year, said Ken Babcock, the Athletic dents if they will make the school
better, said Randy Nicholls, presiDirector.
The Intercollegiate Athletics fee dent of his second-year Professional
has been proposed because Athletics Golf Management class.
"If we’re not going to see any difwants to enhance its current programs and add rugby and rowing to ferences there’s no point," he said.
"It’s costing us enough money as it
Durham’s varsity program.
Health and Wellness is asking for is. More than half the students are
an increase in the Student Assistance probably already in debt."
The consensus of the presidents
Program fee because it says it has
was that if they see an improvement
higher costs to meet.
The Student Centre is asking $4 from the fee increases they’ll accept
be added to cover the increasing them.
"I would pay more if I knew the
costs of hydro, cleaning, security,
utilities and maintenance at the school will provide more services
and activities," said Jenny Black,
Student Centre.
The DCSA sympathizes with stu- president of her first-year Business
dent concern over rising fees but Administration class.
"If everything’s going to be the
asks students to remain objective.
"As much as I don’t want to see same I don’t want to pay more
students paying more money, I because I’m just a poor college stu-

know that the departments wouldn’t dent."
It is important that the class presbe coming to us if they didn’t need
idents attend the Dec. 2 meeting
more money," said Tranter.
There were mixed feelings about with their classes’ votes so that the
the increase at the class presidents student body can be represented.
"There were about 60 presidents
meeting.
attendance at the last meeting,"
little
in
a
is
"The student increase
too high but they do have a lot of said Tranter. "I was hoping for more
resources in the school, so I under- but it was better than average."

Since May the laws and sentences in
Canada have been adjusted, but groups
like Beyond Borders still tirelessly pursue a way to protect the world’s children from sexual predators.
officer to investigate these crimes.
"We really have to engage the priOther forces have none.
vate sector, said Beyond Borders coIn Peterborough, uniformed officers founder Mark-Erik Hecht. "They are
investigate allegations of child pornog- the ones who can make a dent in this."
Hecht said international awareness
raphy based on detective training
given to all new officers. That training, is not the issue with child porn.
though, is somewhat generic and Meetings are held all over the world to
Internet crime - especially child discuss strategies to battle the problem.
pornography - can be a touchy subject, He is going to Brazil in December for
according to Sgt. Rob Hotston of the the first meeting to discuss child
Peterborough Lakefield Community exploitation held by non-government
Police Service.
organizations.
He said that govern"They (uniformed
officers) would initialments are trying to fight
the problem and the
ly begin the investigaWe really have
tion, and depending
police are working hard,
on the complexities,
yet "they’re not even
to
the
engage
they would contact
making a dent" in the
private sector.
OPP
the
Child
amount of child porn
on the Internet. He
Pornography Unit,"
They are the
"We
said Hotston.
says, though, that relaones who can
just won’t have the
tively simple steps can
resources or the experbe taken to start elimimake a dent. /
tise."
nating the problem.
Hotston said eviEducating parents and
dence issues involved
teachers, as well as chilMark-Erik Hecht
with Internet crime
dren, is a first step.
can be complicated, so
People need to be aware
to ensure that Internet
of how serious the probpredators can’t slip through any legal lem is and companies such as modelcracks, the OPP are brought in on more ling agencies must also be careful how
children are portrayed in the media.
serious cases.
"The vast majority of child pornogThe OPP has 14 officers in its Child
Pornography Unit and forces with lim- raphy goes under the radar as child
ited resources rely heavily on them to erotica," said Hecht. "It’s not hardinvestigate child pornography cases. core."
People who are in the market for
More forces, liowever, are finding that
child porn - criminals who use it as
reso-’rces are limited.
"I ’need quicker and quicker and currency, for example - don’t care
faster and faster equipment," said wliat category it falls under, and what
McLean while talking about the steadi- might not be considered offensive to
ly improving technology he sees some is fuel for a pedophile’s lust.
The group that can play a massive
throughout his investigations. He
understands, though, that there is only role in the salvation of exploited children, however, is the Internet
so much money to go around.
"Someday they’ll have to increase providers. Hecht used MSN for an
the size of the unit," he admitted. "It’s example. He said his nine-year-old
niece set up her own hotmail account,
becoming that bad."
Others say the police can’t be listing her age in the process. The peoexpected to tackle the child pornogra- ple at MSN are well aware that she is a
phy epidemic on their own. Children child yet she receives pornographic efrom every corner of the globe are vic- mails regularly. That, says Hecht, is
tims of this crime so the solution must unacceptable, adding that companies
be sought through the co-operation of earning millions per year, companies
governments, police departments and that made the Internet what it is today,
members of the private sector - mainly can afford to monitor the information
available in its domain.
the world’s Internet providers.
Jay Thomson, president of the
Harvin Pitch, a Toronto lawyer who
sits on the international advisory Canadian Association of Internet
board for a Canadian organization Providers (CAIP) disagrees. He admits
called Beyond Borders, says that that child pornography is a problem
Internet providers must be held but in terms of its percentage on the
-accountable’ for what is contained on Internet compared to everything else
in cyber-space, "it is a small amount."
Web sites they control.
"You can’t ask a provider to monitor
"You have to punish the servers,
make them regulate the content of the content on its millions or billions
of pages... something which is totally
their pages," said Pitch.
"If you get to the Web sites and the impractical," said Thomson. He said
servers, you can start to put an end to that is the stance that most western
nations have taken on the issue.
it."
Hecht said he respects CAIP because
Pitch was a key player with Beyond
Borders when the case of Robert Sharpe- they have been willing to co-operate
came before the courts. Sharpe was with groups like Beyond Borders caught in Vancouver bringing written Thompson is scheduled to be at the
child pornography and pictures depict- convention in Brazil - but he disagrees
ing child pornography into Canada in heavily that they can’t set up a system
1995. Pitch was one of many interna- to regulate the content of the Web sites
tional lawyers who fought the case to they control. Internet providers are a
the Supreme Court of Canada asking business, said Hecht, and the reason
that Beyond Borders be allowed to they won’t agree on a resolution is
speak on behalf of the child victims in because it will hurt their bottom line.
"It’s sad," he said. "The resolution
the case. The court refused and in
May, Sharpe was sentenced to stay off will go through because the courts will
the Internet from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. for order it."
He said it would take a class-action
four months. The boys in Sri Lanka
who were victimized by Sharpe were lawsuit before the companies will get
sentenced to a life or torment the fully on board. That Is, unless pressure
minute he violated their bodies, says a can be put on the big companies at the
report on the case issued by Beyond meeting in Brazil to take control of the
child pornography epidemic.
Borders.
intent to transmit or

export child
pornography an offence punishable by
up to 10 years in prison.
The hard part is pinning down the
offenders. Durham Region has but one

"
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Public outrage d as hydro rates soar
By Dave Graham
Chronicle staff

On May 1, Ontario opened
the electricity market up for
competition. What they didn’t expect was undisciplined
rate Increases causing consumers province-wide to be

outraged.
Ontario Hydro was established at the beginning of the
20th century - on the initiative
of a Tory government - in
order to attract big business by
promoting tlie development of
the electricity industry in tlie
north.

In the late 1990s Ontario
Hydro was broken up into
three
major
companies,
including Hydro One. Hydro
One operates the transmission
towers and lines that carry
power across the province. It
also sells electricity to 1.2 million retail consumers. Hydro
One delivers the power to local
utilities which in turn delivers
it to businesses and residences.
Ontario planned to sell the
company in what was expected to be the biggest public

offering in Canada’s history.
The sale was expected to raise
almost 5 billion for the
Ontario government.
technologies
Advancing
meant that there is no longer a
technical reason for a monopoly. The costs of power generhave declined since
resources became more available and we became more efficient.
This allowed companies to
enter the electricity business.
For the first time this introation

working with them on a plan
to give rebates to customers,"
said Manchee,
It is businesses that have
been the most affected by
increased hydro costs. A business is always conscious of its
expenses and a sudden rate
increase could potentially put
a small business out of business.
Terry Oupuis, general manager at Canlan Ice Sports In
Oshawa, admits he hasn’t
noticed a significant price
increase yet. However, Dupuis
does realize how serious a price
increase could be. "In our business hydro is a big variable of
putting us out of business."
Tlie increased rates also
affect people who rent and
don’t have utilities included
on their lease agreement.
Tenants on a tight budget
might be overwhelmed by the
sudden rate Increases. For
liouseliolds, Ontario’s electricity rates are the third highest
Pholo by Dava Grnham
in Canada and average almost
$1,000 a year.
OSHAWA PUC NETWORKS: Located at 100 Simcoe St. S., PUC Networks is
Tim.Saiza rents a house in
Oshawa’s local utility distributor.
.Oshawa and his utilities aren’t
1
Province-wide
in sign a contract would automatduced
outrage included in the lease.
competition
"I like the’.idea of, a.rebate/Ontario’s electricity market. ically be a standard supply cus- ensued at the high electricity’
On May 1, the electricity mar- tomer of their local utility," prices that occurred after the prices are way too’ high; right
>Qfn,p e
ket was officially opened for said Al Marichee from Hydro market opened on May 1. now/’ said Saixa.
competition, giving cdii- One’s media relations depart-’ Consumers were stuck paying the new plan is implemented
sumers other options when ment.
.too much for their hydro and it will be the first step ill.getThis is when things started something had to .be done..
selecting the right service for
ting the hydro industry back
So the government froze the to normal; "I feel the publ)c;is
themselves.
to unravel in the new plan.
This can be compared to There wasn’t any market disci- price consumers pay for power really over-charged," said
phone companies battling pline between companies, and will refund consumers for Saiza. "Quite frankly we pay
each other with lower rates causing the hydro costs to rise. price increases. A small per enough for utilities right now
and different plans. It is up to Companies were not governed, cent of a customer’s monthly so I hope this legislation passthe comsumer to decide which allowing them to raise their bill goes to pay interest costs es."
The recent events might
rates as often and as much as on the 530 billion of debt
plan fits their own interests.
"Consumers who did not they wanted.
accumulated under the old make landlords second guess
Ontario Hydro system.
when putting together a lease
"It has come to my atten- agreement as to whether to
tion that Mr. Eves has told the include utilities in the cost.
riding that the biggest concern Jim Oldman, a landlord in
for the youth and our future Oshawa, doesn’t see a problem
riding is to maintain the low with the rate increases.
cost of hydro," said Allan
"I don’t have a problem
Boynton, youth director for with utilities being included
Dufferin, Wellington, Peel and on a lease agreement."
Gray county. "And to go back Oldman is all for the legislaon recent hydro bills as dis- tion to freeze rates and give a
cussed in our last monthly rebate.
meeting in October."
"Freezing the rates is a great
Hydro One agrees with the idea, and you can’t go wrong
rebate system.
with a rebate," he said.
"We’re working with the
Other jurisdictions have
government, and once the leg- opened their electricity marislation is passed we’will be kets to competition.
;

.

Trent to offer School
of Education and
Prof essional Learning
By Susan Watts

undergraduate degree.
The new school will have
115 spaces available to fullThere is a growing demand time students and 120 spaces
for teachers in Ontario but for part-time students.
there are only so many schools
The initial accreditation
that offer the training neces- process through the Ontario
sary.
College of Teachers is already
Starting in the Fall of 2003 underway for the school.
Trent University will join the
Trent University has a long
many others helping to train history with education trainChronicle staff

Ontario’s teachers.

ing due to its involvement
Queen’s University’s
School of Education.
Ten universities in the
province currently offer
teacher education programs.
For more information visit

Trent University will have a with
School of Education and
Professional Learning.
TheSchool will offer a oneyear Bachelor of Education
program for students who
have already completed an

www.edu.gov.on.ca.

Barbie causing controversy
EVERYONE HAS

year-old son. He considers himself a strong

Some shocking facts
to consider

role model in his children’s lives and takes a
less
traditional
approach to parentadolescents
Overweight
ing.
29 per cent of college age have a 70 per cent chance of
According to Adbustere,
Vandikas docs not
in North America
persons In Canada are consid- becoming overweight adults
tell his children what
By Mellssa Hamelln
ered overweight
they should or shouldChronicle staff
71 per cent of girls diet
n’t be. Although his
Barbie dolls are marketed
95 per cent of persons who In 140 countries worldwide
daughter is allowed to
"I’m a Barbie girl, in a Barbie world
.11 per cent use diet pills
diet regain the weight
play with whatever.
/Life in plastic, it’s fantastic/You can
Barbie is a $ 1.9 billion pertoys she chooses,
brush my hair, undress me
Eight percent Induce
year industry
including Barbie dolls,
anywhere/Imagination, that is your
vomiting
so is his son. He feels
creation/
at their age, children
During Barbie’s introductoI’m a blond bimbo girl, In a fantasy
45 per cent skip meals
sliould be free to play
ry year in 1959, Mattel sold
world/Dress it up, make it tiglit, I’m
over 350,000 dolls
and explore without
your darling.
Women are five times more
boundaries.
The popular song Barbie Girl by
likely than men to be underBarbie has had more than
His daughter does
Aqua caused quite a stir with Mattel
weight
75 careers, from nurse to rock
own
a
knock-off
after its release in 1997. After all, Aqua
star
Barbie doll. She came
is poking fun of what many believe
McDonald’s spends $ 1 bilwith a snowboard. He
Barbie represents in today’s appearlion each year on advertising
More than 100 million yards
recalls how his daughance-obsessed pop culture.
of fabric have gone Into
ter didn’t really play
The long legged, big breasted, blond
North American diet IndusBarbie’s outfits, making Mattel
with the doll until she
haired beauty has caused a lot of contry has a $45 billion profit
one of the largest apparel
saw
Olympic
troversy for a 17 inch piece of plastic.
annually
manufacturers in the world
Snowboarding on teleAccording to Mattel, the popular
vision.
paper doll inspired Barbie’s creation In
Vandikas, said it is
1959. Other reports have stated that
the context in which
Barbie inspiration came about during a bars.
many national discussions on girls and the dolls are played which carries sigvisit to Europe by creator Ruth
It’s not just Barbie’s, unfeasible body education.
nificance, rather than the dimensions
Handler. Reportedly, she stumbled proportions that have brought controAccording to Barbara Handler Segal, of the doll.
upon the popular Lili Doll while in versy so has the image she portrays creator Ruth Handler’s daughter, her
He said that some of his daughter’s
Germany. This busty blond doll clad in through her clothing, accessories and mother created the doll so that every classmates have pierced ears or wear
lingerie was not intended for children limited speech. "Math Is hard," talking little girl could play out her dreams for nail polish In her first grade class. This
but was rather sold to adult males in Barbie claimed in 1994, provoking the future. Through the doll, a little is not allowed in his home. "We don’t
girl could be anything she wanted to acknowledge or adhere to sexiial
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But some little girls have a liard time
identifying with a doll that looks nothing like them. In an article entitled,
"Barbie converts to Islam," mother A.
Abdullah talks about how she never
considered buying a Barbie doll for her
three year-old daughter, as she never
had one herself. Yet, after the purchase
of the doll by her grandparents the
three year-old suddenly came face-toface with a blond, scantily dressed doll
that certainly did not fit in to her
Muslim culture.
"Within seconds, however, the
questions started about the doll’s lowcut, sleeveless dress: Why is her chest
showing? Why aren’t her arms covered?"
As a Muslim, Abdullah taught her
daughter the importance of modest
clothing for both men and women,
and the appearance of the doll, contradicted her teachings.
Abdullah’s solution was to make the
Barbie, a hajib, the Islamic dress and
headscarf Muslim women wear.
Inspired by her solution, Abdullah
has created a line of dolls wearing a
hajib for girls. The dolls are called
Razanne, which means Islamic beauty
and modesty,
Mattel products are sold in more
than 140 countries and they have yet
to include an option similar to
Razanne for North American girls. The
African-American Barbie doll, Chrissy,
more closely resembles a Barbie dipped
in Brown paint, than a black woman.
The features and hair of both Chrissy
and Barbie are typical of a European.
How is a little black girl supposed to
identify with a doll that looks nothing
like her?
Sexual Health educator, Sue Joh
anson said in an interview that she
does not approve of Barbie dolls. "I am
not comfortable with Barbie dolls. She
would topple over headfirst right on
her nose. or on her big breasts,
whichever hits the ground first."
Sokratis Vandikas, a resident of
Keswick, Ont., is a stay-at-home father
to his six-year-old daughter and four-

norms," he said.
And upon meeting his daughter,

you can see that she is a child with
confidence, who would just as easily
pick flowers as play in the yard.
Tim Curran, a resident of Oshawa, is
planning on giving his 10-month-old
daughter a Barbie for Christmas.
Although the Barbie will remain in its
box until his daughter is old enough to
play with, Tim and Wendy, his wife,
have no problem with the Barbie doll.
Merryl Bear, Director of the National
Eating Disorder Information Centre
(NEDIC) feels that Barbies themselves
are not dangerous; it is the context in
which they are used. She said the negative messages we send young girls
through the media and through
learned behaviours are the reason that
the Hospital for Sick Children sees girls
as young as seven with eating disor-

ders.

Terry Poulton, author of No Fat
Chicks said in her book that she
believes that the emphasis put on
women’s size, reinforced by images
such as the Barbie doll, is detrimental
to women’s mental health. According
to Poulton, "Waif-like thinness is
strictly a twentieth century concept.
Actress Lillian Russell, who was considered the most desirable woman of the
1890’s, weighed 200 voluptuous
pounds."

In a study conducted by Children
Now, it was found that 61 per cent of
girls and 53 per cent of boys recognize
that the female characters they see on
television are thinner than women in
real life.
Across media, between 26 and 46
per cent of women are portrayed as
thin or very thin.
Bear feels that the emphasis placed
on appearance often corrupt young
girls. She feels we need to begin celebrating characteristics in our girls other
than appearance.
Imagine if a girl spent as much time
studying as she does worrying that she
is fat or ugly; what could she aspire to
be then?
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We asked Durham College:
Why do people stop eating?
By Rebecca Harris
Chronicle staff

Anorexia affects
more than weight
By Jennifer Moynes

seen as deceitful and withhealth and wellness centre.
The Bulimia Anorexia drawn. Starvation will generalNervosa Association says on Its ly make them lose their ability
Staring at your reflection in Web site that although It usu- to concentrate and make decithe mirror, you wish you could ally affects young women, the sions.
Many health risks, both
change your appearance - your disorder sometimes also affects
mental and physical, are
hair, your height, your eye older women, boys and men.
with anorexia.
Some signs of anorexia are involved
colour, but most importantly
your weight. This Is something noticeable weight loss over a Anorexics will often become
shorf period of time, increased depressed and irritable. Tlieir
most of us liave experienced.
Every day across the coun- selectivity of diet, an obsession body image is usually distorttry people struggle to deal with with food, depression and ed, they always feel cold from
their app^rance, especially spending many hours doing their lack of body fat. their
internal organs are weakened
their weight. The desire to be punishing exercise.
Although physical appear- and their body begins to shut
thin can make people go to
extreme levels. Some go ance has a lot to do with a per- down. Anorexics may also feel
beyond dieting, developing son becoming anorexic, there faint and weak, they could
are also emotional issues develop irregular heartbeats
dangerous eating habits.
Anorexia Nervosa Is a seri- involved. Dr. Siddiqui said and may pass out from
ous disorder that affects people that a person’s self-esteem extreme exhaustion and
would often be related to their fatigue. A young women, their
across the country.
menstrual cycles will usually
"Usually I see young girls," anorexic behaviour.
said Dr. A. Yasmeen Siddiqui
People suffering from be effected. As many as 10 to
from the Durham College anorexia nervosa are often IS per cent of people suffering
from an eating disorder die
from their desire to be thin.
"They may not have any
periods at all or they may have
too many periods," Dr.
Siddiqui explained.
Want to start living a healthier Ufestyle? Here’s your
A person suffering from
’.."’’
chance.’
’.
. ..’’
’
anorexia nervosa can be
The Regional Municipality of Durham Health
helped in a variety of ways.
Department will be conducting grocery store tour to pro"There is help available,"
mote healthier food choices on Dec.3. The tour will take
lace In Whitbv at the A&P store on Thickson Road. from
said Dr. Siddiqui. "It’s not, a,
’
they have to
p.m; to 9 p.rtt,
quick help
have patience."
People wishing to take the tour must register in advance.
Anorexics usually require
There is limited space available. For more information or to
medical attention, counregister call the Durham Region Health Department at 905723-8S21 or 1-800-841-2729 extension 2272.
selling, nutritional education
and
groups.
support
Medication is sometimes needed to treat depression.
"They need a lot of sup-.
port," said Dr. Siddiqui.
Once an anorexic receives
help, it does not necessarily’
mean they will never suffer;
from the problem again. Dr.’:
Siddiqui explained that it real-;
;’
ly depends on the person.
Chronicle staff____________

Steve Meyer
"Young people think they

Joanna Zheng
"I think it is pressure from

need to look like the people on

their job, school and their family. The person wants to be

TV and in magazines."

perfect so they stop eating."

Tour a grocery store on Dec. 3.
’

’

’

.

-

"

,

5

Courtney Hilts
"Lack of self esteem."

John Kakales

"Mostly stress, tack of
self esteem, and the
environment."

^

"For some people it is a one-|
time affair. For other people it;
can be recurring, especially if’

you’re not properly treated,"
she said.
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Media services are here to
help students get equipped

Students speak their

thoughts on parking

D*«
By
Susan Watts
0*.f.
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Chronicle staff
ivu nave ci very
important
presentation to give and are In
desperate need of a slide pro-

jector.
Did you know that you
could borrow one, free of

charge?
Durham College’s media
services provides access to
multimedia equipment, TVs,
_
>

__.-_

_

l y^’^n

players and videos, said Karen

Owens, part-time media ser-

Cheryl Childerhouse

vices clerk.

Equipment is available to
both students and faculty at
no cost but students need
Identification to borrow the

"There is not enough, and if
"With all the construction it
you do get a spot you have to is kind of a pain in the ass."
walk a mile to class."
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equipment or he/she
can just
1
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IF YOU NEED IT WE GOT IT: Karen Owens Is the
part-time media services clerk at Durham College.

equipment.
"From September till now
the equipment is borrowed by
mostly faculty," said Owens. for weeks at a time," said
"From now on equipment will Owens, "but multimedia
go mostly to students for big equipment can only be borpresentations."
rowed for the length of the
Equipment is borrowed by student’s presentation."
filling out a form with’your
There are podiums in somename arid student number.
classrooms that have outlets
A student or faculty mem- for the multimedia equipment
aer can call ahead and notify but a key is needed to access
iTt’edia services that they will the. outlets. Keys are. made
11/ail’ihlft

¥r\

frhft fir-nlfrif hut-

to theStudents.

i Tpe

tint-

.
,

.’

and the videos available under
that topic will pop up," she
said.
"You can pick up the video
in the media services office."
There is a preview room in
the office where students and
faculty can preview videos.
The media services office is
open from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
\A/"»»i/l’m

4-/^

flf*ff<-l’»<»

8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

i»-»j-1

*

op Friday,

,

videos available ..are , The preview room: is only;
educational and can often be open until 7 .p.m. from;
,, 1. , - . i 1;hose listed, on,. Bo program;?, ; Mjonday. to,;Thursda.Y, and 2’
Media services wljl assist curriculum.
’.’
." ’
(p.m.’on Friday due .to’ security1
’ ’: ".,
.op the,.. ^reasons, ’i’. .’; ’’,’,’
iy6ne with operation’"_df the
"The videos are jisted
>!;’,’,"’ same’ server as ’the. library,".; ’. The media services office is;
^uir)ment;.’/."’ ’:’’
in room B200.
^Sfd’dehts’",.’can borrow said Owens.
Walkmans and tape recorclets ; "You can just type in a topic
"cl"-

ft"

1

,

’

-

^

Chuck Flynn

.

’

.

"

’

’

Eliza’beth McGee
-. "It’s a pain. il have to walk
through mud and snow. It’s

not worth $140 to

Joe Nicholson
"It’s fine as long as you get
here by 8 a.m. After that there

park, here."
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Learning styles for students
SIGHT,
SOUND AND
TOUCH CAN
BE KEYS TO
LEARNING
By Helen Nyblom
Chronicle staff________

learn by listening, some by
seeing and others learn by
touching or doing.
"I just think it is really
important for students to
know their learning styles,"
said Wendy Trotter, learning
specialist at the Learner
Support Centre in tlie college.
It gives students a chance to
apply tlie necessary tactics and
get the most out of tlicir colrege experience.
Whether you arc an audio,
visual or tactile learner, knowing your learning style can
dramatically increase your aca-

demic success.
The audio learner learns
best when they hear information, so they should sit where
they will be able to hear the
lecture and remember to
is not tlie first time you’ve felt record it.
The visual learner needs to
compelled to do so.
You begin feeling sleepy. see diagrams and pictures to
Nearly two hours have passed make sense of things and
but you can barely recall a therefore should make sure
they have a clear view of what
word tliat lias been said.
between is taking place at the front of
Somewhere
i0lo by Holon Nyblom
comatose and the onset of the classroom.
The tactile learner, on the
rigor mortis, the clock strikes
WORKING HARD: Sandra Nimusiima works away at her laptop as Wendy Trotter,
12 and you’re home free. other hand, learns best when
learnig specialist at the Learner Support Centre, looks on.
Having managed to peel your they use a hands-on approach
face off the drool-soaked desk, and often finds it difficult to
are encouraged to use dia- important role in maximizing doesn’t take very long."
you slowly move toward the focus when being talked at.
Through on-line tutorials
should
learner
grams as well as taping the lec- a student’s learning potential.
This type of
door in a daze.
"The old chalk and talk and lunch hour workshops,
While at arms length from include drawings and flow- tures.
"When thev go home they method of teaching does not the Learner Support Centre
the door, you re-enter a state charts in their notes and sit
of semi-consciousness )ust in near the front of the class if can listen to ftie lecture, look address the tactile learner," offers students a variety of services geared to academic sucat the bictures that they’ve Trotter said.
time to hear your teacher focusing is difficult.
f "("
;’
"You really have to be an cess.
Trotter often suggests that drawn, and put them togethremind tlie class of next week’s
The benefits of knowing
all students tape their lectures, er," she said.
auditory learner to deal with
final exam. Panic sets in.
Because learning styles that because you have to be what your learning style is and
Learning is just another regardless of their learning
often vary from subject to sub- able to write things down and how to make it work for you
example of something people style.
Visual and tactile learners ject, teachers can play an hear at the same time," she go far beyond the walls of the
do differently. Some people
classroom.
said.
"It certainly can be applied
Testing for learning styles is
available on campus at the in the workforce," Trotter said,
When faced with learning
Learner Support Centre, located on the second floor of the at your workplace, you can
South Wing in room SW201.
apply the tips for your style
"Students can do this any- and make it easier on yourself
Maybe you wouldn’t need
time," said Brenda Jackson, coordinator at the centre. "It to panic after all.

The steady drone of Ills
barely audible voice lias diverted your attention to the dusty
tile floor. You find yourself
repeatedly tracing tlie pattern
and sadly you realize that this

’

Gift wrappers needed
By Holly Maheu
Chronicle staff

Epilepsy Toronto’s 11
annual Gift Wrap Campaign
needs volunteers.
are
The
locations
Scarborough Town Centre and

Yonge-Eglinton Centre.

Anyone wanting to volunteer will have to attend a giftwrapping information conference. The money earned goes
toward services like education
and counselling.
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D e-stress with massage therapy
decreases in blood pressure, provincial examinations they
Chronicle staff
increases in blood circulation become licensed and regisand improvements in range of tered under the Regulated
Brooke Health Professions Act, accordsaid
The sounds of rushing water motion,"
and chirping birds fill the Harrison, a freelance massage ing to OMTA.
During the first visit
room.
therapist in Durham Region.
"Therapeutic massage does- patients will be asked for a
The air feels warm against
you skin as a sense of relax- n’t increase muscle strength medical history.
"The entire medical history
but it docs stimulate weak,
ation takes over your body.
taken confidentially," said
is
said
muscles,"
inactive
All of life’s stresses, big and
small, are rubbed away in an Harrison, "therefore compen- Curtis.
"It helps me to form a
sating for the lack of exercise
instant.
assessment and treatfrom
patient
resulting
and
isn’t
activity
just
"Massage therapy
ment plan and Includes any
for people wlio liave suffered injury."
According to the Ontario previous medical treatments or
physically," said Robin Curtis,
a massage therapist at the Massage Therapist Association therapy."
Medical professionals are
(OMTA) the College of
Whitby Chiropractic Group.
"It is for anyone who feels a Massage Tlicrapists on Ontario integrating massage therapy
little stress from time to time." regulates education and exam- into patient care, said Curtis.
"Massage therapy is usually
Canadians are finding ination of massage therapists.
Students must complete paid for directly out of the
themselves turning to massage
therapy for relief from injuries 2,200 hours of study in anato- patient’s pocket," said Curtis,
and stress and to maintain my, physiology, pathology, unless the patient has been in
kineslology, hydrotherapy, an accident or has a disability
good health, said Curtis.
remedial exercises and clinical that will be covered by insurbenis
massage
Therapeutic
ance or by tlie government."
eficial for those who choose it. studies.
Some employers provide
write
Once
graduates
shown
have
"My patients

BY SUSAN WATTS

massage therapy coverage to
their employees.
Without
coverage

the

hourly charge is approximately $50, similar and in some
cases less expensive than physical therapy without coverage,
said Curtis.

Jason

Shearer, a Durham

pliysical damage with elec
cal and mechanical devi
and rehabilitative exercis(
said Curtis.
"A massage therapist s
cializes in the use of man
therapeutic massage te
niques."
Massage provides long-te

College Mcchtronics graduate, relief for injury, because
was in an accident and Ills works the muscles back i
doctor suggested massage ther- shape and helps maintain i
ular muscle movement, s
apy for his injuries.
"I went to (massage) thera- Curtis.
There are certain conditi
py two times a week for about
for which massage therap:
10 weeks," said Shearer.
"My back endured most of not an appropriate form
the injury but massage made a treatment, said Harrison.
"We have been trained
world of difference," said
conditions that
medicarecognize
think
don’t
"I
Shearer.
tion or physical therapy would not benefit from massage."
said. For example, phleb
have been enough."
Massage therapists and painful inflammation of a ^
pliysical therapists specialize wall, cannot be relic
in different forms of treat- through massage tlierapy.
ment.

"Physical therapists treat

pressure from the

mas;

would only cause more pal

Chiropractic is safe and healthy
BY HOLLY MAHEU

Chiropractic Act of 1991.
Chiropractic has recently
Chiropractic is another been under attack from skephealth alternative that claims tics. Even though it’-j a scientifically proven practice some
to be scientific and safe.
critics say It Is unsafe. In fact
chirothe
many
of
One
practic purposes is the adjust- the neurologists of Canada
ing of the spine to relieve have published a message on
nerves Influencing the spine, their Web sites against chiro-

Chronicle staff

jhusjemgYii^4h^Bain,a.ad, ^^^^MMi^a^
Canada and they help 4.5

million people. It na.> been
the
since
established

Facts about
your teeth
and gums
BY JENNIFER MOYNES
Chronicle staff

___

As many as 75 per
cent of adults over the age
of 30; suffer from some
kind of gum disease.
Tobacco reduces
blood flow to the gums,
leaving gums vulnerable
to bacterial infections.
By the time they are
teenagers, all children
have experienced some
kind of oral infectious dis-

ease.
The death rate from
oral cancers like cancer of
the tongue, mouth, gums,
tonsils and pharynx,
exceeds the death rate
from cervical cancer.
Studies suggest .that
bacteria from diseased
gums can travel through
the bloodstream, potentially contributing to the
formation of artery-clogging plaques.
Source;

Canadian

Dental
Association.

Hygienists

Richter, a chiropractor. He
specializes in the spine and
back area. He claims he has

helped infertile worn;
become pregnant and helpi
children with breathli
problems get better. 1office hours are normally
a.m. to 7 p.m. during t
week except on Tuesda
which are reserved for spe’
treatments. Richter atteni
^as^^..».^3-"-oV’ »f ^^ ""J1
ment, which can cost fn
$10 to $20. The cost is a
split with the Ontario Heai
Insurance Plan.

Get clean teeth at
the DC dental clinic
BY JENNIFER MOYNES
Chronicle staff

The Durham College dental
clinic is taking a bite out of
dental health.
The dental clinic has been
operating for the past 25 years.
Since then, it has been serving
students, their families and the

general public.
"The majority of our clients
are from the general public,"
said Karen Underwood, coordinator of dental programs.
There are four dental
hygiene faculty members,, one
dentist, one technologist, one
work study student and dental
hygiene and dental assisting
students working at the clinic.

one visit. She said the fee
ers all your visits. The m
helps to buy disposable
plies like bibs for the clini
People wishing to use
dental clinic services :
make an appointment firs
"You can make an app
ment by calling the di
reception area, and that
extension

3074,"

Underwood.
Once you have madi
appointment, your nan
given to one of the stu(
working at the clinic.
"The students contact
public or the people and i
the
appointment,"
Underwood. "The stuc
They offer complete exami- look after their own app
nations, cleanings, pit and fis- ment book."
If a patient needs work
sure sealants and oral hygiene
instruction. Patients can also tliat is not provided at the
get X-rays taken and impres- ic, they are given a referra
"We do refer, but not
sions taken at the clinic.
The clinic doesn’t offer any particular dentist," she sa;
restorative dentistry like fill"If somebody’s been ir
we notice that they have
ings or pulling teeth.
"This is more of a preven- cavities or some decay
tive
clinic,"
explained they have to have sornei
Underwood.
done, we fill out the re
To receive any of these ser- form stating what we
vices costs $20 for adults and found, "Underwood expla
$10 for children. Underwood "We would give it to yoi
explained that some patients you could take It to wha
have to return for more than dentist you wanted to."
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Home is wh ere th e h e art is
By Rebecca Harris

Durham, United Way, federal
These centres offer laundry, housing and fundraising.
This adds up to $2 million a
Tlie shelter itself has 34 showers, mail, washrooms,
year, and it is still not enough
beds, but can sleep 40 in an coffee and the Internet.
It accepts men from age 20 to accommodate the number
emergency.
It admits 1,800 men a year. to 40 and helps them find jobs of people using the services.
that
reason
The
The men admitted can stay for and a permanent residence.
It also lias a transition pro- Cornerstone gets funding
approximately six days but in
from the federal housing is
special circumstances the stay gram.
that it is a place for federal
to
lead
can
This
program
be
can
longer.
"The challenge is often to permanent residences, if the offenders to start over.
The community of Oshawa
find other funding that will person is proven to be stable.
It is also a place for federal needs more affordable housing
allows us to extend stays," said
with support for the people
Rob Friesen, the operations offenders to start over.
Cornerstone gets its fund- who manage to get a place.
and program director.
"The staff ratio is decreased
They liave support centres ing from the Region of

permanent
Oshawa.

Chronicle staff

Cornerstone is a shelter for
men that has been around
since 1967.

Its mission is to provide
resources to help marginalized

people re-enter the community.
The programs help people
who have nowhere else to
turn, and they teach people
llow to live.
Between January and July
Cornerstone placed 99 men in

housing

throughout Osliawa.

in

when people move farther
along in our continuum of
support. We have one staff to
20 guys," Friesen said.
Cornerstone does what it
can for this community but
witliout adequate funding it
will be hard to continue wliat
they have worked so hard to
do.
"Cornerstone tries to bring
hope back into people’s lives,"
Friesen said. "The longer we
can work with them and identify their issues the more successful we will be."

Breast cancer numb ers rise

It’s time to
relax your

By Amber Yates

tired bones

Each year more than 18,000
Canadian women will develop
breast cancer.
Many women will make
this discovery through breast
self-examinations or a mam-

mogram.
Either way their lives are
changed forever.
Sheila Hall is a breast cancer
survivor who was diagnosed in
December 2000.
She discovered a lump during a regular breast self-examination.
^\is

^s/ffjf^inftitt’nt

iv,i.^

irsnfjo

to see her family physician,
who ordered a mammogram

and ultrasound.
The tests came back positive

Occasionally a serous or
bloody nipple discharge can
herald the onset of cancer.
The number of risk factors

for cancer and slie
was sent to see a surgeon.
For Hall everything happened
so fast that she had no time to
sit and think about what was

that are involved with breast

cancer is steadily increasing.
happening.
She went through a radical Some of the factors known to
mastectomy, then radiation be linked to the cancer are:
therapy and after that age, previous breast cancer,
chemotherapy before becom- and a strong family history of
cancer.
ing cancer free.
In addition to these risk facDuring her whole ordeal
Hall went to work every day tors the use of the female sex
hormone (estrogen) may
no matter how she looked.
Breast cancer is a disease increase your chance of getthat affects the breast’s milk ting breast cancer.
Some of the ways t’^at you
sacs or ducts.
A tumour, forms that may can ward off breast cancer are:
’bo henlpsn or malignant.-:
physical
mammography,
Sometimes It will grow. into
the breast tissue and form a

examination and breast self-

examination.

mass, which is hard and
painful.

A mammography is a special

PAUL WILSON
DURHAM
539 King Sliool East
Oshawa, ON L1H 1G2

Oshawa: (905) 404-8200

y^W^

^SUy

.

Fax: (905) 728-0219

TT^’

’EXPECT MORE FOR LESS"

tomy.
A lumpectomy is the dissection of auxiliary nodes and a
mastectomy is the removal of
the entire breast, the tissue,
and tissue of the armpit.
Radiation therapy in the
management of breast cancer
has been increasing over the
years. In the early stages of
cancers radiation of the breast
was used after a lumpectomy.
For cancers that are based in
the armpit, breast, and the
chest wall is usually radiated
following a surgical procedure.
The goal of radiation is to
destroy the cancer cells.
Chemotherapy is a combination of radiation and power’
ful drugs;"
The chemo is distributed

X-ray of the breast using throughout the body, killing

very small amounts of radia- cancerous cells where ever
tion.
they exist.
A number of treatment
Side effects are known to
options are available for occur, including hair loss,
women fighting breast cancer. fatigue
and
vomiting.
The most common are: Hormonal therapy is used to
surgery, radiation, chemother- help suppress the growth of
the tumour by reducing the
apy, and hormonal therapy.
Surgery is the most com- level of hormones.
This can be achieved
monly used treatment for
localized breast cancer.
through surgical removal of
Two different surgeries can the ovary or hormonal drugs.
be performed: a lumpectomy
The drugs can help control
with auxiliary node dissection the hormone levels that are
or a modified radical mastec- present in the body.

Associate Broker

REALTY (1995) LTD.
MEMBER BROKER

.
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The Undisputed Leader In FULL SERVICE Minimum Commission Real Estate

By Holly Maheu
Chronicle staff

_____

Reflexology claims to
help an unhealthy body
through sessions working
with a trained reflexologist.

Reflexology claims to
be a health alternative; it
is also a stress relief
option. Reflexology is
meant to stimulate the
body’s natural electric
energy in the nervous system, clearing out’blockages. When stress ’’isr
removed and circulation
the
improved
body
returns to a state of
h 0 m e o s t a’ s i s
Homeostasis means trre’^
body Is getting back to a
nonn.al state naturally.
This type of work is done
on the hands and the
feet. A reflexologist only
works within the patient’s pain limit arid does
not prescribe medicine or
make medical diagnoses
unless they are qualified.
"I enjoy helping other
’

’

..

people," said Wendy
Becken, a reflexologist.
Patients should keep in
mind that this is a tune-

up for an unhealthy
body. It is recommended
that they continue taking
prescribed

medicine.

They are also required to
sign a form taking
responsibility for the session. A client must also

RoQe rs Television fo r the
2 1 st An nual Rotary TV Auction

Joi n us on

Friday, November 29
7:00 p.m. " 12:00 a.m.

Saturday, November 30
10:00 a.m. 8:00 p.m.

-

Bid on merchandise and services valued at over $1 00,000!
If you would like to donate an item or service to be auctioned,
contact Ron Wilson at 905-434-1405 or Steve Perry at 905-725-3582

All funds raised by the Rotary Club of Oshawa are reinvested into the community.

cleanliness.
practise
Clients are encouraged to
talk to their reflexologist
to promote relaxation,
but they should also keep
in mind. that their relexologist is not a psychologist. Clients are also
responsible to sign a
reffexology health record.
People interested In
practising
reflexology
should
contact
the
Ontario
of
College
Reflexology. Established
from the government of
Ontario the school offers
courses in the skeletal system and circulatory system. Membership in the
$50
costs
college
Canadian, To contact the
college phone 705-6475354, or email them at
ocr@ocr.edu.
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Durham Re eion to
op en cancer centre
HELPING
CANCER
PATIENTS
By Nicholas Short
Chronicle staff_____

"When I think about Aunt
Cindy’s breast cancer, I worry
about the fact the on nights
like Christmas Eve and new
Year’s Eve she can’t be with
her family and her young children because she has to go all
the way to Toronto for radiation treatment," said Durham
student Doug Short (the
author’s cousin).

Volunteers
needed for
Big Brothers
and Sisters
By Holly Maheu
Chronicle staff

Big Brothers and Sisters
of Canada are looking for
volunteers to help children with no older rol&
model.
There are 181 agencies
across Canada in 300

The response from the community has been tremendous.
"We have already solicited
$23 million from local institutions and through fund raisers," he said.
"The
McLaughlin Foundation contributed $5 million to our
cause. We are currently working with the local community,
with individuals and service
clubs, to raise the remaining

communities. They match’
people lip with little
brothers and sisters based
on interests and goals.
Anyone can be a volunteer. They can be from
any ethnic background or
religion. The person
applying to Big Brothers
and Sisters must be 18.

balance."

Fund raising events have
included the cash for cancer
lottery, golf tournaments and
fashion shows.
Durham College has also
agreed to join the cause.
"Cancer affects everyone,
whether directly or through
family or friends," said
Photo by Nicholas Short
Durham
president Gary
CANCER CENTRE: Site where the Cancer Centre
Polonsky. "Durham College
will be located when It opens in about two years.
"It’s probably very emotion- will do what it can to help
ally draining on her knowing fight this disease."
that her girls don’t understand
Durham staff has the option will provide closer-to-home ment because they can’t hantheir
of supporting access to radiation therapy and dle the travel.
why
the Heroes for increase the chemotherapy
mommy has to
The Cancer Centre will
be away and
cam- capacity at Lakeridge Healtn eliminate these problems. It
Hope
wondering If
paign through Oshawa by 100 per cent.
will provide Durham Region
Cancer affects automatic
they’ll see her
payChemotherapy, supportive cancer patients with ail three
roll
deduc- care and cancer surgeries are forms of cancer treatment
ini the morneveryone
tions, he said
ing," he said.
currently available within the right at Oshawa General
whether directly
Durham also region, but their resources are Hospital.
All sufferers
this stretched beyond capacity,
hosted
"The big hole in the ground
of cancer in
or through famiD u r h a m
year’s CIBC says Lakeridge Health. The by Simcoe Street, that’s where
ly and friends.
Run for the creation of the Cancer Centre the Cancer Centre is going to
Region share
Cure on Oct. 6, will alleviate this problem.
this problem.
be," said Dixon. "It will have
There are three complimen- six radiation suits, which have
which was a
There is currently no radiacharity fund- tary treatments for cancer used to be underground, all of the
tion treatment
in conjunction with each necessary equipment and two
Gary Polonsky raising event
centre in the
contributing to other: chemotherapy, radia- new CAT scanners for radiathe research of tion therapy and surgery, says tion treatment planning.
region. Cancer
"We will have to increase
Cancer Centre CEO Doctor
breast cancer.
patients must
Breast cancer afflicts all fam- Peter Dixon. Surgery is per- the number of doctors and
travel to Toronto, Kingston,
Thunder Bay and even to the ilies, said run organizer Carole formed to remove cancer nurses. We will need radiation
U.S. to receive radiation treat- Keys. The Run for the Cure is lumps, which is followed by therapists and physicists.
ment.
just one example of what the radiation therapy, which uses There is currently a shortage in
"The most important fact to community can do to help. high-energy photons generat- all of these categories. There
realize about cancer is that it Supporting the Heroes for ed by a linear accelerator to isn’t enough of any of these
can hit even the smallest rural Hope campaign is another locally destroy cancer cells. people. But we’re recruiting
we’re
and
This is followed
communities, like in Port Perry worthy cause.
The community of Oshawa by chemotheraconfident
where I live. It seems only
we’ll attract
common sense that a commu- is behind the campaign all the py, which is an
anti-cancer drug
enough peonity like Durham Region. way.
We are confi"The emotion at this year’s treatment that
would have the ability to prople to fill the
jobs."
vide radiation treatment to Run for the Cure shows the targets any cells
dent. The
In about
those who need it," said Short. level of commitment of the that have thus
response from
two years the
The government and the community," said Mayor far escaped treatC a n c e r
medical society have recog- Nancy Diamond, who was at ment.
the community
"Cancer treatCentre will
nized this fact, and the remedy the fund-raiser. "I know that
be
has been
energy will carry forward to ment isn’t peroperais in motion.
and
tional
The creation of the Cancer celebrate the construction of fect," says Dixon.
/
tremendous.
"But the current
these probCentre at Oshawa General the Cancer Centre.
"It is so important to have a approach is betlems will be
Hospital has begun. It is a
the past.
in
$94.8 million project that, facility right here so that ter than what it
Don Blight
C a n c e r
when completed, will provide patients can have friends and used to be.
"The problem
cancer patients in Durham family right around them, and
patients will
have all the
Region with local radiation so they don’t have to travel to right now is that
different places and spend people have to go downtown facilities required to receive
treatment.
The Ontario government is nights in hotels. Once it’s up (Toronto) for radiation treat- treatment right here in
providing two-thirds of the and running people will stay ment. The three forms of can- Durham Region.
"That’s the great thing
funding.. The remaining $30 here to get treatment but cer treatment are multi-discimillion is being raised by the they’ll be close to their loved plinary. They are used in con- about this facility," says Short.
junction. It is much more "The most important potential
Oshawa General Hospital ones."
The creation of tlie Cancer effective if all three are used impact is that it’s a way to alleFoundation through the
Centre is a joint venture together."
viate a small aspect of a very
Heroes for Hope campaign.
It is also inconvenient for big problem. The last thing
"We are currently in the. between Cancer Care Ontario
process of raising the required and Lakerldge Health. Their people to have to travel out of someone wants to worry about
funds," said the chairman of goal is to provide consistent town for treatment at such a with this disease is the need to
the Heroes for Hope, Don cancer care focusing on region- stressful time, he said. Some travel...It will give them peace
Blight. "We are confident. al needs. The Cancer Centre people don’t even go for treat- of mind."

-

Those under 18 are
encouraged to call the
local

.

:

agency anyway.

There are alternative programs such as the couples
program, which allows a
couple to spend time with
a child who heeds both
adults. Volunteers must
meet with their charges

three^ftmrtimesawefik^
^CSlinently 17,OOH wluUs

’:ttave beexifmatdied^^^^w
^^^i^^o^i^’tltN^
; TKe^gentyhas’been’run
;
: nlng^for-^80
years
Coioapanies like the Bahl
’

of Montreal arid FedEa

sponsor the agencies.
They also rely on dona;tions from the public and
fundraisers like Big Sisters
lottery. All of the volunteers develop strong ties
to their UtUe brothers, or
sisters. When their time is
ended volunteers, will
often come back and do it
all over again. To/ get
more information .and
local listings the official
website- for Big Brothers
andj ;
Sisters
^ls
www.bbsc.ca/. The phone
number for the Oshawa
andLWhitby Big Brothers
and Sisters- is- 905-579.
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Celebt’ate j

^^istma&jl
^sl^et^’S
By Stephanie Perkins
’Chronicle staff
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To celebrate, Christina
a bit early this year,- wh’
not participate in th
annual Christmas tre

lighting ceremony, bein’
held this year for the firs
time at Memorial Park ii
Oshawa. ; v ,’’ ,.\:^:.:^’^
Along with the ceren»c
ny will be^Chiristmas; cai
ols, hot chocolate, Sant
Claus and more* The cer<
mbriy fakes place on De<
5 and; begins !at 7 p.ri
Adults arid children of a
ages are : welcome t
..attend.’;v:’"’’:.,": ^y-^’..:^
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More than man’s b e st friend
K-9 UNIT
PROTECTS
RESIDENTS
AROUND

carries a firearm. On one arm
he wears subdued patches in
the same colour as his uniform
that shows the crest of the

per cent of the time. They
work as backup for the police
in the city and surrounding
areas. A lot of their time is
force, a maple leaf with the spent waiting for other police

scales of justice. On the other units to call for assistance, but
arm he wears the subdued they also participate in searchflash of the K-9 unit. Sporting es for lost or missing persons.
tan and brunette fur, big
Chase has been trained to
brown eyes, two very pointy sniff out drugs, guns and bad
ears, and an enthusiastically guys. His working attitude is
wagging tall Chase makes up quite different than wlien he’s
the other part of this dynamic at home. At work he likes to
duo.
bark, and paces around, as
Chase is a six-year-old Mountsteven said he’s off in
German shepherd, who’s been another place, ready to do his
with the K-9 unit since 1997. job.
He has 220 arrests under his
Yet, he’s not just a hardBy Heather Pearson
collar. When he’s working, nosed police dog. Chnse has a
Chronicle staff
Chase is all nose, and has been soft side. At home with the
called out to situations from family, he’s just that, at home
Dave and Chase live and car thefts to tracking murder with the family he loves.
work together as part of suspects. Twelve hour training Mountsteven’s wife is also a
Durham Regional Police K-9 days, when the dogs aren’t police officer; she understands
unit. Dave wears a medium needed for police work, keep that having a police dog at
blue uniform with a bullet- their skins in top form.
home can offer protection for
Chase and Mountsteven her family. Her children love
proof vest that says ’Police’.
On most days Mountsteven work in the Oshawa area 90 Chase, and he is very protec-

DURHAM

don’t think I’d be here now,"
he said.
Mountsteven would like to
Mountsteven’s family.
see police dogs have more pro"The kids are used to the tection under the criminal
dog," said Mountsteven. code, to make those who try to
"Chase considers them to be harm them while in the perpart of his pack, and is very formance of their duties suffer
stiffer penalties. To that end,
protective of them."
But all of this doesn’t com- Mountsteven has written an
pare to the devotion man’s amendment to the criminal
best friend is capable of giving code.
to their human pack. Chase is
"At the present time police
also protective of his handler dogs aren’t considered to be
Mountsteven. Once when out police officers, and have no
on
an
assignment, protection under the Criminal
Mountsteven was hit by a Code," he said.
But Mountsteven Is hopeful
door, and knocked down. A
suspect armed with a knife, that the passage of bill C75-B
was just about to stab him will change the status of police
when Chase came to the res- animals, so that suspects who
cue, cornering him. Chase try to harm a police dog will
knocked the suspect down face stiffer penalties.
into a nearby closet, giving
In the meantime, Chase and
Mountsteven a cliance to gain all of the dogs in the K-9 unit
control of the situation once and their handlers work to
make Durham region a safer
again.
"If It wasn’t for Chase, I place for all of us.
tive of them. Although he
sleeps in his kennel in the
backyard, he is a member of

Charges
laid as

Want a coo l pho n e ?
Try th i s s u btl e h i nt.

police
investigate
street
robberies
By Stephanie Perklns
Chronicle staff

Over 120 criminal charges
have been laid in ongoing
street robbery investigations
in the Pickering and Ajax
.

.
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ytk Phones from as tow as $24.99’

Getting the phono you want is .all about good
coimwicalion. Why rot just ask (or a TELUS Mobility
phone with IX capability? It’s the latest in wireiess
technotogy. TELUS Mobility phones come with cool
stuff like games and 2-Way Text messa;
,,capability, You can erven get fun downloads
like nngtones and images’. Available ;
TELUS Mobility stores, authorized
dealers and retailers. To find out more
visit (elusmobifity.com/student or call
1-888-810-5555. The future is friendly

Tmobility"
E LU S

Twenty-two

young

offenders have-been arrested.
The Durham Regional
Police were concerned about
the high number of street robberies in Durham Region over
the past several weeks. They
also continue to investigate
even more unsolved robberies
in the area.
Seventeen robbery incidents were solved with these
arrysts. The charges that were
laid include assault, robbery,
forcible confinement and possession of weapons. The
Durham Regional Police
found that the crimes
involved small groups of
youths who approach the victims on the street or in other
public areas and demand
money. More often than not,
victims were threatened and
physically attacked.
Detective

Sergeant Peter

Naumlenko and Detective
Keith Kritizer of the Durham

Regional Police in Pickering
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are currently investigating the
crimes and doing follow-up
interviews with the youths
charged with the crimes. They
have all been released on bail.
Anyone with information
regarding a street robbery is
asked to contact the Durham
Regional Police at 905-6839100 or Crimestoppers at
1-800-222-8477.

Watch for signs o f melanomc
By Stephanie Perkins
Chronicle

staff____________

You hear about it on television and at the movies, but
you never expect it to actually
happen to you or someone you

Melanoma skin cancer: potentially-deadly.

spot check

Look for changes in:
Colour: new colour, black, brown,
red, blue or white.

love.

I was 17 years old when my
father was diagnosed with
malignant melanoma, the
deadliest form of skin cancer.
It was found in a small mole
on his abdomen that had
recently changed shape and
size. The whole ordeal was
confusing at first. Why did my
father have to go through having cancer? He was so young,
only 45 years old, and healthy,
ana I never saw him lie out in
the sun unprotected. I had so
about
many
questions
melanoma. I pretty much had
no idea what it was, or if it was
actually that severe. And I
never Imagined that you could
die from it.
The more my father went
for tests and various doctors’
appointments, the more I
researched the cancer and the
more information I found out
about how my father contracted it. When he was younger,
he had quite a few sunburns
because of the fairness of his
skin. Melanoma wasn’t that
widely known until recently,
so sunscreen wasn’t something
that people really cared about.
It’s odd^to think that my father
now suffered from something
that was a result of what happened several years ago.
My father had minor

Normal mole: round or oval, even colour.
Many moles - increased risk of
melanoma skin cancer.

Shape: irregular, border
scalloped but well-defined.

Size: enlarges.

Atypical mole: mix of browns, smudged
border, often bigger than 5mm.
Increased^ of melanoma skin cancer.

See your dermatologist immediately it you find
any of the above changes in your moles or
pigmented spots.

surgery

remove
the
to
melanoma, and we all hoped
he’d be completely free of the
cancer. He was. He was lucky
because it was in an early stage
and hadn’t had time to spread.
Many other people aren’t so
lucky. Over 3,000 Canadians
are diagnosed with melanoma
each year, and over 800 will
die from it. Melanoma cases
are also increasing at a rate of
more than four per cent annually. I wanted to educate
myself and loved ones about
the dangers of melanoma and
sun exposure, so I went to former skin cancer patients, and
had them share their stories.
A Durham College staff
member, who wishes to
remain anonymous, went
through her experience with
malignant melanoma in 1994.
She found the melanoma on
a spot on her inner thigh that
became itchy. After a visit to a
dermatologist when they
removed the spot, it was confirmed that she had malignant
melanoma. "I thought for sure
I was going to die," she said.
The melanoma was already at
a serious stage. Her cancer was
2.5 mm thick - 4 mm is fatal.
After having the cancer
removed, as weYl as muscle in
her leg, 40 stitches and two
months later, she was back at
work and completely cancer
free, but she had to take pills
for three years that were a form
of chemotherapy. "It’s been a
long haul," she said, speaking
of overcoming her cancer. "It’s
a lifelong thing." She had to
change her lifestyle following
the melanoma. No more tanning booths, which she used
to frequent before vacations,
and sunscreen is a daily rou-

CHECK YOUR MOLES: The Images show the difference between a normal mole and those that could kill.
tine. Regular check-ups and Kimberley was sure that she aware of the seriousness of yet, there is a promising i
dermatologist appointments needed further treatment. She melanoma," said Jennifer. ment that may event
are also a necessary part of her did. After sending her "They think it’s just another become a cure. The stud)
done by Dr. Steven Roser
life. She wishes that she could melanoma tissue samples to skin cancer."
make more of her family and
friends realize how important
sun protection is in preventing
skin cancer.

"Covering yourself up and,
if you suspect anything, go to
a doctor right away," she said
of the importance of skin care
and sun protection. She also
said that when she sees children outdoors in the sun she,
"hopes that their parents put
sun block on them." She feels
that if precautions are taken
early, then the chances of contracting malignant melanoma
are severely lessened.
Staying out of the sun is the
number one preventative of
skin cancer. By doing this,
there is a 77 per cent chance of

prevention.
Kimberly* from Toronto was
31 years old when she was
diagnosed with malignant
melanoma two years ago. "I
was a sun worshiper," she said,
"always sat in the sun and
went to tanning booths. Am I
sorry? Yes I am."
The melanoma was found
on her calf, and looked like a
small blister. It began to itch,
bleed and grow, and that’s
when she knew that she
should do something about it.
Kimberley went to the dermatologist. The biopsy came
back positive for malignant
melanoma. It was partially
removed on the surface, but

the

Dana

Faber

Cancer

Melanoma is the third most

of

the

National

Ci

Mass., a common cancer in the world, Institute in Bethesda, M
specialized cancer centre that and the most frequent cancer centre dedicated to redi
provides expert care and treat- among women aged 25 to 29. the burden of cancer for
Institute in Boston,

ment

to

cancer

patients,

Kimberley had surgery to
remove the cancer and a
lymph node. She now has a
scar on her calf over 12 inches
long and two on her groin, all
from malignant melanoma.
"It almost was fatal for me if
I hadn’t caught it when I did,"
said Kimberley.
Jennifer’s* experience was
quite different. "Every day I
think about whether or not I
have cancer growing in my
body," said Jennifer, a
Scarborough resisdent, who
doesn’t require any further
treatment for her melanoma at
this time. She was a level three
when she was diagnosed and
already at a serious stage.
She went through a horrific
experience at the hands of a
dermatologist, who shaved off
the top of her mole, which is
something that is never supposed to be done. She’s currently living with a four-inch
scar on her arm from the doctor that cut her melanoma out
down to the muscle, taking out
all the fat. She no longer can
go out in the sun from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. every day, and
putting on sunscreen is a daily
routine.
"So many people are not

(who lives in pie all over the world.
Lisa*,
Oshawa), was 18 and a high treatment involved repli
school student when she was patients’ immune sys
diagnosed with malignant with specially targeted
melanoma, stage four. Doctors that stop or destroy
figured that it was triggered by tumours. It was a success
sun poisoning, which Lisa had out of 13 patients, wh(
two summers before. The can- now living completely c.
cer was discovered in a mole free. Unfortunately, the p
on her scalp, that she had dure is in its early stages;
won’t be available for se
removed in March 2002.
"I was blown away when I years yet.
Cancer changes lives,
found out that I had stage four
melanoma," says Lisa. "I had melanoma certainly cha
never even heard of the word mine. I limit my sun expc
before in my life. All I knew is always wear a heavy
that it was a type of skin can- screen, and I frequently ;
the dermatologist to ge’
cer."
After finding out that her moles removed and ch<
was
mole
malignant for skin cancer. I only
melanoma, she had a huge that my story will cause c
chunk of her scalp cut out, and to do the same, be<
a cut made in front of her left melanoma is a cancer tha
ear and her neck, where they be easily prevented. Ur
found a tumour as well. The complete cure is found, p
surgery went well, but Lisa has will continue to die becai
a large bald spot on her scalp too much time spent ii
five inches long and three sun.
One in every 75 I
inches wide. Even though
melanoma still gets her down, Americans will develop r
she is positive about life and nant melanoma, but tnei
the fact that she survived this. 90 per cent chance of su
"I learned to live every day if it is detected in its
to the fullest," says Lisa. stages.
"because we never know what
*The full names of
tomorrow may hold."
people were not printe
Although there is no cure their privacy.
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Many b enefits to Tae Kwon D o
By Jennifer Moynes

courage, alertness, accuracy,
adaptability and self-control.
Working your arms, legs Tae Kwon Do’s sequence of
and abdomen can take endless movements teaches flexibility.
hours of pumping a variety of grace, balance and co-ordinaChronicle staff

expensive machines. Working
your mind can be just as challenging. With Tae Kwon Do,
you can work both your body
and your mind at once. Leo
Wong, owner of Leo Wong’s
Tae Kwon Do in Oshawa, said
that some people learn Tae
Kwon Do for self-defense,
while others take it for fitness.
Wong also said children sometimes learn the art to gain dis-

cipline.
"It all depends on the per-

son," said Adam Gibson,
owner of Adam Gibson’s
Martial Gym in Bowmanville.
Gibson explained that parents often enroll their children
in Tae Kwon Do classes to help
them build self-esteem or to
teach them to respect others,
The International Tae Kwon
Do Federation says the high
repetition and low resistance
movements in Tae Kwon Do
help develop longer, leaner
and more flexible musculature.
The twisting movement
’after executing a kick and the
counterbalance in the hand
movements help to build a
firm, well-muscled abdomen.
The high leg raise involved
with most kicks helps develop
the inner thigh muscles.
Although Tae Kwon Do has

many physical advantages, it

also works the mind. Song
Rim, owner of Rim’s Tae Kwon
Do in Oshawa, explained that
the art requires a lot of con-

tion. Fundamental exercises

help develop precision and
tcacli the method, principle,
imagination and purpose of
the art.

Mara Hendry, a second year
BSc Nursing student at
Durham College, has been taking Tae Kwon Do classes at Leo

Wong’s for 13 years. She

is

also an assistant teacher at the
school.
"I started when

1 was

seven," Hendry explained.
She said she got interested
in tlie art after watching her
two older brothers doing it.
Hendry said slie has gained
a lot both, mentally and phys-

ically, from taking Tae Kwon
Do.
"I’m in shape," she said.
She has learned selfdefense, self-confidence and
motivation.

"It gives you that self-control."

Hendry said she doesn’t
think she would possess as
many of these assets if she did-

n’t take Tae Kwon Do classes.
Although she has benefited

a lot from learning the art,
Hendry said one of tlie biggest
Is
self-defense.
benefits
Knowing how to protect herself has allowed her to not be
afraid in dark areas and scary

Fortunately, she
has never had to use her skills
to protect herself.
Tae Kwon Do is a form of

situations.

Kwon Do in 1957.

Many other forms of martial arts influence the modern
practice of Tae Kwon Do. Tlie
most significant influence is
Japanese Karate. This art lias
influenced the quick, linear
movements in Tae Kwon Do.
Two main forms of Tae
Kwon Do are promoted by tlie
Kwon
Do
Tae
World
and
the
Federation
International Tae Kwon Do
Federation.
The World Tae Kwon Do
Federation practises full contact in Tae Kron Do. The
International Tae Kwon Do
Federation is semi-contact. It
focuses more on the traditional ways of the art.
Whatever the reason is you
learn Tae Kwon Do, and whatever form you learn, It is
important not to misuse the
art.
"The physical skills should
be used for self-defense,"
Wong said.
In Tae Kwon Do, you are
taught to defend yourself,
Gibson explained, not pick
fights.
The six Tae Kwon Do belt
progressions are white, yellow,
green, blue, red and black.
The white belt signifies
innocence, like that of a student who has no previous

knowledge of the art. ’’ The yellow belt signifies the
earth in which a plant sprouts
and roots as the foundation of
Tae Kwon Do is being laid.
The green belt signifies the

Pholo by Jennifer Moynes

BLACK BELT: Raymond Wong is a Durham College
graduate and has a second degree black belt in Tae
Kwon Do.

plant’s growth.
The blue belt signifies the
martial arts.
heaven as the plant matures
The earliest records of the into a tree and training in Tae
centration
The ITF said that patience is practice date back to about SO Kwon Do progresses.
and warn the opponent to stay
The red belt signifies dan- away.
taught in Tae Kwon Do from B.C. in Korea. Back then, it
constant
the
repetition. was known as Taek Kyon, the ger. It is meant to caution the
The black belt is the highSparring teaches humility, name was changed to Tae student to exercise control est. It signifies maturity and

proficiency in Tae Kwon Do
and indicates the imperviousness to darkness and fear of
the person who wears it.

Alcoholism can affect stud ents
COLLEGE OFFERS
HELP TO STUDENTS
WHO ARE ABUSING
ALCOHOL
By Roxanne Thompson
Chronicle staff

__

Alone, sitting in a corner, forehead
facing a sticky tabletop, beer in hand, a
student wastes time.
His eyes follow a ring of water
droplets from the bottom of his beer
bottle, around and around to keep
focus.
His eyes heavy, his mouth sticky
and his thoughts foggy, he wonders if
he might have a problem.
It’s impossible to understand what
goes through an alcoholic’s brain every
time they lift a bottle to their lips.
Randy Uyenaka, an addiction counsellor at Pinewood Centre, has heard all
the excuses.
"A lot of the time they use their surroundings as an excuse," said Uyenaka.
"They drink with friends or coworkers
and compare their drinking habits to

those of the people around them."
Alcoholics don’t like to feel alone
and when they compare themselves to
other alcoholics, they feel better saying
they’re not as bad as they are.
Uyenaka calls it rationalization.
Weaker excuses include depression
and anxiety, (which every student in
any course experiences at one time or
another), boredom, or family life.
Social drinking is the most common
trigger. Monkey see, monkey do.
"Alcoholism is a hard thing to break.
It’s difficult sometimes because the
addict will keep putting themselves in
a situation where alcohol is around
and the best advice is to avoid it," said

they can start.

Over the course of a year I’d say
maybe 10 to 15 students come in to
talk about their drinking and make an
appointment with Randy," said
Harvey. "That’s not to say that there
aren’t more students who should come
in. These are just the ones who have
opened their eyes to the problem."
Harvey feels the statistics don’t truly
reflect the issue of students drinking
excessively.
For those that have opened their
eyes, Harvey has some good advice and
will help set up an appointment with
Uyenaka.
"Students come in to talk to me
because they feel down or are having
trouble with classes and we talk," said

Uyenaka.
He suggests practising avoidance.
Replacing a risk period with another Harvey.
"Through talking we sometimes disenjoyable activity will distract atten-

cover that a substance abuse is what’s
concentrate on not drinking rather causing these problems. From there I
send them to Randy Uyenaka."
than missing drinking.
Uyenaka is a gambling and subFirst, before anything else can happen, an alcoholic has to realize they are stance abuse counsellor who speaks
an alcoholic.
with people about addiction concerns
Even if they have the slightest con- and teaches strategies on how to overcern about their drinking, they should come problems.
talk to someone.
He walks people through the steps.
Mary Alice Harvey, the college’s The first step is becoming aware of the
Health and Wellness Centre nurse, has problem and the second step Is realiza background in mental health. If a ing that a change is needed.
"The process of change can be scary
student has a concern, this is where
tion from the habit, making it easier to

and very difficult. Changing an alcoholic lifestyle is a significant change,"
said Uyenaka.
Sometimes, like weekends or after a
bad day, people need a little extra sup-

port.
Withdrawal management services
are available at Pinewood Centre and a
walk-in support service is available 24
hours a day.
An Oshawa community treatment
service is available as well.
The Ministry of Health and Long
Term Care fund all services provided at
Pinewood. All a client needs is their
health card.
There’s also a Durham region chapter of Alcoholics Anonymous and a
number of confidential help lines to
call for answers, tips and support.
Other than all the support, people
have to help themselves.
If they believe they are invincible
because they’re young and have plenty
of time to change their lifestyles,
Uyenaka suggests they step away from
themselves and see what it’s doing to
at least one aspect of their life, be it
health, success, relationships or personal self-worth.
For more information on Pinewood,
call 905-571-3344. To speak with
Uyenaka contact the health and wellness centre and speak with Harvey.
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Give the gift of digital photography
By/ Allson Bell
Chronicle slalf__________

Jacob, 7, learned to use the
camera quickly.
Like many moms, Andrea
"I take pictures of my (socShallhorn, a high school cer) teammates," lie said.
teacher in Oshawa, is the cap"I just showed him how to
turer of family memories.
press the shutter," she said.
Together, the three kids are "He really likes seeing the
involved in more than six image on the screen."
sports, which amount to
The ability to immediately
ample pictures.
view the image on the screen is
"I take a ton of pictures," a major benefit of tlie digital
said Shallhorn.
"My kids camera.
attend weekly swim meets and
"I always took too many
soccer games, and I want to pictures because I was never
make sure I capture the memo- sure which ones would turn
ries for them."
out," said Shallhorn. Now,
She used to spend hours and Shallhorn can choose which
money developing, sorting pictures she wants to delete.
and placing the photos in
"If I don’t like a picture
albums - until a year ago.
when I see it on the screen, I
Shallhorn purchased a digi- just delete it," she said.
tal camera, and has enjoyed its
In addition, instantly viewbenefits every day since.
ing the pictures allows pictures
A digital camera is a reliable to be set up.
and convenient way to store
The images are stored on a
pictures. Unlike a 35mm, it memory card. The most comuses no film. Instead, it has a mon memory cards hold 16,
small computer chip that con- 32, 64 and 128 MB.
verts the image into digital
"When purchasing a memoform as pixels (tiny squares ry card, you should consider
that make up the picture). The how often you will be transferimage is then stored on a ring the images from your
memory card. The more pix- camera to your computer,"
els, the clearer the picture, said Beth Thompson, manager
which also results in more of Black’s photography in the
memory used.
Oshawa Centre. "A 32 MB
Like a 35 mm, the digital card may be more than
camera has a lens, viewflnder, enough memory for someone
flash, zoom and shutter release who transfers their images frebutton. It Is easy to use - in quently."
most cases you just point and
Once the images are on the
shoot, making it an excellent computer, they can be altered
learning tool for children.
with photo-editing software.
Shallhorn’s youngest son Some cameras come with easy-

to-use software.
More
advanced programs like Adobe
Photoshop are purchased separately at a greater cost.
The software allows you to
enhance, combine and delete
pictures.
"I like the option to eliminate red-eye. All I liave to do is
highlight the eye area and
press a button."
The simplicity of the program makes it easy for people
who don’t have a lot of computer knowledge to use.
"I just got a new computer,
so I decided to buy a digital
camera," said Linda Gciss, a
retired Hydro employee in
Oshawa.
"I’ve never really
used a computer before, but I
find it easy to alter my pictures. All the options are laid
out on easy-to-use buttons."
Geiss mostly uses her camera for pictures of her family.
She has three sisters and 13
nieces and nephews. She is
also a great-aunt three times
over. Every year she and her
sisters take turns hosting

Thanksgiving. This year was
her turn, so she had the opportunity to put her digital camera to the test.
The results?

me the camera now," said
Geiss’ mom. "I’m getting one
for Christmas."
Although the cameras come
with a variety of options,
they’re simple to use, and to
buy. When shopping for a digital camera, you should keep
several tips In mind.
First, expect to purchase
accessories with your camera:
rechargeable batteries, a camera case and an extra memory
card. Most cameras take four
lithium batteries, which will
cost about $30 to replace.
Rechargeable batteries will run
you the same expense, including the charger.
You should also make sure
your camera-computer connection is compatible. Most
cameras connect with a USB
cable and come with Mac and

PC-compatible software, but
you should check with your
sales associate to make sure
you won’t have any connection problems.
When looking at cameras,
consider the type of zoom.
Most cameras come equipped
with optical and digital zoom.

Optical zoom results

in better

prints because the image is
captured with the maximum
number of pixels. And, more
pixels in an image result in

"I’m happy with all the pictures I got," she said. "Even
my mom and dad were taking better quality. However, any
pictures - it’s that easy to use" zooming has a negative effect
Geiss’ 84-year-old mom, on image quality.
If the picture is intended for
Kathryn, snapped, a picture of
Geiss against her will.
viewing only on a computer
"I bet she regrets showing screen, the number of pixels

and quality is not as important. Pictures on the internet
are commonly reduced in size,

lowering quality.
"Both optical and digital
zoom reduce the quality of pictures," said Al Fournier, a photography teacher at Durham
College. "It depends on what
the camera is being used for."
The original image size and
size of the print will also affect
quality. For example, printing
a 4x6 inch picture from a two
mega pixel camera results in a
sharp enough image to print,
while an 8x10 print from the
same camera is

blurry.

But perhaps the most
important and deciding factor
is warranty.
Most cameras
come with at least a year of
manufacturer’s
warranty.
Some retailers, like Black’s,
offer starter kits that include
an extended warranty. Black’s
starter kit also comes with 20
free prints and a free camera
consultation with a trained
associate.
Although the cost of a digital camera is higher than a 35
mm, over time you will save
money on film.
"You don’t have to worry
about wasting film, so you’re
free to experiment with lighting, different backgrounds and
angles," said Thompson.
You can get quality printouts from most image files.
And with the option to pickand-choose prints, you will
save money on prints.
Thompson expects digital
cameras and accessories to be a
hot item this Christmas. The
trend is becoming Increasingly
popular as more and more
amateur photographers like
Shallhorn and Geiss convert
from film to file.

New support
group for
Trent students
By Rob Tolson
Chronicle staff

A support group called
"Searching For Authentic
Self" is being offered by
The Counselling Centre at
Trent.

Students experiencing
problems with independence, self-confidence, or
assertiveness are encouraged to join the group.
The group is run by Dr.
Kevin Nugent and the
Counselling Centre at
Trent.
Issues including temperament and personality
style, birth order, peer
experiences, relationship
difficulties, assertiveness
skills and cultural backround will be discussed

and explored.
Tliere will be a total of
10 bi-weekly meetings,
which began on Oct. 2,
and end on Feb. 26.
The
Counselling
Centre can be reached at
(705) 748-1386.
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UOIT’s D e an of E ducation
By Roxanne Thompson

not being able to teach is a disadvantage," said Hunter.
As a result of being able to assess the
needs of students and the way the world
is changing, Hunter, in his early years at
the University of Calgary, altered the
way programs treated computers in

Chronicle staff

When Bill Hunter visited Ireland, he
witnessed that they have a tradition of
using computers in scliool for math.
When he was in New Zealand he
worked with a college who taught children computer language.
He has travelled to many parts of the
world to see how other countries use
computers and has made significant
changes in the way computers are used
in teaching at the University of Calgary.
Now Hunter is the new dean of education at the University of Ontario
Institute of Technology.
When he was teaching Ills first group
of physical education students at the
University of Calgary, he ran into a large
communication problem.
The students wanted a coach-they
were after all, physical education students-but Hunter didn’t work that way.
He was expecting self-motivation and
it took a long time before he understood
exactly what these students were expecting.
Once the problem was defined he and
his class adjusted and were finally able
to work together.
"Teaching is never a disadvantage,

teaching.

"I think it was a successful shift," he
said. "The program went from teaching
about computers to focusing on how
computers are instrumental in teaching."
Now he has the opportunity to create,
from scratch, an entire school-the UOIT
school of education.
"It’s like this," Hunter begins. "If you
gave me a building made of lego and
told me to add a few rooms, it would be
like my positions as a department head
or co-ordinator. Being dean is like starting at the beginning."
Hunter and the university are planning it all, student services, buildings,
safety and everything else.
He says he wants to have a lasting
effect on the future of the school as well
as the students who passed through it.
He is unsure, however, if he will be
teaching any course in the school, it all
depends on the faculty he hires. If he
does teach it will be a course in math or
science, always concentrating on the

benefits of using computers in teaching.
There are many universities in
Canada and Hunter doesn’t believe they
use computers to their full potential,
which is what will give UOIT graduates
a leg up in the field of teacliing grades
seven through 12.
Now, after everything Hunter has
accomplished, he is looking towards
retirement. Not in the near future but
eventually, once he has accomplis
hed all he has planned. Then there’s
nothing left to do but kick back and
spend time with his favourite people,
his grandchildren.
"When I retire, if my grandchildren
are in Alaska then I’m going to Alaska,"
he said.
In his career Hunter has defined the
three qualities he believes anyone who
wants to teach must have.
"A love of the subject matter they
want to teach, a compassion for people
and children and enthusiasm for the
job," he said.
Since students in his classes are prepared to teach grades seven through
grade 12, they must be ready to deal
with every type of student.
It will be interesting to see, in five
years, what Hunter has built with his
metaphorical box of lego that the UOIT
has handed him.

Spring break will soon be here
By Jessica Wilding
Chronicle staff

right for you.
The cheapest is Daytona

tours.com.
Martin Travel Is offering an
all-inclusive
package to
Cancun starting at $1.800 per

Beach.
The cost through Breakaway
Tours starts at $399 CDN for person,
The Dominican Republic
six nights at a beachfront
hotel.
and Puerto Plata will cost you
Meals and drinks are not anywhere between $2,200 and
included, but access to the $2,500 for a week.
Those of you with a bit of
pool parties and nightclubs is.
Another thing to keep in extra money saved up will be
buses are in most cases half mind: you have to be 18 to get lucky enough to enjoy Jamaica
in to the nightclubs but 21 to for a week, but it will cost
booked already.
The most popular destina- drink.
approximately $3,000 for an
tions, according to Breakaway
Acapuico is also reasonable, all-inclusive resort.
Tours and Marlin Travel, are starting at $1,249 for the flight
Armstrong Tours is offering
Daytona Beach, Acapuico, and seven-night stay in an all- 11 per cent off most packages
Cancun, Dominican Republic, inclusive hotel.
and special group rates for
Puerto Plata and Jamaica.
For more information eight or more people.
Keep in mind, though, if about these and another
Bill Cziranka, a travel agent
you are on a tight budget some Breakaway Tours destinations for Armstrong Travel, suggests
of these destinations are not log onto www.breakaway- looking
travel
through

As midterms come and go.
the last thing on your mind is
spring break, but if you plan to
go away this February you
should really start planning
now.
Travel agents in Durham
Region warn that planes and

brochures

first and picking
two or three places you would
like to go, then he can help
you find the best prices.
You can speak to Cziranka
by calling (905) 725-6556 ext.
109.
Make sure you shop around.
If you are quoted a price on an
all-inclusive package visit
another travel agency and see
if they can give you a better
deal.
The one thing all these travel agencies have in common is
that they all recommend
booking now for Spring Break.
Make a deposit and guarantee yourself a spot on a plane
or bus so that you can use your
reading week to its full potential.
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Claims, Full Body Paint to .all makes

This fall blue banners have
been flying in downtown
Oshawa. The banners represent the festival for murals.
There are no official events but
the murals themselves are
meant to be a tourist attraction.

Oshawa’s 19 murals are on
the sides of buildings downtown. The murals display various themes like historic industries and labour. One mural
called Prospect Park by Paul
Livingston paints a colourful
picture of the turn of the century. People are having picnics
on lush grass and bands are
playing in the background.
the murals are brightly
coloured with acrylic paint,
the paint they used on
European murals that lasted
over a hundred years.
The artists are the only people paid in the project. There
were ads placed in the Globe
and Mail and the artists where
screened. A mural costs $7,000
to $12,000 to paint.
The Downtown Action
Committee, which consists of
12 members, funded the, project in 1995. When the project
first started out it was given
$60,000 a year. The amount
’has-dropped, to a $20,000 a
’ear. The mural project has
iad 100 volunteers over the

Syears.

Councillor Louise Parks has
been involved with the project
for several years and she’s a big
advocate of it.
"The mural project is all
volunteer based, she said.
The committee Is looking
for volunteers. Volunteer’s
duties range from walking
tours or bus tours to touching
up the paintings. The work
can count as high school community hours.
The project consists of only
toucn ups on the existing
murals for now, but councillor
Parks would like to see a new
mural added based on the First
Nations.

New Year’s &
Spring Break
PARTY TRIPS!
20,000studentspartiedwithuslast,

Acapuico from $1249

9 0 5 4 3 2 - 72 5 3

OVER 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE in Collision & Frame, Insurance

By Holly Maheu
Chronicle staff___

Montreal from $229
Quebec City from $7.29
Daytona Beach from $199
Panama City Beach riom $299

222i@o!sprfStreet, 0?hawa
&, (turn off’Ritson at Coffee Time’

-

Oshawa
uses murals
to lure
tourists to
downtown

& models.

To book, contact:

avows

905.501.9774 or 1.800.465.4257
www.breakawaytours.com
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N eutering is a safe pro ce dure
By Rob Tolson

tion," said Smith.
Depending on certain factors sucli as the age of the animal, they can be under for five
minutes to an hour for surgery.
"After the surgery we concentrate on keeping,, the pet
warm with blankets and hot
water bottles," said Smith. "At
home you should try to keep
the pet quiet for a couple

Chronicle staff

Most people have heard
game show liost Bob Barker at
the end of every Price Is Right
show say "Have your pet
spayed or neutered," but do
you know wliy it is Important?

Besides the behavioral and
over-population reasons, your
pet’s general health can be
improved.
Spaying and neutering is an
operation a veterinarian performs to remove part of the sex
organs from a cat or dog.
Spaying refers to the operation

for females and neutering
refers to males.
Dr. Tracy Smith, a vet at the
Animal
Road
Taunton
Hospital, said the operation is
safe.
"It’s as safe as any operation
can be," says Smith. "The
operation is very routine, so
it’s more simple. The only
risks are from the anesthetics

days."

Photo by Rob Tolson

NEUTERED AND HEALTHY: WInston. 8 months and Snickers, 7 months, were
recently neutered at Taunton Road Animal Hospital.

Julie Gray, registered vet
technician at the animal hospital, believes a technician’s
job is important during the
spay and neutering process.
"The technician does most
of the prep work and also
assists tlie vet during the operation," said Gray.
Prior to the surgery the technician shaves, washes with
anti-bacterial soap and puts
alcohol on the area. The animal’s legs are then tied down
to secure them during the
operation.

"While the doctor is doing
surgery, we monitor the
the
and
aggres"Most animals, hit by cars prostate problems
oxygen and heart
animal’s
other
towards
especially
sion,
are males who are following
said
rates,"
Gray. "The technithe scent of a female in heat males.
of like a nurse."
kind
is
cian
Animal
the
average
On
and they follow the trail onto
most important
the
of
One
500
Hospital performs 300 to
the road," he said.
reasons for getting your pet

used."
The best time to get your pet
spayed or neutered is when
they are five to eight months.
Although animals are never
too old’for it, the older they
-nMnrtthp^n’OT?. ’’barirp.^P’.^""1."
there Is a lot more blood flow
to the areas and more chance
that their livers or kidneys may
not’be functioning as well to
clear’’br metabolize the anes-

of the animal. At the animal
hospital at the recommended
age, cat spays cost $188.50,
dog spays are $200-$240, cat
neuters cost $106.80, and dog
neiiters cost;^-Sl-90"420Q..,^>"...., ^^L^w^^fisaax^adSEiMA
"V^e have ’a saying: the had them for a year and they
surgery was a success but the didn’t go into heat, then you
patient died," said Hogg, who know they have been spayed.
has been a vet for 26 years.
Females should be spayed
The advantages of having .before their first heat to prethetic." ""
your pet spayed or neutered vent common cancers. Males
The price for the operation outweigh the disadvantages by should also be neutered at a
younger age to prevent
depends oh the age and weight far, says Hogg.

^^^ySu...^^N
to relax them and then an

»_>.j«x).>\T.«"ui(-<v^<J.Jy tw^MSK

was brought here by a girl who
injection to induce sleep. Last saw a bag being thrown out of
they have a tube placed down a car window," said Gray.
their throat through which a "The kitten was in the bag, so
the gir! brought it here."
sleeping gas is administered.
Hundreds of unwanted ani"The gas is used to keep
them under because ^as is safer mals are dropped off at local
for the body than an injec- shelters each year.

Declawing: is it mutilation or harmless?
By Rob Tolson

Julie Gray, Taunton Road Smith. "Also the animal is at a about six weeks. .

The appropriateness of
declawing cats is often debated, with some people
adamantly opposed to the
process while others accept it
as essential and even helpful
for cats in some families. Is it
mutilation or harmless?
Different reasons are given
why people justify gettingtheir cats declawed but the
biggest reason is to save furniture from sometimes destructive claws.

-

Thomas Hogg, Taunton
Road Animal Hospital owner
and vet, strongly disagrees
with the declawing of cats.
"It’s a nasty surgery that’s
unnatural," said Hogg. "There
is a lot of pain and discomfort
for the cat."
There can be many short
and long-term effects of getting your pet declawed, says

Hogg.

"The biggest short-term
effect of the surgery is definitely the pain aspect," he said.
"There can also be long-term
effects such as bone infection,
and if the operation is not
done properly re-growth can

occur."
Hogg used to have two cats
of his own but had to give

them away to a colleague
because of his wife’s allergies.
cats

two

declawed.

-

His

...

were

.........

>..

not

Animal Hospital technician,
helps with the preparation for
surgery and assists in the operation room.

higher risk for arthritis."
If your cat was declawed,
some people would be afraid
that if the cat ever got outside
it would have no protection
against other animals, says

"I prepare the cat by giving
them the anesthetics and shaving in between each of the Smith.
If you don’t
toes," says Gray. "During the
operation I hold the paw while want to risk the
the doctor declaws the cat. surgery, other
and
After the claw is removed, I options
apply the tissue glue and^ban- alternatives are
dage the paws when the opera- available.
"One slightly
tion is finished."
Until recently, vets used to less
painful
use stitches to close the alternative to
wounds after surgery. Now a getting your cat
tissue glue is used. The glue is declawed is a
much faster and easier to use, surgery called a
.
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c

Smith believes that Soft
Paws can be a good alternative
if the owner has the patience
to put them on.
"We used Soft Paws once on
two different cats," she said.
"The
idea
behind it is

great but the
caps will come
off within a
week, or one

It’s a nasty
surgery that’s

or two will
have to be

unnatural.

replaced.

It

can get quite

expensive."
Soft Paws
cost around
$30 and can
tendonectosays Gray.
Jliomas Hogg
be shipped to
said
Veterinary technicians are my,"
trained to perform the declaw- Smith.
your door by
A tendonecordering over
ing operation, but because the
the Internet.
legislation for technicians has tomy is an
changed they can no longer do uncommon surgery in which Information and ordering proit. In most practices onTy the the doctor cuts the tendons in cedures can be found on their
at
the paws so that the cat can’t Web
vets can perform the surgery.
site
www.softpaws.com.
Gray has two cats, one extend its claws.
The most common alterna"When a cat has had a tendeclawed and one not. She
believes that getting your cat donectomy they still need to tive to declawing is training
declawed is a personal choice have their claws clipped regu- your cat to use a scratch post.
"I recommend getting a
for pet owners.
larly and there is a chance of
Tracy Smith, Taunton Road the tendons growing back scratching post that the cat
Animal Hospital vet, believes together," she said.
really likes," said Smith. "Put
A new and popular alterna- the post in the area where the
that there can be some major
after effects to declawing your tive to declawing your cat is to cat scratches. I tried a couple
cat.
get a product called Soft Paws. different types of scratching
"There is a certain percent- Soft Paws are small rubber caps posts before I found one that
age of cats that don’t heal well that fit oyer your cats claws. my cat liked."
or react to the tissue glue, caus- The’Soft Paws are attached to
If you do decide to get your
ing prolonged pain," said the claws with glue-and last cat declawed, they will have to
.

?

stay at the hospital overnight
to oe monitored. The,recovery
period can be anywhere from
two days to two months, said
Smith. The average time it
takes that cat to recover is usually one week.

Mary Jackson recently got

her 10-month-old Siamese cat
declawed and believes it was a
mistake.
"When I brought my cat
home from the vet he could

barely walk," said Jackson.
"It’s been about a month since
I got him declawed and he still
doesn’t walk the same."
When you bring your cat
home it will need to be monitored for a couple days to see
how it is reacting to the
surgery. A special paper litter
will also need to be used for a
couple weeks to minimize the
chance of infection. The litter
recommend by the Taunton
Road Animal Hospital is called
Yesterday’s News, which can
be purchased at the hospital
before you bring your cat
home.
"Try the alternatives first; if
you are going to eventually get
them declawed you should do
it right away when they are
about seven months old," said
Smith. "The older they are the
more pain they will have."
If you are considering having your cat declawed. do
some research and talk to your
veterinarian.
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Support the Salvation Army and Christmas shopping
give a Christmas to those in need made easy with Ebay
BY HELEN NYBLOM

pers also include a variety of
Money collected through age-appropriate gifts for each

Chronicle stall__________

BY STEPHANIE PERKtNS

Services.

The Salvation Army will be
delivering holiday cheer to less
fortunate families again this
year, by distributing hampers
filled with food and toys.
Last year about 800 families
in Oshawa received a hamper
through tlie Christmas hamper

donations from the community as well as the Salvation
Army Christmas kettles, located in local shopping malls,

You can also sell your
You hate long hours own items on Ebay, choosspent at shopping malls, ing the starting price, a
going from store to store reserve price and the length
and lugging around huge of the auction.
It’s a great
shopping bags
way to make
the
during
extra money,
Christmas seaand get your
You’d
son.
CA
C h r i st mas
rather be sitting at home, Th« World’s Online M*»ktlpl*ce’" shopping done.
On Ebay, gifts
relaxing and
can be found
a
book
reading
or watching television. for people of all ages.
"1 have bought tons of
Sound familiar?
The holiday season can be stuff from Ebay," said frea fairly stressful time for quent Ebay buyer and seller
some people, trying to. pre- Mary McCutchon. "I did
pare for Christmas for sever- most of my Christmas shopping last year on Ebay, and
al weeks.
For those of you who hate plan to do the same this
to leave the house, there’s a year."
You do have to pay shipway for you to get your
charges for each of the
at
done
ping
Christmas shopping
auctions you win, but it can
home.
Ebay is a bidding and sell- be done through Ebay with
ing auction webslte where a credit card, or you can
you can choose from thou- mail a cheque or money
sands of items such as cloth- order to the seller. Items are
ing, jewelry, toys, collec- usually shipped in three to
tables, houseware, acces- ten days.
Web
The
Site. is
sories, electronics and sportall of
where
www.ebay.ca,
You
place
ing equipment.
your bid on the items that the items listed are available
you wish to buy, and the to Canada. You can also visit

child in the family.

With Christmas just around
the corner, the Salvation Army
needs your support in making
Christmas possible for those in

provide the necessary funds.
"It’s people helping peo- need.
The Salvation Army is only
ple," he said.
Each hamper is filled with as good as the surrounding
enough food to get through community, Mutton says.
program.
Anyone wlio is interested in
"The general public makes the holiday season, Mutton
a donation or volunall
making
and
a
turkey
including
says,
Clare
said
this possible,"
this holiday season
teering
traditional
Mutton, the Director of the trimmings for a
905-723-7422.
call
should
hamThe
dinner.
Christmas
and
Family
Community

isf

Job Connect gives students
year-long access to job postings
BY SUSAN WATTS

able to students.

Chronicle staff

Tuition costs are rising each
secondary education.

year for post-

It can be really difficult for a student to
make enough in the summer and during
reading week or Christmas vacation to support herself during the school year.
Job Connect is a service that is provided by
the Ontario government and is dedicated to
supplying Ontario’s youth with (obs.
Although the services available are only
applicable to young people who are not
attending school there are also services avail-

auction.

Chronicle stalf_________

"Job Connect provides a summer job service," said Kim Lutes McKay, co-ordinator of
Job Connect for Durham College.
"This is a job placement service that assists
students returning to scliool in September
with summer employment," said Lutes
McKay.

Through Job Connect students also have
year-long access to part-time and full-time

job postings in the resource centres, said
Lutes McKay.
For more information contact Kim Lutes
McKav at (905)-721-3093.___________

-Siehest

bidder wins that

www.ebay.com:
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This ye ar ’s p opular X-mas toys
BY ROB TOLSON

game system will be a popular
Today’s children have gift," said Trueman.
Electronic Boutique also
grown up with computers and
technological advancements. sells action figure toys based
GI Joe, Barbie, Power With that comes more hi-tech on video games and movies.
Rangers, Tickle Me Elmo. toys.
The Todd McFarlane series of
Christmas has always been a
Computer and video games toys always sells well, said
great time for toys and this continue to be popular, and Trueman.
not just with children.
year is no exception.
Christmas toys are not all so
Christmas shopping can be Electronic video games will be advanced.
Some classics
fun but it can also be frustrat- high on many Christmas lists, remain popular items.
ing for both customers and and the stores know this.
"When I was a child, I
stores.
an remember wanting anything
Trueman,
Terry
"Christmas time here can Electronic Boutique assistant Barbie, and lots of dolls," said
get pretty stressful with cus- manager, said video games are Rorabeck. "Today, Barbie dolls
tomers wanting something we a common gift, especially at are still popular with girls and
don’t have or a toy that we are Christmas.
there are a lot more styles of
sold out of," said Lisa
"We have got plenty of Barbie dolls today."
Rorabeck, sales specialist at stock in for Christmas," said
According to a Barbie Web
The Bay. "Overall, I think the Trueman. "Since Grand Tlicft site, the latest popular Barbies
customers get more stressed Auto; Vice City for the are tlie Pop Sensation Barbie
out than we do."
PlayStatlon 2 came out a cou- and Barbie as Daphne from the
A couple years ago the liot ple of weeks ago, we liave sold Scooby Doo movie.
gift was a little red, talking 500 copies. We expect to sell a
Zeifers Human Resource
Tickle Me Elmo doll. This year lot of this game for Christmas. manager Kim Kuhlmcyer also
a little spinning top based on a We have over 60 copies in believes that some of the older
Japanese cartoon called stock and that still might not toys are still purchased often.
Beyblade is taking its place. be enough."
"We still sell a lot of models
This toy is marketed to boys
A number of video games and toys that you have to
and girls ages five to 13.
will be coming out in time for build," said Kuhlmeyer. "Lego
"Beyblades are selling Christmas including Metroid: is always a popular gift at
extremely well. We only have Prime (Game Cube), Brute Christmas. It’s a timeless toy."
about one box left, said Force (X-Box), and Dragonball
This year" Harry Potter
Z: Budokai (PS2).
Rorabeck.
theme lego sets are selling well
"The PS2 will probably be and can be bought at most toy
Although Beyblades are simple toys that spin around, the number one selling system stores.
many requested toys are elec- for Christmas. Any video
If stores are not stocked up
tronic.

Chronicle staff

on all of the popular toys
many customer will be unhap-

py-

John Stefan, Zeilers stock
personnel, says stores need to

be ready for the Christmas
rush by making sure they are
well supplied.
"We get a ton of extra stock
for Christmas, almost double
than any other time of year,"
said Stefan. "It’s always disappointing for customers if we
don’t have the toy they want

like the ATV handlebars. Foul
AA and four C batteries an
required.
You can find the ratings and
a review of each toy tested ir
editions of tlie Toy Report.
published by tlie CTTC, whiclcan be located through theii
at
Web site
www.toy-

test! ng.org.
Christmas

shopping can gel

expensive witli ail of tlie hightech toys out today such a*
mp3 players, computers anc
in stock."
even battery-operated vehicles
If you are not sure what toys
"Toys can range from a couare out there, you can check ple dollars to a couple hundred
The Canadian Toy Testing dollars. Pislier Price toys car
Council, which has been a also get really expensive
non-profit, registered charita- because they arc quite big,’
ble organization since 1952. said Rorabeck.
Prices may seem pretty steer
Every year, hundreds of toys
are selected as representative now, but after Christmas mosi
of those being offered on tlie stores liavc Boxing Day sales tc
market. These toys are then get rid of any extra Christmas
tested by Canadian children. stock.
The council then rates each
There never seems to b(
toy on a zero to three star enough time to buy gifts foi
scale.
Christmas so to help shopper;
This year tlie council lias most Oshawa Centre store;
voted tlie Tonka Bobble Boys will be open one extra lioul
o)
ATV (All Terrain Vehicle) by during the
month
Hasbro Canada Inc., tlie toy of December.
tlie year.
If you haven’t started youi
The remote control ATV fea- Christinas shopping yet, yoi
tures a driver with a bobbing better hurry.
liead. Tlie controller is shaped

What are you doing for the Christinas holidays this year?
Ryan
’^y3"

[^KSSW

Ashley
Ashlev

Haslett

Kelland

Adam
Turner

^l-am

"Eat

"l am

going to
the zoo to
teach reindeer to fly.’

turkey,

going to
St.
Catharines for X-mas
to see family."

i«^a>^p»m.

visit fami-

ly, go tobogganing
and party."

m

rvasa^sa

Tonia

m

^ag-jiaHB

Coletti

"l am
playing

soccer,
sleeping in and going
shopping."

Jolta
Jolla
i-^
Prohaska

"I’m going
to
Montreal
to go skiing with my
boyfriend."

Ul o rk Ri g hts . ca
know y our rights !

Googrte ii tnvii du Canada

The truth on d a te rap e
By Holly Maheu

within 72 hours. After the rape
the results of tlie tests are
taken by the police to use as
evidence.
To get a suspect into court
for trial the police have to
have reasonable and probable
grounds that tlie rape was
committed. When everything
is said and done the victims
then can go to the Victims
Services Unit, a special unit
that offers counselling and
referrals. This depends on the
need of the victim.
They can get help financially from the Criminal Injuries

Chronicle staff

Jill went out clubbing with
her friends as many young
women do. She made the mistake though of turning away
from her drink, just for a second, to talk to a friend. It was
long enough for an attacker to
slip a pill Into her drink. The
next day Jill woke up, with a
blinding headache, in a
strange bed. Jill had just
become another victim of date
rape.
Date rape can happen to
anyone, and when it does, the

Compensation Board, an
agency that provides funds to

victims have to deal with it the
rest of their lives. There is no
way to detect tlie date rape
drug because it’s tasteless and

victims who have suffered

physical injury.
For those in need of counselling there are many alternatives. The Rape Crisis Centre
offers a support line, which is
open 24 hours.
"I think it takes a woman’s
whole life to heal," said a volunteer co-ordinator of the
Rape Crisis Centre. The government funds the crisis centre. They encourage victims to
call with anything they need
help with.
In Durham College there is
a support centre for date rape
victims. The Health and
Wellness Centre has three doc-

odorless.
That’s what makes it so dangerous. Should someone find
themselves in a situation
where they suspect date rape
they should call 911 or the
police. In most cases women
don’t report rape because they
don’t think it’s rape.
They think tliat they are at
fault because they were so
drunk. When a woman says
no, it means no, and tliat’s
when the line is crossed into
rape. 84% of date rape victims
are raped by someone they ,
know.,

..

Photo by Holly Moheu

.

"Often people don’t realize
what’s, happening till the last
minute," said Shirley Burnett a.
for
counsellor
the,

and
Administration
Counselling Office, at the
Durham Region Sexual Assault
Care Centre. She encourages
victims to contact the police
immediately.
Once in contact with police,
they will be patched through
to specially trained officers to
take their report. This is one of
the places a date rape case will
end up, the Sexual Assault
Unit. The assault unit will

CAN YOU TELL: Does this glass contain GHB or
,
:
Rohypnol? Date rape drugs are tasteless and .odourless,’making it Impossible to know if the’drug has been
put Into adrink.
.^-,"...
take the report and .start build- unique," said’ detective constaing the case. There is a waiting ble-Catherine Bawden,’ of the
list, though, and cases go by Durham Regional Police.
A victim of date rape must
priority. If a rapist is on the
loose, it’s more dangerous then be tested with a rape kit.
than just one person who The rape kit tests the blood to
committed one act. The rapist make sure date rape drugs are
will get more attention. apparent, and it also takes
Solving a court case can take semen samples. These kits are
anywhere from six months to found at the hospital. It is rectwo years.
ommended that the person
"Every case is different and should get the rape kit done
.

"’.’::.

.

’"

tors and-a psychiatrist. ’’
"A victim i;i usually In shock’
’

’

for two weeks’/ ^-said" MaryAlice Harvey;’ the mentals
health nurse at the wellness
centre; The rape not onlyaffects the-victims,’, but also th&
victim’s’family and friends.
The Health and Wellness
Centre also has some infprma-.
tion on the drugs used.
The drugs commonly used
in date rape are Gammahydroxy-butyrate, also known
as GHB, and Rohypnol. The
GHB drug has a hypnotic
affect; it can cause hallucinations, comas and possibly
’

,

death. It can also cause dizziness, memory loss, seizures
and vomiting.
This drug was sold in health
food stores until 1989.
Rohypnol was made as a medical drug. It was used.as a sedative and produced in North
America. Its effects make a person seem drunk. The victim
usually has slurred speech, and
seems to stagger or get clumsy.
Rohypnol can cause amnesia
lasting from eight to 24 hours.
It is now illegal to possess,
traffic or produce this drug. If
the pill is slipped into a drink
the victim will be so heavily
sedated they can’t resist an
attack. Although this drug is
addictive, one hit on a victim
will not form an addiction. It
must be taken for at least a
week before the user becomes
dependent. It is easy for a
rapist to slip the drug into a
person’s drink.
There are a few things a person can do to guard against
date rape. Go to a party in a
group and keep an eye on each
other. If you set down your
drink, get a new one. I^ever
leave your drink unattended:1
If you do, don’t drink it. Invest’
in a new drink instead. A vie-’
tim has no time to recognize
the effects of these drugs. They
are knocked out or are out of
control before ’they’can sigfthl.’
for help. Even if they don’t
know’ anyone at the party,
they should tell someone
know ’where they are and,
when ’they will be gettiti’^-,
back. Peopfe are ^encouraged to
use common sense.
The number for the police
station is 579-1520. Those
seeking counselling should
call the Durham Region Sexual
Assault Care Centre at 6683050. The office is open 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The Oshawa
General Hospital emergency
number is 576-8711.

Subaru introduces the Baja
By Rory Narine
Chronicle staff

It’ll get you to school, tow
a trailer, handle long trips or
short cruises.
Subaru’s Baja was released
on the market last month.
The Baja is billed as across
between sport utility and
truck with the comfort of a
sedan. It’s the type of car for
an active lifestyle for younger
customers
sports-minded
from 25 to 40 years old with
small families.
The Baja features low emissions and gas economy burning 8.6 litres of fuel per 100
km which is relatively equivalent to a compact car like
Ford Focus’ 8.3 litres per 100
km. It also has an anti-rollover system with Subaru’s
patented all-wheel drive tech.

nology.
According to C&C Subaru
Whitby Sales Manager John

Lawlor sales for the Baja

haven’t been brisk, which is
normal when Subaru releases
a new car to the market. But
Lawlor claims the Baja has
gotten a lot of positive feedback.
The Baja comes in two
model options, standard fivespeed and automatic transmission.

All other features remain
the same. It has a 165 horsepower engine that at 5,600
RPM can tow 1,087 km.
That’s surprising power for a
fuel-efficient vehicle with a
2.5 litre engine.
According to Chevrolet
Sales
Todd
Consultant
Chambers, people make the
mistakingly think the Baja
Photo by Rory Narina
’.
and the Chevrolet Avalanche
SUBARU’S BAJA: Features low emissions and gas
are in the same category. The
economy, burning 8.6 litres of fuel per 100km
Chevrolet Avalanclie is
geared towards a different driving market. The Baja is a car truck (that can change into a Baja; Chambers says the
for fun loving drivers with an SUV) with over a hundred Avalanche is more of a car for
active lifestyle, not for lieavy horsepower more than, the construction and carrying
towing and carrying. The Baja. The overall mass of the heavy equipment, whereas
Avalanche is a heavy duty Avalanche is larger than the the Baja is made to have fun.
,

’

Chambers believes the
Avalanche is "filling a void
that wasn’t theic before", bybeing a truck with rc-om for
the whole family.
The Avalanche is versatile
and more powerful than
Subaru’s Baja with a V8
engine over the Baja’s 4-cylinder engine. The Avalanche
took over a year in production and has been Motor
Trend’s Truck of the Year.
With .that in mind, the
Avalanche costs $44,000
while the Baja ls:.:$35,000.
Arid the Avalanche consumes
17 litres off fuel per. 100 Km.
The: costs’for each car are a
bit too pricey for college students .which gives students
who :want
either an
Avalanche or Baja a .goal to
work for.
According to Lawlor, sales
for the Baja haven’t been
great, but drivers’ interest in
it has. It shouldn’t be long
until people will notice a lot
more Bajas out on the road.
-

,
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Profile test helps recognize potential
MYERS-BRIGGS
PERSONALITY
PROFILE TEST
IS MORE

ACCURATE
By Stacey Hawklns
Chronicle staff

Are you an extrovert or an
introvert? Do you tend to
judge or to perceive? Do you
make decisions based on
thinking, or feeling? Do you
use your senses or use your
intuition?
There is a psychological
assessment that will tell you.
"The Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator is a psychological
assessment, a psychometric
adjustment, which measures
one’s preferences in four different
scales,"
explains

So, for example, we can prefer aware of what is normal for
extroversion, and you can still you.
enjoy quiet time, but you will
"Most of us have been
get energy basically from the brought up and conditioned
external world..
to believe that there is some
"Introverts ’prefer to spend sort of right way of being in
a more quiet, reflective life, the world, and that we’re all
they can be out, and it’s not striving to be good according
about being shy, they can to that one right way of
engage In the outer world, but being," said Dranitsaris. "But
they nave to be alone to regen- recognizing that there are 16
erate themselves."
right ways of being, it’s very
The next scale measures liberating."
how we gather information.
The benefits of the MBTI are
Some people acquire informa- broad and plentiful.
tion by using their five senses
"It can help parents raise
and focusing on what actually their children according to
exists.
what their preferences are. It
Others prefer to think about can help in terms of determinwhat might or could be, rather ing the right career for you
than what really exists.
based on your preferences,
"Our decision-making func- what environment you’re best
tion, thinking and feeting, is suited to,’whether or not uniabout whether we make our versity is a good fit, as opposed
decisions based on being to college or getting a trade,"
objective or whether it’s a said Dranitsaris. "It is phemore subjective value-based nomenal for relationships, in
decision making process."
understanding how conflict

"The final scale is around arises."
how we prefer to live our lives,
The MBTI offers many benwhether it’s in an organized efits to students as well.
fashion, or whether we like to
"Career, relationships, to
Pickering-based psychothera- be more spontaneous and understand their study pracpist Anne Dranitsaris, who has open-ended.
Dranitsaris
said.
tices,"
a masters degree in therapeutic
"When you take the Myers- "Choosing a major, undercounselling.
Briggs Type Indicator, it tells ’ standing themselves and why
The MBTI is a multiple- you what your preferences are they struggle.
choice questionnaire that tells on each of those four scales,
Understanding what their
people what their personality and It will give you a four let- strengths are likely to be."
The earlier students have it
type is, based on their prefer-, ter code which then describes
ehces.
your personality type and how done, the better.
"Out of those preferences, you will prefer to be."
"In the first partofour lives,
that we have, there are four
Taking the MBTI can bene- we need to be building on our
different scales, and each of us fit almost anyone, from chil- strengths," said Dranitsaris.
have a preference on each of dren to adults, students to pro- "If we are put in situations
those scales," said Dranitsaris. fessionals. It can make you where we are constantly hav-

ing to use our less preferred
function, it can wreck our selfesteem. It can stop us from
growing, and stop our confidence from building."
Dranitsaris stresses that
having children’s types identified can prove invaluable to
parents trying to guide their
children.
"It really helps during the
teenage years tfi understand,"
said Dranitsaris. "For example, if you have a feeling type
child, then you know as soon
as they lilt puberty, relation-

"thatRecognizing
there are 16
right ways of
being, it’s very
liberating"
Anne Dranitsaris

very helpful. You don’t expect
the same kind of marks, and
you don’t worry so much
wlien the marks go down."
The price of the test varies
depending on where you get
it.

With a report? it can range
anywhere from $75 to a couple of hundred dollars.

There are books available,
and some offer mini versions
of the test, but Dranitsaris
warns that self-testing can
often result in the wrong type.
For a special student price of
$150, Dranitsaris will adminis.
tor the test, provide a report
that contains information that
is oriented towards the workplace and personal development.
She will also explain the
results in a session after your
type has been identified.
The Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator is based on Carl
Jung’s theories. He said we
have four different functions,
and did a lot of research on
them.
Isabel Myers and her daughter, Katherine Briggs, began
the process of evaluating people, looking at psychological
type and looking at gathering
information about people.
They put this Information
Into 16 different types, which
have become the 16 different
personality types that are
based on the MBTJ Instru-

ships are going to be a priority.
It’s going to be really, really
hard to get them to place any
value at all on their school
work, and If there was a grade
for building relationships, feeling types would excel at It.
Thinking types aren’t likely
to drop the call in the same
way, in their studies, because ment.
The first version of the
they get some intrinsic satisfaction from it.
MBTI Manual was published
So, just knowing that, it’s in 1962.

L o oking to the stars
PAST,

Evelyn said.
She said that although she
can’t always please customers,
they usually don’t get upset
when they don’t hear what
they want to. They usually
understand that she only tells
them wliat she can, and she
can’t work miracles.
When a person does not
give the astrologer tlie proper
information it affects the reading. Even when a person gives
information that is not exactly
correct, for example they esti-

PRESENT AND
FUTURE TOLD
FROM THE
STARS
\

/

By Jennifer Moynes
Chronicle staff

Some spend hours looking
at the sky through a telescope.
They are trying to figure out
where, when and why each
planet was created. For others,
studying the sky is done
through a computer. These
people use sun, moon and
planets to determine a persons past present and future.
Astrology studies how the
sun, moon and planets affect
our lives. Unlike psychic powers which people are supposedly born with, people are
taught to be astrologers.
"Anyone could be an

astrologer," said Joan Ann
Evelyn, an astrologer and
owner

of

We asked Durham
College students:
"Do you believe in
psychic powers?"

Astrological

Consultations In Oshawa.
courses
are
Astrology
offered across the country.

Evelyn teaches one at Durham
College.
It is a three-year night
course, which takes place two
hours a week for 10 weeks
each semester. Anyone can
take the course and once they

successfully complete it, they

mate their time of birth, it
affects tlieir reading. Evelyn
explained that a reading will

be limited if this happens.
When correct and exact information is given, the astrologer
should have no problem conducting a reading.
"I would say they are
extremely accurate," said

"No, because I’ve never
seen it with my own eyes."
Kunal Marwah

Evelyn.
. Journalism student Nadia
Rodway has been seeing
Evelyn for the past year.
"She didn’t give me InforPhoto by Jennllar Moynes
mation that a psychic would
LOOKING TO THE STARS: Joan Anne Evelyn,
give me," Rodway said.
astrologer and owner of Astrological Consultations.
She gives an example of
Evelyn telling her to expect
Jier finances to improve In a
will be an astrologer.
describe a person’s personality particular month and then she
Astrologers type a cus- and tell the types of relation- received some unexpected
tomer’s personal information ships a person will experience. money.
Into a computer to get their
Although astrologers can
"She tells you where your
information.
gather a lot of different infor- life is going ^o go according to
"I use the day, month, year, mation pertaining to different the stars," Rodway said.
time and place of a person’s aspects of a person’s life, they
She says she decided to see
can’t give customers informa- an astrologer rather than a
birth," Evelyn explained.
With this information, tion that they don’t receive or psychic because she has more
astrologers can do things like see.
belief in the stars than In
look at the year ahead, give
"I can’t always tell a person someone who claims to see
dates that will be significant, what they want to hear," into the future.

"I have no idea. I’ve
never tried it. I think I’m
more afraid of what they
might tell me." Crystal’
Nolan

WhtK’s 10ut 2002/2003 Sindent ID Card?
Donations
needed to

help open
old ROM
exhibit
By Holly Maneu
Chronicle staff

Remember to pick up your 2002/2003 Photo ID Card
From the Student Centre ID Office...

The
Renaissance

Planetarium

"I guess so, it could
happen. I don’t not
believe, but I don’t completely believe in it.
There’s no proof either
way." Kyla Stutt

Group needs

help in Opening up. the

B EFO R E EKAM S !

McLaughllh Planetarium.

The group heeds people to sign the petition or
volunteer.

They also accept donations.
The planetarium was
closed in 1995 when the
Harris government cut
most of its funding from
the
Ontario
Royal

Full Time, Pan Time and

Non-Post secondary
Student Cards

Museum (ROM).

To save money the
museum closed the plan-

//

etarium.

If you haven’t had your photo taken, visit the student Centre 10 Otfice
between 11am and 2pm, Monday to Friday, except Thursdays from l2-2iim
Replacement Cards $10. Ipre-pay in Accounimul

The ROM is now using
the planetarium building
for special exhibits and
,

storage.

"No, because It’s contrary to my religious
beliefs," Stacey Starr
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Hip-h op at th e p ub
By Rory Marine

during

Borderline.
J-Class said he wasn’t happy
with the sound specialist’s
work. He believed the songs
could have sounded clearer
witli better help.
But after each song J-Class
and Borderline played the
crowd got more excited and
gathered closer around the

Chronicle staff

The Arrival Tour made a
stop on Nov. 14 at EP Taylor’s
and the event was nothing
sliort of amazing.
The
Entertainment
Committee
Administration
made the hip-hop/urban
music event free in appreciation of the performers coming
to Durham College.
The tour featured DJ
Borderline, DJ Funky Buddlia
and DJ J-Class as well as
emcees like conscious hip-hop
group of tliree Poiznus Flame,
Strik IX, and headlining the
siiow was Syntifik.
Tlie event opened with a
performance by Poiznus Flame

stage.

By the time Strik IX and
Syntifik came out with J-Class
back on tlie turntables, everyone was on their feet to get a
good view of the main event.
The headliner Syntifik kept
in-line with a steady, direct
flow and continued rapping as
a professional emcee should
while every so often he would
stop because of Strik IX’s com-

rapping about life’s hard truths
iencp by making, them think
. and connecting to the audi-

rather than dance.
^"We were put on this earth
itoi lead the people from the
dark to the light," Poiznus
1 Flame member Raw Rwhelz
stated about the group.
Real .issues about .politics
j ai}^ .att^fetjUfc: 4p^ptes.snt4d In
their lyrics with a ’90s rap
’flavour without all the sugar
|

’

,

Read Rule

coating of reality.
Five-year veteran

DJ Funky
’Buddha continued with some
house and jungle music for

Photo by Rory Norms

E.P. TAYLOR’S HOPS: Headllner of the Arrival Tour,
about an hour until Father
Syntifik, performs during hop-hop night.
Christinas of Flow 93.5 FM
After the crowd got pumped
introduced DJ J-Class, one of
J-Class got the crowd movToronto’s DJs climbing to the ing with some old and new up, they were given some soca
and dancehall from DJ
school hip-hop tunes.
top.

ments towards the crowds.
After a mere 20 minutes on
stage, Syntifik ended his performance to a pleased audience, whereas Strik IX made
his final comment to the
crowd on stage.
"We love you Oshawa.
Although you guys stand there
like fuckin’ mannequins, we
love y’all!"
Tlie crowd took tile comment as light humour and
laughed. They were happy
witli the overall performance
of Toronto’s up-and-coming
DJs and emcees.
After the main performance,
the DJs went back up on the
turntables for the rest of the
night as the crowd danced for
the rest of the event.

Free admission for students at
Oshawa’ s newest Lounee Bar
By Dave Graham

Terlouw made up his mind club has lounge seating
quickly on the location. "In throughout’ and. is a very.
Willem Terlouw is the all honesty, I looked at this bright progressive looking
owner of Oshawa’s newest bar, place on a Monday, and I place, unparalleled in Oshawa.
the Isis Lounge. At the end of made the deci- ____"I. chose this
concept to, give
August Isis had its grand open- sion on the
something back. I.
ing at its 39 King St. E. loca- Friday that I
didn’t want to be
wanted to get
tion.
Everything
one of those bars,
From .the very beginning into this."
about us is dif
’come in and give
Originally
Terlouw wanted’Isis to be difme your money’,"
ferent from .anything else in the concept
ferent the
Terlouw.
said
Oshawa." Isis took over a build- for Isis was
atmosphere,
Currently Isis is
ing that was a former club and going to be an
Egyptian
open on Fridays
gave it a complete facelift.
the staff.
but
native theme
and Saturdays with
Bowmanville
to open the
Terlouw owns a contracting Terlouw later
Willem Terlouw plans
doors
on
company that had previously changed his
Thursdays. Friday
done work oh some other pop- mind.
"Some people I work with is student night with free
ular nightclubs in Toronto,
including the Guvernment. told me that particular theme admission before 11:30 with
The process of turning this for- was very expensive and gets student ID. or $3 after 11:30
mer club into something spe- stale very fast. so we took a dif- with $3 drinks all night. Soon
there will be a bus picking up
cial took a lot of money and ferent route," said Terlouw.
The Isis Lounge interior is a and driving home students
time to complete. Almost a
who live in residence.
year of work was done to give chic Miami style.
"I wanted people to feel Saturday is ladies night with
Isis its bright and warm atmoscomfortable, I wanted every free cover before 11:30 and $5
phere.
"I’ve always liked going to aspect of this bar to be differ- after. Top 40, R&B and classic
nightclubs and 1 thought we ent," said Terlouw. Isis is a house is. played on this club’s
needed something a litUe nicer 5,000-square-foot club with busiest night..
Opening a new and differon a different level," said three bars and a modern martini bar on the second level. Tlie ent c(yb in Oshawa has" come
Terlouw.
Chronicle

staff’""""’"
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with some growing pains.
"There have been a lot of
misconceptions about us since
we opened, like you have to be
25 and older with $15 cover
and $9 drinks," said Terlouw.
The main goal for Isis Lounge
is to get people in the doors to
put all of the rumours to rest.
Terlouw is confident that once
people visit Isis they will love
it. And what’s not to like? ,A
warm atmosphere with friendly people, cheap drinks and
good music. Isis offers a vast
variety of martinis at its martini bar on the second level.
"Everything about us is different the atmosphere, the
staff," said Terlouw, "We have
the nicest club out here, and
one of the only to spend this
kind of money on the interi.

or."
Extensive work was done to
rejuvenate the existing club.
"I think a big black hole
serving booze and playing
music is seen too often," said

Atmosphere is key,
people have to feel comfortable to enjoy themselves."

Terlouw;

Christmas
break
By Stephanie Perklns
Chronicle stall

Christmas break is
rapidly approaching, and

there’s no better time to
curl up in front of the fireplace and read a good

book,

especially one by
Ann Rule.
Rule is a former Seattle
policewoman witli a background in law enforcement and the criminal
justice system. She now
writes true crime novels
and has published 20
books in the past 30 years.
"She sells very wefl and
her stuff is very popular,"
said an employee of
Chapter’s Bookstore in
Durham, who wishes to

anonymous.
"We’re always reordering

remain

her stuff and sales arc consistent and good."
In lier novels, Rule
explores horrific crimes,
the backgrounds of the
victims and the criminals,
the events that occurred

and all the information
and procedures that were
taken to make an arrest or
solve the crime.
She also discusses a lot
of forensic sciences in her
novels, and frequently
covers the trials that follow.
In reading a book by
Rule you will. get to know

what the criminals were
thinking when they committed the crimes, and the
reactions of the victims
and their families.
Her novels explore the
crimes of serial killers,
murderers and kidnappers. Rule has written
about several famous
cases, including one of
the most well-known serial murder cases in United
States history, the Ted
Bundy. murders in The
Stranger Beside Me.
Rule writes from an
interesting point of view
in this novel because she
knew Bundy and had a
friendly relationship with
him.
Rule’s books are filled
with several pages of photos of the criminals, victims and the crimes, some
which are quite graphic.
Several of her novels have
also been turned into television mini-series and
made for TV movies.
She is currently working on a novel about the
Green River Killer, who
committed 49 murders

from 1982 to 1984, and
was just recently caught.
The novel should be finished late next year.
’
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Silver screen sequels
BY JESSICA WILDING

BY STEPHANIE PERKINS

Chronicle staff

Chronicle staff

United Artists has
the
Charles
remade
Dickens’ classic Nicholas
Charlie
Nickleby.
Hunnam
will
play
Nicholas Nickleby and is
joined by an all-star cast,

including
Plummer,

Christopher
Anna

Hathaway, Nathan Lane,
Alan Cumming, Romola
Garal and Stella Gonet.
Nicholas Nickleby is a
story about a young boy

The months of November
and December bring several
talked-about movie sequels to
the big screen.
The 12th film of the James
Bond series Is released on Nov.
22. Die Another Day, which
stars Pierce Brosnan, Halle
Berry and Judi Dench, is
expected to be a huge box
office lilt.
Bond travels from Hong
Kong to Cuba to prevent war
and unmask a traitor.
mis. Kouen

to survive. The family
moves to London where
they seek help from Uncle
Ralph. Nicholas is sent to
a cruel and abusive
school, but he runs away
with a classmate named
Smikc. Together they vow
to reunite tlie Nickleby
family and set off on an

adventure.
The film was written
and directed by Douglas
McGrath, whose previous
credits include Emma
(1996) and Company
Man (2000). The film is
set to open on Dec. 27.

DeNiro, Billy Crystal and Lisa

Kudrow star in this comedy,
opening Dec. 6.
Star Trek: Nemesis opens up
in theatres on Dec. 13 with the
entire cast of the television
show Star Trek, The Next

without presents. The film
opens up on Nov. 22.
The Lord of the Rings: The
Two Towers, the most antici-

of Earth.

Theatre in Durham.
"We expect it to do really
well, with all the success that
the first one had."
The second film in the
J.R.R. Tolkisn trilogy also sees
the same cast members as they

pated sequel of the year, opens
on Dec. 18.
"This will definitely be the
Generation.
The crew finds themselves number one sequel this year,"
on an alien planet and faced said Lyndsey Harrop, an
with the possible destruction employee at a Famous Players
Friday After Next, the third
film in the Friday series, stars
Ice Cube and Mike Epps as
cousins Craig and Day-Day.
The movie takes place during the Christmas season, and

apanment is robbed.
may be faced with a Christmas 2003.

Evelyn:
not just a
character
BY JESSICA WILDING
Chronicle staff

Pierce Brosnan produces and stars In Evelyn,
a family drama based on
true events about a real
life hero set In Ireland in
1953.
Desmond
Doyle,
played by Brosnan, has
three young children
named Evelyn, Maurice
and Dennot.
The children are taken

December

Doyle vows to reunite
his family by challenging
the law and Supreme

A Few Good Years hits big screen

Court.

BY JESSICA WILDING

Culkin,

the

Chronicle staff

Romirlofrt-rt Pofrnrc anri X^ir’l-ioMo

Michael Douglas stars as
Alex Gromberg in A Few Good
Years, a story about a successful New York family lacking
communication skills.
Douglas shares the big
screen with Kirk Douglas;
Cameron
Douglas,
Rory

Diana

Douglas,

with three generations of prob-

lems faced by a dysfunctional

family.
Three generations of the
Douglas family lead the cast.
The eldest of the Grombergs
is dealing with his mortality,
the middle generation is trying

not to make the same mistakes
.__.
_ __
_
til
~

<*--_.
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himself among the sex, love
and rock and roll that dominate his life.
A Few Good Years, an MGM
picture, is directed by Fred
Scheplsl and is produced by
Michael Douglas.
The movie opens in theatres
on Dec.27.

The film also stars
Aiden Quinn (Legends on
"

Fall),
lies (E.R.),

Julianna
Stephen

Rea {The Musketeer), John
Lynch (Congo), Alan
Bates (The Sum of All
Fears) and Sophie Vasseur.
Evelyn is a United

Artists film rated PG for
thematic material and
language and opens in
theatres on Dec. 6.
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Audiences are terrified by
new thriller. The Ring
BY DAVE GRAHAM
Chronicle staff

exactly tlie same time. All of
the deaths are unexplained.
Watts begins to investigate
when tier niece mysteriously

Before going to see The
Ring, I hadn’t heard a single
thing about it. Since seeing it, dies at the same time as the
all I hear are mixed reviews of others. She later discovers it
this creepy production.
was In fact from the death
The Ring is somewhat of an tape.
urban legend come true,
Without giving away too
played out by some unknown much about the movie, the
actors and actresses. Naomi tape itself is a compilation of
Watts portrays a reporter, eerie events and objects meant
while co-star David Dorfman to scare the audience. When
plays her strange little son, the audience first sees tlie tape
Aldan.
it looks as if the scenes are all
The name of the movie. The unrelated, but as the movie
Ring, probably isn’t the kind of progresses they all start to tie
ring you’re thinking of. It’s m togetlicr. The origins of tlie
nothing like ttie Blockbuster tape are loosely explained near
film’Lord of the Rings. The the end of the movie. In an
ring is nothing more than a attempt to understand the
simple ring from a phone.
tape, Watts watches it, and just
The movie revolves around as with tlie deceased before her
a video tape. After someone tlie phone rings and she is told
watches the tape the phone she has seven days to live.
rings with a spine-chilling This is when the story takes off
voice saying the viewer has with her search for some
seven days to live. A group of answers.
teens stumble upon the tape
Unlike most horror films in
by accident and watch it. recent days. The Ring doesn’t
Once the tape is over the rely on the shock value of
phone rings and an eerie voice blood and guts from gruesome
says seven days. As you would deaths. The Ring leaves you
expect, all of tliem die a week wondering and on the edge of
later in separate events at your seat. The shock value in

the movie comes from suspense and disturbing visuals
that only get better as the film
progresses. The supernatural
villain in the movie is a young
girl named Samara. Samara’s
image looks to be a rip-off
from the little girl in the exorcist. Slie becomes more frightening as you learn more about
her. Perhaps the most visually
friglitening scene comes near
the end of the movie and
involves Samara.
Horses play a key part in
this movie. There is a truly disturbing scene involving a
horse and a boat. Use your
imagination. It was well done.
Visuals play a big part in this
film. Watch for colour changes
in scenes to foreshadow what
is about to happen. Director
Gore Verbinski serves up a
frightening movie without surrendering to other successful
horror movies techniques of
blood and guts along with big
busted-leads. It’s a different
movie that will make you
jump out of your seat on more
than occasion. Well worth the
money, it will be a movie that
you will talk about and
remember for some time.

I Spy provides come die relief

Photo by Roiy Narlne

DOING HIS THING: DJ J-Class spins Jamaican
dancehall music at a Toronto night club.

Dancehall music hits
the Toronto club scene
’.

BY RORY MARINE

J-Class has been DJing

Chronicle staff

BY SUSAN WATTS
getry so one way Wllson manages to get
Murphy to take the mission seriously is by
introducing a special optical device that
allows Murphy to see what Wilson sees.
Wilson eventually manages to fully prove
himself to Murphy by leading the pair to
safety after a run-in with the enemy.
The comedic banter continues, however it
takes a friendlier tone as a companionship
blossoms when the duo finds themselves in a
sewer hiding from the bad guys. All they have
is each other to talk to and they begin
divulging their feelings and life stories to one

Chronicle staff

A secret agent for the BNS (Bureau of
National Security) and a multi-millionaire
boxer team up for a series of death defying
tricks and hard hitting hijinks in the action

buddy comedy, I Spy.
I Spy, directed by Betty Thomas, stars
Eddie Murphy as Kelly Robinson, a world
champion boxer, and Owen Wilson as
Alexander Scott, a less than accomplished
espionage agent.
The two are paired up and sent to Budapest
to prepare for what appears to be the world
boxing championships. However the real
mission is to recapture the U.S. air forces’
stealth bomber, the Switchblade. The bomber
is difficult to find because of its ability to
practically disappear, camouflaging itself

.

’

.

..

.

’

another.
The special affects are effective, but not
mesmerizing and the scenes are suspenseful
but they don’t keep you perched on the edge
of your seat.
Comedic relief works very well as
Murphy’s rapid-fire improvisational style
with its surroundings.
blends effortlessly with Wilson’s mellow,
The bomber was stolen by Gunders, an new age approach. This banter is quick and
arms dealer, powerful bad guy and boxing each receives their chance for the spot light.
fanatic. Murphy is, therefore, hired to be
There is nothing too deep orSubstantial in
Wilson’s ticket to getting close to Gunders.
the plot of I Spy. It provides the audience
The mismatched companions verbally spar with ah entertaining and logical story line
with each other from the moment they begin filled with explosions, jokes and sexual innu:,
^.,"
playing the spy game. Wilson is the trained endos.
.: ;
.-’’’.
and educated expert but: Murphy; initially : The movie lacks sophistication and is far
- from reality, however it is rich in laughter
treats him as anotherone of his cronies.
Both Wijson and Murphy are fools for gad- andshowcases two brilliantly talented actors;

.

’

professionally for over a year
and has scratched at some of
Toronto’s hottest night
clubs. He’s noticed the-.
clubs are responsive to
dancehall music and songs
produced by the Neptunes
(a couple of producers).
Neptunes
produced
Beenie Man’s latest chart
topping single Feel It Boy,

For the past couple of

years, Jamaican dancehall

music has been the hottest
thing in North America
since Latin pop. A lot of
dancehall artists are popular
more than ever in North
America, artists as Beenie
Man, Bounty Killah and

Sean Paul, who recently
released a new album, Dutty
Rock.

worked with Sean Paul on
new album and
his
announced that dancehall
legend Supacat has signed
with Neptunes’ front man
Pharrell Williams’ new label
Star Trak. Canadian hip-

The clubs in North
America always play dancehall music and it gets the
crowd moving. Any time

professional DJ J-Class wants
to get the people bouncing hop/dancehall
artist
in the club, he plays dance- Kardinal Offishall was also
hall music and it’s guaran- featured on The Clipse’s
teed to work, he said radio album under Star Trak.
stations and television
Obviously music fans will
music stations never used to be hearing more dancchall
play dancehall as much as music on their, radios and
they do now.. Dancehall is TV music stations. Now
played’even more on Flow that dancehall artists have
93.5 FM, Kiss 92 FM and the
of
the
backing
Much Music.
Neptunes, the most innova"Get the ladies moving tive producers in the music
and everyone will follow,
industry today nothing will
said J-Class,
be able to stop them.

8 Mile impresses Eminem fans and critics
BY SABRINA ALBIS
Chronicle Staff

8 Mile Review

Nobody expects musicians
to be fantastic actors or actresses. Britney Spears tried and
failed with Crossroads, Marian
Carey was horrible in Glitter
and Lance Bass didn’t succeed
with his movie On The Line.
So technically when Eminem
released his first movie, 8 Mile

he had history and the odds
stacked against him.
8 Mile stars Eminem, -Kirn
Basinger, Brittany Murphy,
Mekhi Phifer and Taryn
Manning, The movie is
focused on Eminem’s character. Jimmy Smith aka "Rabbit"
and his struggle to become a

that nobody in the theatre saw
coming.
The movie was somewhat
based on Eminem’s real life
and although it is also fictional it highlighted important
issues, like what life in the
ghetto is like, how white rappers are viewed to be a joke in
respected rapper.
society and how .hard work,
The storyline is interesting courage and, motivation is the
and well thought out with a key to getting somewhere in
few unexpected occurrences life.
:
.

.

,

"’ *

Eminem gave an emotional,
incredible and fascinating acting performance and the storyline was honest.
The soundtrack is also
impressive. 8 Mile is definitely
a movie that everyone should

go see.
:
It’s sure to impress Eminem

fans and critics alike and it will
change the stereotype that
musicians just can’t act
because trust me, Eminenican.
,;f";t1:’

^.-’(^^-t1
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Berlin strays from typical Following in their
father’s footsteps
sound on new album
BY MARTA BIALECKI

Chronicle staff__________

BY SABRINA ALBIS

almost gospel as choir sings at
Chronicle Staff
the end.
Songs, Shiny and Drug
Berlin Voyeur (2002)
experiment with vocal manipulation and echo while the
Blink Of An Eye
music Itself is very dance oriShiny
ented, up beat and sounds like
Lost My Mind
it belongs in a club. Lost My
The World Is Waiting
Mind is melodic as is Stronger
Drug
Than Steel where Nunn sings
Sacred And Profane
with merely a piano.
All I Ever Need
Sacred And Profane is
With A Touch
acoustic sounding and in the
To A King
world is waiting you can feel
Stranger On The Bus
the loneliness and sadness as
Terri sings in a soft voice
Berlin, best known for their "She’s alone at night. The
hit, Take My Breath Away, are world is watting. Take what
back with a new line up and a you want." With a touch is as
new record Voyeur. Before 1 lis- close as Berlin gets to their old
tened to this record, I was sound.
expecting Berlin not to stray
Stranger On The Bus goes
from their typical, synth back to Berlin’s lusty lyrics as
sound because on most of Nunn talks about a passionate
Berlin’s albums, they liaven’t encounter with a stranger she
really changed their sound too meets. All I Ever Need has
much.
smart lyrics that talk about
Voyeur, however was a how money means nothing.
pleasant surprise, with the "You can’t kiss a yacht or cudband finally experimenting dle a Rolls. Have a fight with
with new sound and vocals. your mansion or hug a pole. It
On Blink; Of An Eye, Terri blows." Nunn sings. To A King
Nunn (Vocalist) brings har- talks about a woman loving
monies and mellow guitar another woman’s man as
together as she discusses the Nunn sings, "How can I see
serious issue of our world com- your lover this way? To you
ing together. The track is he’s worth hardly a second

Las Ketchup

really no
different from Los Del Mar,
who in 1996 came out with
the smash hit the Macarena.
Their no. 1
hit

Ketchup
H a h )

The record is creative and
Berlin has bettered themselves
musically and lyrically as they
expand their creative horizons
on this record. Nunn and company have also evolved lyrically, portraying more emotion
and feeling with each song.
They have left behind their
old tried and true, synth pop
sound and have begun to use
real instruments. Terri’s vocals
are incredible, emotional and
the song’s are sung with a passion that only she can deliver.
Lyrically the record is
absorbing and there is a great
mix of slow, mid tempo and
dance tracks. So many emotions come through on the
record as well. There is anger,
lust, love and sadness. Voyeur
is a step up for Berlin and it
definitely brings them up to a
higher stature musically.

around the world.
The
Ketchup song readied number one, going platinum in
Belgium, grabbing the gold
in
France,
Finland,

Germany,

The

Song (Hey
glance."

is

played at nightclubs all

became a
surprise hit

\JQ&
KCTCHUP
IfUaS DCL TOMW
’

this
past
summer.
T h e

members of
the group
are
three
sisters, and
the daughters of Tomate, a renowned
traditional flamenco guitarist from Spain. Their CD
is entitled Hijas Del Tomate,
meaning daughters of
Tomate. The ladies of Las
Ketchup have combined
their original sound from
elements of Spanish rumba,
Latin pop, Jamaican reggae
and old-school hip-hop, giving the fans a brand new
enjoyable sound.
The CD is really up-beat
and fun to listen to. Their
music will definitely be

"

Sweden ,
and going

platinum in
I t a l y ,
Portugal,
Spain and
Switzerland.
The
song
has
also
a c lii eve d
the number
one spot in
Central and
S o u t h

America.

The Ketchup song te\lS a
story of Diego, a young fashion-conscious gypsy with
Rastafarian leanings who

loves dancing and hip-hop
and
own
his
sings
Andalusian rap. The chorus
of the song takes its lyrics
from the 1979 old-school
rap classic Rapper’s Delight
by the Sugarhili Gang.
The group has four versions of The Ketchup Song
on their CD. The songs are
quick and fun to listen to.
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N elly g ets hot at the AC C
BY MARTA BIALECKI
Chronicle stall___________

It really got hot in the Air
Canada Centre on Nov. 19,
when rapper Nelly came to
Toronto to put on an awesome
performance; good tiling no
one took their clotlies off.
Rap artist Nelly (a.k.a
Cornell Haynes Jr.) was born
and raised in St. Louis, where
lie experienced first-hand the
dangers on the streets. It wasn’t until later in his life wlien
he moved with tils mother to a
near-by suburban city, that lie
learned there was more to life
than violence.
Nelly formed a band in high
school, tlie St. Lunatics, wlio
scored a regional hit in 1996.
Frustrated tliat they couldn’t
land a record deal as a group;
they thought that Nelly would
have a better chance as a single
artist. After a lot of work and
dedication Nelly cauglit tlie
attention of Universal Records
and came out with the debut
album Country Grammar in
2000. Two years later he came
out with his second album

Pholo by Marta Blalocki

FABOLOUS: One of the opening bands for Nelly at
the Air Canada Centre.

Nellyville.

The Air Canada Centre was
packed with people of all ages.
Nelly was scheduled to perform at 9:10 p.m. but the show
was puLhed backed half an
hour and ran until 10 p.m.
Prior to Nelly were perfor-

mances by Isis, Clipse and
Fabolous.
Fabolous put on a great
opening act, getting the crowd
going and the party started. At
8:20 p.m. a small talent show
was put on. People from the
audience were able to go on
stage and show Toronto their
stuff. There were six contestants; some sang, others
danced.
There was a silence in the
crowd. The lights dimmed and
a sign came down in big block
letters spelling STLMO$14.
Fireworks lit up the stage, a big
disco ball came down and the
music

began.

The crowd started jumping,
and screaming Nelly’s name.
All of a sudden there was a
knocking sound. Slo Down

olo by Melissn HamolinI

A GREAT CONCERT: Nelly rocks the mike at a
recent concert performance at the Air Canada
Centre.
(one of tlie St. Lunatics) came
After a couple of songs,
through the door from the dancers came out on stage,
block number 1. Next Murphy while Nelly and the St.
Lee came out, followed by AH Lunatics went backstage to get
and Kyjuan. Finally, the star ready for the next set.
There was a change of
of the show came out of the
letter M. He was dressed in scenery. Nelly came out wearblack with a grey ball cap, and ing a white Toronto Raptors
of course, a Band-Aid on his jersey. Music began to play in
left cheek.
the background as Nelly gave
The first song performed the audience a little bit of
was E.I. from his first album Country Grammar.
Next the song Ride Wit Me
Country Grammar. Nelly and
the St. Lunatics began rapping was performed, the audience
and dancing; the crowd went was asked to join in and sing
crazy. Dancing and singing, along with Nelly and the St.
waving towels and bandanas Lunatics.
in the air.
Throughout the concert,
"I love you Nelly," one fan Nelly acknowledged the great
screamed from the audience.
city of Toronto, telling the

audience tliat Toronto’s a great
place to be, witli lots of beautiful ladies. After the song Ride
Wit Me was finished, Nelly
stopped the show to thank
everyone for supporting his
albums and coming out to the
Air Canada Centre and seeing
tlie show.
"Does anyone liave a marker?" Nelly asked tlie audience.
The crowd went wild when
Nelly signed his Toronto
Raptors jersey and threw it
into the audience.
"Do any of you know how
to bounce?" asked one of the
St. Lunatics, as the song Batter
Up started playing. The crowd
started bouncing to the beat of
the song. Background dancers
came up on stage wearing
short baseball jersey dresses.
During the concert Nelly
proved tliat he was Number
One. When his song Number
One came on, Nelly dedicated
tlie song to Toronto. One line
in the song asks. ’where the

the show, tlie ladies or the fellas?
The best song performed
during the concert was from
his current album Nellyville,

Hot in Herre.
The stage turned red, with
the middle screen sliowing a
volcano erupting and a thermometer in the middle of the
stage rising as the heat went up
in the A.C.C.
The crowd began bouncing
to the beat, with arms shooting up in the air, swinging
from side to side.
The finale included the song
Dilemma, his duet with
Destiny’s Child member Kelly

Rowland,
The finale would have been
better if Kelly had actually
sliown up at the concert, but
instead she was up on the big

screen singing along with
Nelly. The ladies sang along
with Kelly’s part in the spng,
finished off a cappella by

Nelly.
It was a great show. The
party at?’ Nelly told Toronto
that the party was right at the audience seemed to enjoy it,
A.C.C.
participating with the songs
One of the highlights of the and dancing to the beats.
show was during the song Air
The pyrotechnics sparked
Force Ones, a song about the concert, the background
shoes.
dancers didn’t miss a beat and
Slo Down came up from the songs performed were probasound area in a gigantic white bly the best he could have
Nike shoe, with flashing lights chosen.
all around it. The shoe was
Nelly thanked his opening
slowly swinging towards the acts and Toronto for coming
stage as the song was playing. out and supporting the show.
After the song, Nelly and Although there was no encore,
the St. Lunatics began joking the concert was still a great
around with the crowd. They success.
were asking who was running

Afford ab le travel for stud ents
BY STEPHANIE PERKINS

"The reason why we can travelled with Breakaway
bring these trips in at such a Tours last year.
The trips are usually three to
low cost is because we buy in
bulk," said Alex Priddle, the seven days in length, dependYou’ve probably seen the account manager of Breakaway ing on the destination. For the
Montreal and Quebec City
large, colourful signs posted Tours.
Celebrating their 19th year trips for New,,Year’s 2003, the
throughout the college advertising New Year’s trips to in the student travel business, trips are two, three or five
Quebec City and Montreal, Breakaway Tours, located in nights long and students are
and Spring Break trips to Mississauga, offers affordable bused there on a Breakaway
Daytona Beach and Acapuico, travel for students who want Tours bus. The cost starts at
but have you stopped to read to spend their vacation time $229 per person with four people per room, and it costs extra
them?
having fun.
"The thing that makes our for two or three people per
If you have, then you know
that Breakaway Tours is offer- trips fun is the fact that they room. The amount includes
ing these trips and more for are targeted towards students," round trip bus fare, hotel
accommodations, free nightly
high school and college stu- said Priddle.
More than 20,000 high shuttles to the downtown
dents throughout North
school and college students areas and a complete list of all
America.
Breakaway Tours specializes between the ages of IS and 28, activities and excursions.
"For this year, the big destifrom all over North America,
in student travel.
Chronicle staff

_______

Daytona," said
Priddle. "This has been the
biggest spring break destination for Ontario students for
nation will be

years now."

Daytona Beach for winter or
spring break costs from $399
per person, which includes
accommodations for six nights
with four people per room and
round trip bus fare. For additional costs, students can get
shuttles to nearby Universal
Studios, Walt Disney World
and Sea World.
The destinations are exciting themselves, but once you
get there, it’s like a never-ending party.
Events, dances, parties and
concerts are among the fun

that students have enjoyed in
past years on a Breakaway
Tours trip. Much Music often
also organizes events for students on the trips. Bands such
as Limp Bizkit, Blink 182, Goo
Goo Dolls and Third Eye Blind
have performed.
"The reason why students
choose Breakaway Tours is
because of the name recognition," said Priddle. "We pride
ourselves on the fact that we
do offer the best product in the
market today."
The first payment is due
now, so for more information
contact
the
DCSA or
Breakaway Tours at 1-800-4654257 or visit their website at

www.breakawaytours.com.
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D urh am tough O CAA te am
THE LADY LORDS HAVE NOT

From seeing
three best.
Humber and Seneca in the
tournament I don’t see much
of a difference between them
and us."
Durham basketball action at
the Jessie’s Cup began with the
Lady Lords beating tlie
Georgian College Grizzlies 5540.
ment was from the U.S.
"It might not be an
The Grizzlies proved to be
OCAA/U.S. thing, it just may no obstacle for the Durham.
be the fact that we haven’t The Lady Lords kept tlie pace
played all the teams in the of the game down and tlie
OCAA yet," said Durham head scoring reflected that. Usually
tills season the Lady Lords
coach Craig Andrews.
"We haven’t played the final scores have been up near
toughest teams in the OCAA. the 100-point mark.
For much of the first half
We still haven’t played Seneca,
St. Clair and ITumbcr, and the only way Georgian affectthey’re always touted as the ed the scoreboard was through
But Durham
foul shots.
turnovers put the team in a
dangerous situation, allowing
the Grizzlies to take the lead at
one point. Durham captain
Bonnie Slaughter quickly
responded to tills threat by
dropping two three-pointers in
a row to retake the lead.
The Lady Lords completely
dominated the second half of
play. Their defensive position-

BEEN DEFEATED BY A TEAM
FROM CANADA ALL SEASON
BY NICHOLAS SHORT
Chronicle staff

No team in the OCAA can
compete with the Durham
women’s basketball team. The
result of tlie Jessie’s Cup Mr.
Big Eight Classic, Nov. 15 and
16, is just another example of
this. The only team to beat
the Lady Lords in the tourna-

In honour of
Jessica D ale
Whitney
BY NICHOLAS SHORT
Chronicle staff________

In 1998, Jessica Dale
Whitney, an 11-year-old girl
from Oshawa, died of a mas-.
sive infection resulting from
an acute form of leukemia.
Durham had the opportunity this year to host the
first annual Jessie’s Cup Mr.
Big Eight women’s basketball tournament in her honour. The tournament is an
awareness-creating event
tliat promotes combating
leukemia and the need for
bone marrow donors.
The tournament helps

Photo by Nicholas Short

DURHAM SHOWS HEART: Lady Lords captain
Bonnie Slaughter brings the ball down the sidelines.
Durham’s undoing was out shooting. That’s wliat we
Kirtland’s forwards. Kirtland’s did the first half. And ttien
Lori Hinkle dropped countless when Durham went man-tothree-pointers, which isn’t man in the second Iialf we ran
usually a forward’s strength. the flex."
The flex is an offence that
Also, Durham had based its
game strategy on keeping uses motion and keeps all
It’s an
Jillian Shultz in check. But players moving.
Shultz was not a factor in the offence of choice against mangame and Durham’s strategy to-man coverage.
Though the Lady Lords lost
ing was excellent. The point was Ineffectual.
"Losing to Kirtland was a the game and were eliminated
guards showed they are skilled
Ball handlers. Overall, the coaching error more than a from rhe tournamenr, it was
team has the fundamentals of player one," said Andrews. an exciting game that gave
the game down, which reflects "We don’t see them (Kirtland) Di’rham fans a taste of basketon Andrews’ coaching ability. very often. I scouted their first ball competition between
Throughout the game he was game of the tournament. I Canadian and U.S. teams.
"The calibre of women’s
on his feet calling out plays, was really impressed how
reprimanding a player for dominant their post player basketball has changed so
making a mistake or con- (Shultz) was. Our game strate- much in the U.S. and Canada
fronting the referees over gy was containing the post over the last 10 years,’ said
player but they came out Parker. "This is the third year
questionable calls.
we’ve played at Durham.
What proved to be shooting the lights out."
Shultz is an inconsistent Canadian teams are getting
Durham’s’ most exciting game
of the tournament was their player and only has one good better and better all the time."
second game against the game in three, says Kirtland
Kirtland College Firebirds from head coach Jimmy Parker.
Like Durham, Kirtland
Roscommon, Michigan.
The Lady Lords lost 67-52, based its game strategy on
but the action between the containing a key player. That
Lady Lords and the U.S. team player was Slaughter.
them
"We
watched
was tense and competitive.
"I was happier in the loss to (Durham) play and we knew
the Americans than I was with they were pretty good and the
the win before," said Andrews. expectations up here for them
"It was an uphill battle for us were strong," said Parker. "We
but we had the character to knew we had to stop number
battle back and twice brought 15 (Slaughter), and we knew
their lead down to single dig- Durham was going to play a
its."’
zone and that’s why we came

three charitable organizations: Camp Oochigeas, the
Leukemia Research Fund of
Canada and the Bruce
Denniston Bone Marrow

Society.
"This is a tremendous
tournament and a .tremendous fund-raising event,"
said Brent MacDonald, the
national board director and
Ottawa chapter president of
the Bruce Denniston Bone

Marrow Society.
For more information
about the fight against
check
leukemia
out
w w w . o o c h . o r g ,
www.leukemia.ca

Photo by Nicholas Short

HANDLING THE BALL WITH CONFIDENCE: Durham
guard Leigh Garbatt shows her skill In the Lady
Lords’ first game of the tournament.

Photo by Nicholas Short

LAY-UP: Durham’s
Deanna Baird goes up
strong for two points.
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C atch L ord s on th e n et
DURHAM’S HOME
BASKETBALL AND
VOLLEYBALL
GAMES CAN NOW
BE HEARD OVER
THE INTERNET
BY DEREK LtNDSAY
Chronicle staff

Durham sports teams are preparing to (ump in to the future by travelling on the information highway.
Durham College, along with TRZ
Teamline Productions Incorporated,
is going to broadcast a live Internet
feed of varsity games.
Featured on the Internet will be
the regular conference home games

for volleyball and basketball for the
2002-03 season.
"Internet is a great start for the
future," said Becky Tranter, captain
of the women’s volleyball team.
"The college doesn’t have a lot of
media. Any advertising is a good

thing."

"We hope it goes well and we
would like to do it for all our programs beginning next year -baseball,
softball and soccer as well," said
Babcock.
Having a play-by-play guy is key
to its success.
Daryl Macklem is

The company that
the
play-by-play
going to help
broadcaster for this
Durham
broadcast
season, Macklem is
over the Internet is
just getting in to the
American-based. They
business but has
When you are
operate a production
experience with playstarting off, you
company that proby-play at CJLX, a
vides colleges and
college-affiliated stacan’t
start
at
the
universities an opportion in Belleville.
top.
Also he has done an
tunity to have live
broadcasts over the
at
internship
Internet and by phone
Sportsnet. Macklem
when television and
also has won the
radio aren’t available.
Daryl Macklcm OCAA Media Award.
"It is the second
"The best way this
year we’re aware of it
opportunity benefits
being available in
me is that it gives me
Canada," said Atliletic Director Ken some experience and a place to conBabcock.
tinue honing my skills," said
This is a trial run for Durham but Macklem. "When you are starting
tliere is high hope that it will be off, you can’t start at the top. You
popular.
need to find a place where you can
is

c

get some experience, continue learning, and I think this gives me a great
opportunity to do that. And as well
you never know whom you will
meet along the way. My plan right
now is to give the people following
Durham Lords the best coverage possible and keeping in touch with
what is going on with their favourite

team."
Durham College students are not
the only people that can listen to
the games on the Internet. Parents,
friends and other teams can listen
because it is broadcast all over the
world.
To listen to the games log on to
the
Durham
College
site,
www.durhamc.on.ca/athlctics, then
click on the team line button and
follow the instructions. There is no

charge.
Durham has signed sponsorships
that are going to pay for the cost of
the broadcasts.
"We’re getting response from
players, parents, staff and local
media," said Babcock. " That is kind
of cool. It has been very positive
feedback."

Indoor soccer back Lady Lords improve
BY MARTA BIALECKI
Chronlclr staff

at various schools.
The season will last 8 to 10 weeks
and Durham will remain In the

Indoor soccer is back at Durham Central East Division.
College after hibernating for 10
The men’s division will Include
years, Tryouts will take place Jan. 7- Centennial, George Brown and
Fleming (Lindsay). The women’s
Any full-time students can come division will Include Centennial,
and try out for the team. Marks will George Brown and Fleming
be looked at, especially Christmas (Peterborough). Stan Bombino will
marks, before students can play on still be coaching the men’s team and

the team.
Vaso Vujanovic will be coaching the
Students who began their pro- women’s.
gram at Durham in January are also
The regionals will be held March
welcome to try out.
7-8 at Conestoga, Kitchener, as well
Tournaments will begin at the end as the OCAA championships, which
of January.
will take place March 21-22,
About 14 players will be chosen
All regional and provincial chamfor each team (men’s and women’s). pionships hosted by Conestoga
Practices will be held in the gym and College will be played at RIM Park in
games will be played in gymnasiums Waterloo.

BY CHRIS MURPHY
Chronicle staff

The Lady Lords outscored the

Royal Military College Paladins by
25 points in the three games of a
recent conference matchup.
The Lords improved their conference record to 3-1 after beating
the Paladins three games to none

in the best-of-flve series, on Nov
13.
In the first game of the match

the Lords took control and never
looked back, eventually winning
25-11.
The second game was a bit closer
but the Lords were still too much
for the struggling Paladin team.
The Paladins scored seven more
points than the first game still lost
25-18.

The third and final game of the
lopsided match was a close one,
but the strength and efforts of the
Lords paid off as they won the
best-of-five series with 25-21 win.
Erin Smith and Meghan Lusted
were both very strong for the
Lords; both getting many kills and
service aces.
Another high point was the play
of Tryshia Colquhoun; her switch
to starting setter for this year has
been amazing and has allowed the
Lords to still be strong competitors
in the league.
The Lords also played the
Fleming Knights on Nov. 21 in
Peterborough, but scores and stats
could not be updated in time, they
will appear in the next Chronicle
edition.

GUESS WHAT MAKES A GIRL’S

H
EAD
w
turn ?
\
W

A GUY WHO KNOWS HOW TO

Hot Salsa
Nightclub
.Swing
Break Dance ’

Tap
Latin

^terobix
(Dance Xercise)
Ballet <fe Modern
’: ’’ ’; ’,
Urban JVu. Skool
9 Latin
’
Ballroom
Hip Hop/Jazz
Special Student Rates! Club .And Dance Outings

RHYTHM
DYNAMIX
DANCE
(Off the SImcoo
St. Bus route)

44 Richmond St.W
Oahawa
(back of building)

(90S) 438-1537
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D C ’s re cip e fo r s u c c e s s
SUCCESS IN THE
CLASSROOM
EQUALS SUCCESS
ON THE VARSITY
PLAYING FIELD
BY NICHOLAS SHORT
Chronicle slat)________

This fall, the Lady Lords fastball
team won the OCAA gold. The women’s soccer team ranked second in
the country and captured the provincial silver.
Men’s golf took the bronze at both
the provincial and national level.
The Lady Lords basketball team is 61 and are ranked 15th in the country.
And the women’s volleyball team
is first in their division. All Durham
teams have made tlie playoffs.
"We’re proud of the fact that we
win more than our fair share," said

’

Durham president Gary Polonsky.
"Look at the track record of this fall.
"I predict we ain’t done yet."
Varsity sports are for elite athletes,
said Polonsky. You need a goal, arid
winning is that goal. Durham understands that goal.
"At Durham we value going the
extra’mile in pursuit of the gold," he

women’s basketball coach, is proba- said Tranter, tlie women’s volleyball
bly one of tlie newest coaches on captain. "If you’re inviting a high
staff. This is his fourth year as coach. school team to play a tournament at
The rest of Durham’s coaclies have
been on board for years. Vaso
Vujanovic, for example, lias been the
women’s soccer coach for 15

Durham that’s almost giving ownership to that student to let them know
they’re welcome at
Durham.

years.

"It hap.
pcned to

"Most of our coaches
have been here since the
Model
T,"
joked
Polonsky.
of
Longevity
coaching staff, stability, recruiting
players coming in,
players already
here and the
Durham philosophy are the prod-

c
m
when

I

uct of a wellestablished pro-

gram,

says

Andrews.

Jim Nemish, the
women’s fastball
coach’agrees.
One of the major
successes at Durham is^
due to Polonsky, said
Nemish.
Whether he sliows up at
a game for 10 minutes or an
hour, he tries to make a point to
show for one or two games for each
sport.
The coaches are just as dedicated,
if not more.
"Jim, the fastball coacli, his season
only lasts eight weeks but he’s here

year-round," said Andrews. "Some of
us are only under contract for four

some
months,
Durham’s intercolleeight, but it’s still
giate success can be
a
12-month
chalked up to a number
process."
I haven’t had
of variables, from the
Every
year
administrative level to
Durham coaches
any
finish
lady
the Athletic Complex and
are out recruiting
on the team that
the coaches, to the stuhigh school and
dent athletes.
club
athletes.
didn’t graduate.
"It all boils down to a
Recruiting is an
college that supports and
important process
values athletics and recrein building a
ation as part of student
strong team.
N e m i s h
life," said Athletic director Ken Babcock.
recruits intensiveAndrews
Craig
"It then leads to outly for his prostanding coaches and
gram. His team’s
success rate has
recruiting. In turn, students come here to be a part of our shown he can bring in quality student athletes.
successful program.
That program is lead by Becky
The program sells itself, he says.
Tranter (DCSA president) and Any athlete .coming out of high
Deanna Baird (DCSA VP of Student school can look at the success of the
Athletics) and the entire executive fastball program,
;: who work endlessly to make the In his 14 years as coach the team
’ experience" of going to Durham a has won seven provincial golds, five
second-place finishes and one third.
. memorable one."
;’
Andrews is also a big supporter of
What attracts student athletes to
t Durham is its academic excellence, recruiting.
? its outstanding athletics programs,
"It’s a soft sell," he said. "I tell
? its coaches and, for the select, the them if I’m interested and if they
have any questions or want help regoffer of scholarships.
; "Durham has a philosophy of istering then I get involved.
"I’m not like some university
\i doing things well and that attracts
terrific student athletes," said recruiters where their life depends on
wBabcock. "And we have great stu- them getting the athlete.
In college the academics is as
i’dents here.
We havestudent athletes who are important as the athletic aspect. If
,,:
academic all-Canadians. I webelieve you can’t get a student into a prohave gram that’s not a good^fit then they
bur philosophy is the reason
won’t be successful."
teams."
athletic
strong
i^such
All Durham coaches recruit to one
P Durham coaches play a key role in
this philosophy and leading Lords degree or another.
Stan Marchut holds tournaments
teams to the championships.
; V "The coaches earn a huge share of at Durham for local high school
teams to play in.
the credit." says Polonsky.
1
"He puts on clinics for different
Durham’s coaching staff is remarkably stable. Craig Andrews, the schools to get our name out there,"
said.

"

1

here to
practice.
Just knowing that 1 was
accepted and practicing here made It an easier decision
to come to Durham.
"Recruiting is something tliat lias
to be done properly," says Tranter.
"There’s a process and there’s rules.
Of course all of our coacties totally
follow them."
The most valuable recruiting tool
that coaches have is athletic scholarships.
In Ontario students can be given
scholarships up to $1,000 a year for
four years. Durham offers two scholarships per sport every year.
Durham coaches use different

approaches in awarding scholarships.
"I use my scholarships for positions I need a major impact player
for," said Nemish.
"Whether it’s a pitcher, catcher,
infielder or an outfielder. I don’t
really decide on giving out the scholarship until I look at the player and
see her play.
"I try to look at their marks to find
out what kind of student they are as
well because I don’t want to give a
scholarship to someone who is going
to be gone at Christmas or fail in the
first year.
I want them to be able to use that
scholarship so that if they’re here for
two or three years it becomes an
advantage for them."
Andrews’ biggest objective is to
make sure somebody gets it because
Durham athletes carry a full workload, he says.
They have assignments and tests,
and they have the pressure of taking
buses all over Ontario and representing the college. They get back sometimes at one in the morning and still
have their studies and tests the next

day.
"I give them $500 the first year,"
he said.

You really don’t know the player
but if they re successful and come
back to the program the next year
then they get $1,000 until they graduate.
I use $1,000 for the previous players who made it through the year
before and split the other $1,000 in

half for two new freshmen coming
in.

"I also sponsor one myself. Out of
my coaching salary I donate a $1,000
academic-athletic scholarship to the

Athletic Department."
Durham makes it a priority that
student athletes focus on their academics over their athletics.
For students to stay on any varsity
team they must maintain a 2.0 GPA.
Students receiving scholarships must
keep a 2.5 average.
It’s crucial to maintain their
grades because they’re here to get’an
education," said Deanna Baird, the
VP of Student Athletics and a member of the women’s basketball team.
"They’re playing a sport while in
school but the main focus isn’t the
fact tliat they’re athletes, it’s that
they’re Durham students who also
play on a varsity team."
Durham runs a student success
program which says that every student athlete must maintain the GPA
requirement.
If they drop below it they are put
on academic probation and become
ineligible to play.
"It’s a good setup because in years
past students could just come in and
fly by the seats of their pants or get

pushed through or drop out by
Christmas," said Nemish. "Now, athletics has changed so that coaches
push these students to maintain their
GPAs.
To not only be a success on the
field but to be a success in the classroom.
"Academics is first and foremost."
Andrews goes even fartlier than
the Athletic Departments rules governing student athletes.
"What I do with any student that’s
struggling is give them a copy of
their timetable, toeing a college faculty member I know that marks are tied
to attendance, and they have to
bring it back initialed each week so I
know they’ve been to all their classes.
Then we monitor tests and assignments to make sure they’re being
handed in.
"I haven’t had a lady finish on the
team that didn’t graduate.
That’s a record you can be just as
proud of as winning a champi-

onship."
Bottom line, Durham Lords teams
are about the students.
The reason Durham is. so successful is because it focuses on the needs
of students both athletically and academically.
From administration to the
Athletic Department and’ coaching,
to student athletes Durham has
developed a formula of success that
has enabled it to be such a dominant
force in the OCAA.
Policy, excellence in coaching and
recruiting, scholarships and driven
student athletes make Durham a
proud home of varsity sports.
"Durham has dedicated students,"
said Tranter.
"Individuals who have not only
dedicated themselves to academics
but also to being a success on a sports
team.
"And like with any sport they’re

competing against other teams, and
even other people on their own team
and they’re competing with themselves to be all-around good athletes.
"What you put into it is what you
get out of it."
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D urh am’s v-b all l eg en d
STAN
MARCHUT:
FIVE-TIME
COACH OF
THE YEAR
BY CHRIS MURPHY
Chronicle staff

He is 64 years old, has been
coaching at Durham College
for 18 years and is currently
the most successful coach in
OCAA women’s volleyball history. Since coaching the volleyball team the Lords liave
only missed the playoffs once
in the past 18 years and Stan
Marchut lias been named
OCAA coach of the year five
times. His players describe him
as relaxed, energetic, easy
going, dedicated and funny.

"He’s a positive coach and
he knows what he’s talking
about," said veteran Erin
Smith.
The players on the women’s
team have learned a lot from
Marchut and not just techniques to be used in volleyball.
He’s a good listener, so you
know wlien he speaks It’s

"He’s taught me to work my
hardest at everything, not just
sports." His anility to coach
winning teams is incredible
and it shows in his coaching of
the women’s volleyball team.
"He has shown me new
things," said veteran player
Mcghan Lusted. "All of the
habits I’ve liad, he corrected
them." Marchut also helps tlie
rookies improve their play as
best he can. "He’s improved
my hitting a lot," said Mattliie.
"I swing a lot harder now."
The women’s volleyball
team and Marchut practise
about four times a week, but
the practices are fun and
relaxed. "He’s not an abusive
coacli. If you do something
wrong he’ll tell you in a nice
way," said Candace Brandauer,
a newcomer to the team.
"He’s a great coach," said
Lusted. "He lielps you out a
lot, lie’s always there to lielp
and if you need any extra lielp
he’ll stay after practice with
you." Marchut is a great volieyball coach and is extremely

knowledgeable, says women’s
captain
Becky
Tranter. "He has such a relaxed
attitude. He has so much
knowledge it’s unbelievable,"

volleybaTi

she said. Marchut’s attitude
and knowledge of the sport
keep players coming back to
the team year after year.
Important," said rookie Reya
"If there was a different
Matthie. "I have learned from coach I wouldn’t be here playhim, I listen more and then ing volleyball for the fourth
say my peace and it’s usually year in a row," said Tranter.
more affective."Smith said,
"Everyone on this team

siology, social science and

geography," said Marcliut.
Wliile teaching at Eastdale
Collegiate Marchut married
his wife Berryl in 1967 and had
two children, both boys. One
is
MacMaster
attending
University and the other is finishing up high school.
While in college Marchut
did not play volleyball, but he
did play in high school.
"1 played in high school but
tlie g3i’n" was not as popular as
it is today," he said. "It was
not a priority and we practised
very little."
Marchut has racked up
many accomplishments while
coaching of the women’s volleyball team. He led the team
to a bronze medal at the CCAA
Nationals in 1986. In 1994 he
received the CCAA Career
Long-time women’s volleyball coach Stan Marchut
Coaching Excellence Award
and last season the Lords won
should be tliankful for him began coaching the women’s the OCAA Championship.
because he’s made us all better voTleyball team at Durham
Marchut is also the dean of
players." Marchut has always College in 1984 and has OCAA women’s volleyball
valued academics over athlet- amassed an incredible 245 coaches and has been a great
ics and it shows by the wom- wins and only 101 losses.
help to the athletic departen’s volleyball team’s grades.
"I became a college coach ment, hosting events, organiz"Stan focuses a lot on your for the challenge when the job ing tournaments and special
academics because he knows was offered to me by Dave fundraising projects, according
you’re here to go to school," Stewart the former athletic to the Durham College
said Tranter. Marchut also says director/’ said Marchut. "At Athletic
Director,
Ken
it is a proven fact that the the time I was the coach of the Babcock.
women’s volleyball team has boys and girls teams at
Marchut has a lot of energy,
the best marks out of all the Eastdale." Marchut taught and and it shows. Only he knows
Durliam teams. "1 believe sta- coached at Eastdale Cp’.legiate when his steam will run out.
tistics show that the women’s In Oshawa for 36 years and is
"I am not sure how much
volleyball players are at the now retired. "I was head of longer I will coach," said
top in terms of team academic physical and health education, Marchut. "As long as I enjoy
but taught many subjects it and as long as I can keep up
achievement," said Marchut.
An Oshawa native, Marchut including math, science, kine- will be factors."
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2002 FALL EXAMINATIONS & SNOW DAY
Oshawa Campus Post-Secondary Students Only

Formal examinations for the 2002 Fall Semester will be held from December 9 - 13, 2002.
(Remember to bring your Photo Student I.D. Card to each scheduled examination.)
Should a winter storm cause closure of the College during the published examination days, the
examinations scheduled on that day will be rescheduled to early January 2003.

2002 FALL GRADE REPORTS
Oshawa Campus Post-Secondary Students Only
Grade Reports for the Fall Semester will be available on-line via Campus Pipeline as

of

December 20, 2002 at 8:30 a.m.

2003 WINTER SEMESTER TIMETABLES
Oshawa Campus Post-Secondary Students Only

Timetables /or the Winter Semester 2003 will be available on-line via Campus Pipeline as of
December 20, 2002 for students whose status is full-time. This schedulers tentative and is based
on the standard program of studies for the semester and pro gram in which you are enrolled. If
you have a failed subject which is a prerequisite to a winter semester subject, your timetable will
be altered. Check after December 23rd to see your revised schedule.
-

-.

NOTE: SYSTEM NOT AVAILABLE DEC. 27-31/02 DUE TO SYSTEM UPGRADES.

FIRST DAY OF CLASS
FOR THE 2003 WINTER SEMESTER
Oshawa Campus Post-Secondary Students

is

JANUARY 6. 2003
Please note: Timetable changes for Oshawa Campus Post-Secondary students can be
made on-line via pipeline between January 2 - 10, 2003.
Timetable changes will NOT be completed in the Registration office.
All students will access this service via Pipeline.
You may access the information from any computer with Internet access.
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HMERi NEWS

S up erfan here for D C
DURHAM LORDS
GET NEW MASCOT
TO HELP ON THE
WAY TO VICTORY

Men’s
team in
another
final

be our mascot. We told him we would
make him into a legendary figure called

Superfan."

Upton, a Durham graduate, is the college’s varsity public address announcer
and an all-around fan. Lords spectators
can expect to see him at every home
game. He will be there to motivate fans
and

players alike.

He showboated around on the court,
beat
rhythms on Durham thunder sticks
BY NICHOLAS SHORT
and lead the crowd in chants on Nov. 15.
Chronicle staff_________________
"He made a decent crowd Into a pack
crowd," said Babcock.
There’s a new hero in town. He made
Supcrfan’s costume looks surprisingly
his first appearance at Durham on Nov. 15 familiar to Lord Durham’s, the Lords’ first
during the Jessie’s Cup Mr. Big Eight mascot. Fans may start to question if
Classic. On an average day he goes by the there Is any reltiliun between Lord
name Brett Upton, but when Durham’s in Durham and Superfan.
need he becomes Superfan. With his
The obvious difference between the
super moves, chants and charisma he two is that Superfan doesn’t wear Lord
turns hometown varsity fans into raving Durham’s mask. He also sports a Durham
enthusiasts.
basketball jersey, a helmet and sunglasses.
He is the new mascot on the Lords’ rosHis helmet is a vintage 1973 OCAA
ter. No other college mascots are his Durham College hockey helmet, said
equal. Superfan is here, and opponents of Babcock.
Durham should beware.
Superfan is part of a package to get
"As legend goes, lie crasli-landed at Durham students more involved in varsiCivic Stadium" said Durham Athletic ty sports. The Athletic department is also
Director Ken Babcock.
offering live internet game broadcasts,
Upton showed his potential as a mascot prize giveaways, shirt giveaways, live
at this year’s OCAA women’s soccer play- singing of the national anthem by eleoff game at the stadium. He put on a great mentary school choirs and there is the
performance for the crowd and got them $5,000 halftime Spalding shoot-for-cash
into the game.
(for basketball games).
"He’s inspirational," said Babcock.
"The ultimate goal is to make this facil"There were 150 fans at the game but they ity the loudest gymnasium in the counsounded like 5,000 fans.
try," said Babcock. "Superfan is going to
"After the soccer game we asked him to play a big part in that."

BY NICHOLAS SHORT
Chronicle staff_____

The Durham men’s
basketball team battled
tlieir way into their third
tournament consolation
final of the spa’>r>n..(iL’-the
Panshawe
Can-Am
Classic.

But despite holding a
two-point lead over the
ranked
nationally
Sheridan College Bruins at
half time in the final
game, the Lords couldn’t
maintain that lead and
lost 83-69.
A full court press by the
Bruins in the second half
of play caused Durham
turnovers, and even
though Durham put up a
tough defence they fell
under Sheridan’s game

strategy.
The Lords conference
record sits at 2-1 and their
overall record is 8-7.

Photo by Nicholas Shod

TO THE RESCUE: Superfan
makes his first appearance.

New ru l e s for b a s eb al l
BY DAVE GRAHAM
involved in the program.

The rule change needs a champions in 1998-99. When baseball team. The fact is we
However, past CIBA presi- year to find its spot in the pro- the OUA formed its baseball are a college and I don’t like
dent Bill Martin doesn’t see it gram.
program two years ago, their now that a student athlete
as a problem.
"After next year the rule will champions earned a spot at who played four years in the
You’re an 18 year old fresh"The eligibility rule has have found its place and the the CIBA nationals.
This N.CAA could come and take
man baseball player stepping been debated by universities players will simply just be makes
the
competition over a freshman player’s spot
up to the plate for the first right across the country," there, and you won’t see a dif- stronger and fairer to declare a on a team."
time at this level. You ner- Martin said.
ference in competition at all," true national champion.
Durham’s freshman star this
vously look up at the pitcher,
"The debate has always said Martin.
However this year the OUA year,. Reese Davies, isn’t conwho is a seasoned 28 year old been whether it is fair to deny
Durham Lord’s head coach didn’t send their champions, cerned- about .the change in
former professional pitcher someone the right to partici- Sam Dempster is not as confi- Brock, due to financial rea- play next
year and feels it will
who is about to throw thre.e pate in recreation when they dent in the rule change as sons. It is yet to be seen if this find its place.
100 mph pitches by you for an pay the same tuition and are Martin.
will continue in the coming
"It’s not ’going to directly
easy strike put. Seems unlikely attending the same classes as
"It never ceases to amaze me years.
affect me," said Davies. "I basiin a College baseball league an eligible player."
what the CIBA does," said
Durham and George Brown cally think we should be playdoesn’t it? But this could be
Athletic Director at Durham Dempster.
feel this is unfair considering ing against and with the best
reality with the controversial College. Ken Babcock said this
"One has to shake their they are the only colleges in players available from each
new rule change passed by the may be unfair to colleges head at the possible prospect the Ontario division of the school."
.
Canadian
Intercollegiate because they have shorter pro- of a 17-year-old ’wet behind CIBA.
^
George Brown Huskies head
Baseball Association
grams than .universities.
the ears’.college baseball playFormer Public Relationsjstu- coach, Rick Gomes agrees with
Oct. 22’was busy day for the
"I understand they want to er facing a 25-year-old ex-pro-" dent and Durham’s pitcher’o’f the rule change but believes it
CIBA. Not only did they add give fair opportunity, but you fessional player. The physical the year in 2000. Phil Lankhof was changed for the wrong
St. Thomas University of New have to draw the line some- and mental toughness would looks at the eligibility rule.. reasons..
Brunswick and The’University where," said Babcock.
be dramatic."
another way.
"I have always been a supDurham did have a say in
College of Cape Bretpn in
Durham graduate Aaron
"It looks to me, this is a case porter of allowing the best posSydney Nova Scotia to their the ruling as all active schools Rock pitched for the Lords for of the CIBA feeling pressure sible players available to our
four years and has mixed emo- from the OUA. They took schools to participate in our
family but they also changed in the CIBA voted on it.
"We weren’t in favour of it tions about the rule change.
their rules about who can step
eight of their teams in one league," said Gomes. The
for obvious reasons," said
up too the plate.
"I like how it would, give me year, plus they have never had highest level of play is obviThe CIBA previously had a Babcock. "There’s not a lot we another opportunity if I ever a limit on eligibility from the ously a goal of the CIBA’s rule
rule can do about it, except every did go back, bur. on ,the other start," said Lankhof, who no change.
five-year eligibility
restricting how many years a year there is a chance to imple- hand I think it puts Durham at longer plays in the league.
"My personal belief is that a
player can play in the pro- ment change, so we’ll bring it an- unfair disadvantage since ’ This ruling could actually player should be allowed to
gram. The rule was recently back to the table and see how , its programs are shorter," said help Durham, .opt ifthere, were. play;" said,Gomes. "When we
waived allowing any student it faired after one year."
Rock.
any returning players or play- can attract good ball players it
in good academic standing to , .There, has been some conMartin said the change- ers wh6,:p}ayed in the NCAA makes the league, your team
play for as many years as they cern’about’comp&tition being won’t be as drastic as everyone and their chose to come to and your opponents look
want.
drastically different next year. seems to be making it. Durham.
good.
: Also Durham is in the
In its ninth year, the associ"We’ll see a difference per- Ontario -University Athletics
Mixed
reactions
have
ation recognized that universi- haps in 2003, because players has always had this rule. Two process of adding a university i ,ensued.,since. the rule change
ties are changing and students who have finished their five years ago the OUA started to the college:,^:’- /.W;-" -,’ .’ ..and ’’wtl^ likely continue
are spreading their course years might in fact be still in their baseball program and
"If^we^were.a’’unl.ver.sity’ throughout next year’s season.
loads over more years. Now school and will show up again, took eight baseball teams from right now I would look at" this ; "My only concern is that
those students can play ball as "said1 Martin." "One can CIBA including this year’s differently,", said Babcpck, this rulje. was passed for personlong as they are going to assume that a player that champion Brock Badgers. "We .are in the pro’cess "of al ^nd;. selfish reasons to
school.
played five years must be a Brock left the CIBA two years building a university; ;apd we accbnunqdafe possibly one or
This has caused some con- decent player and may make a ago to move to OUA. The will have to wait and see what,’ ’;twp’$ch"ools and one or two
Badgers are two .time national if any; program we’adopt for a players," suspects Gomes.
troversy among the schools difference on a given team."
Chronicle staff
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IPOKIS NTOS
Women’s Basketball (East Division)
Team
Seneca
Humber
Algonquin
Durham
Loyalist

George Brown
Georgian

I

G

W

L

T

Pts

3
2
4

3
2
2
1
1
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
4
4
2
2
0
0

1
2
3
3

2
0

1
3
3

W%
1.00
1.00
0.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
0.00

Women’s Volleyball (East Division)
Team
Loyalist
Durham

Algonquin

Trent
Fleming
Royal Military

La Cite

MP

MW

ML

GW

GL

Pts

5
4
4
2
5
5
3

4.
3
3
2

1
1
1

9
3

1
1

4
4
3

13
11
9
6
8
6
2

8
6
6
4
2
2
0

0

0

5
3
13
13
9

Men’s Volleyball (East Division)

Men’s Bfisketball ( Eas»t Di visic»n)

Team

G

W

L

T

Pts

W%

Team

MP

MW

ML

GW

GL

Pts

Algonquin
Durham

3
3
2
3
2
3

3
2
2
1
0
0

0
1
0
2
2
3

0
0
0
0
0
0

6
4
4
2
0
0

1.00
0.67
1.00
0.33
0.00
0.00

Loyalist
Royal Military
Fleming

5
4
4

5

3

Durham
Algonquin

4
4

15
9
9
3
5
2

1
5

La Cite

0
1
2
2
3
4

10
6
4
2
2
0

St. Lawrence
Loyalist
Georgian
Fleming

3
2
1
1
0

6
8

11
12

Upcoming Events for the Durham Lords
Women’s Basketball
Nov. 27 @ Humber
Nov. 29 @ Durham
Dec. 6 @ Durham
Jan. 3-5 Seneca Sting
Classic
Jan. 10 @ G.B.C:

Men’s Basketball
Dec. 6 @ Durham
Dec. 27-28 Mohawk
Invitational
Jan. 3-4 George
Brown Classic
Jan. 10 @ St.

Lawrence

Women’s Volleyball
Dec. 27-29 Camosun
Invitational, B.C.
Jan. 2-4 Capilano
Cup, B.C.
Jan. 9 @ Durham
Jan. 11 OCAA AH
Star Game @ Trent

Men’s Volleyball
Dec. 6-7 Niagara
College Invitational
Jan. 3-4 Fleming
College Invitational
Jan. 11 OCAA AII
Star Game @ Trent
Jan. 23 @ Durham
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